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Program Of The American Child

Hygiene Association

AIMS

1. To continue our efforts to arouse the interest of individuals and communities

in definite, comprehensive work for the w^elfare of mothers and children.

2. To co-operate in every possible way with existing private organizations in

attempting to meet all problems of maternal and child welfare.

3. To assist all governmental agencies, local, state and national, in promoting

and carrying on their maternal and child welfare work.

4. To help create public sentiment through organized effort, for the establishment

of state and municipal divisions of child hygiene.

5. To promote the education of the lay public concerning the health of mothers

and children.

ACTIVITIES

1. Local Studies. To assist in making careful studies of state and local needs

for child welfare, especially during the pre-natal, neo-natal, post-nata)

and pre-school age periods.

2. Formulation of Working Plans for Child Hygiene Work. After thorough

study of the local needs and assets, to suggest constructive plans for maternal

and child welfare work, with special efforts to strengthen co-operation

between existing organizations, and to co-ordinate the work so that it may

be complete and without Vi^asted effort.

3. Demonstration of the Possibilities of Constructive Activities and Assistance

in their Promotion, (a) By helping maternal and child welfare agencies

to adopt comprehensive programs suited to the needs of individual

communities.

(b) By encouraging the establishment of child welfare activities as integral

parts of health centers and the employment of public health nurses

trained in child hygiene.

(c) By attempting to interest physicians and dentists in maternal and child

welfare work.

(d) By demonstrating the need of extension of maternal and child welfare

work in rural communities and by arousing interest in these rural dis-

tricts, in the prevention of the accidents and diseases of maternity,

infancy and childhood, through travelling health centers.

4. Co-operation with other Organizations. By spreading knowledge of the pro-

grams of other organizations engaged in .special phases of child welfare

without wasting effort by duplicating their work.



Address On Neo-Natal Mortality
Frederick A. Packard Lecture of the Philadelphia Pediatric

Society, February lo, 1920

Sir Arthur Newsholme,

WHILE I highly appreciate the

honor of giving this Packard

Lecture to the Philadelphia Pedi-

atric Society, I realize the impossi-

bility of making any medical con-

tribution to your specialty, and the

necessity of limiting myself to the

public health aspects of my subject,

in which I have for many years been

concerned. I also appreciate the

difficulty arising from the fact that

my remarks relate to obstetrics

more than to pediatrics. Although

I do not venture to define the line

of demarcation between these spe-

cial branches of medicine, much of

the success of the work of pedi-

atrics depends on the normality of

the expectant mother and of the

unborn infant, not only in regard to

mental development, but also more
generally; and the conditions likely

to aid in securing normal birth and

adequate skilled care in the first

weeks after birth are of vital in-

terest to you.

Among the outstanding events in

the medico-sociological history of

the last fifty years a foremost posi-

tion must be given to the steady de-

cline of the birth-rate which has

occurred in most civilized coun-

tries, and to the increased attention

devoted to the welfare of infants

and their mothers.

K. C. B., M. D., F. R. C. P.

BIRTH-RATE IN RELATION TO INFANT

MORTALITY

It would carry us too far afield to

discuss the lowered birth-rate, and

its relation to the decrease in infant

mortality. Let me, however, make
the following categorical remarks

which may partially counterbalance

the statements often made on this

point. In districts and countries

in which no reduction of the birth-

rate has occurred, infant mortality

has declined. In countries in which

both rates have declined, the birth-

rate (as in England) was declining

steadily for over 20 years before

any decline of infant mortality be-

gan ; many districts with a low

birth-rate have a high infant mor-

tality-rate ; and although a large

family, especially if not adequately

spaced, may mean impoverishment

and poverty of parents with neglect

of children in essential respects,

there is no reason to think that a

correspondingly large family under

improved social conditions would

be otherwise than fsivorable to a

healthy and ideal family life.

The lowered birth-rate has un-

doubtedly been one of the factors

leading to recent activities to secure

the preservation of child life. The
single statement that in England

and Wales 9000 fewer births t^-^k
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place weekly in 1914, before the mortality has drawn attention to

effect of the war begdn to be felt, some of the more important mo-
and that in the whole of that year tives which have led to the in-

about a half million fewer births creased attention which has Deen

occurred than would have occurred given to this subject in the last

if its population had experienced forty years. In France, which led

a birth-rate equal to that of the the way in respect of the day-

year 1876, serves to remind us that nursery, of societies for encourag-

although in England our growth of ing maternal nursing, and of gout-

population by excess of births over tes de lait, the failure of the popu-

deaths still amounts to 1 per cent lation to increase undoubtedly had

per annum, we are approaching, great influence in securing action,

unless the course of events is In England attempts at controlling

changed, a period when natural infant mortality began on definitely

growth of population will cease, public health lines. But it was not

and England,—and I may also add until 1902 in England that a defi-

America,—will be dependent on nite and continous reduction in in-

immigration for further increase fant mortality began ; and in the

of population. production of this result a large

In passing from this aspect of share of credit must be given to

the subject, it is not inappropriate, the ''concentration on the mother

in view of the fact that the child is and the child" which has been a

the wealth of the future, to recom- striking feature of the last twenty

mend the avoidance of "the sad years.

heresy of celibacy" (Punch), and It is chiefly during the last ten

the contracting of early marriages, years that action has extended

especially by those who now dis- toward the point at which logic-

proportionately avoid them, as ally it ought to have begun; and

necessary not only in restoring and organized effort on a considerable

maintaining the success of family scale has been made to protect the

life, but also in securing the same infant by ensuring the welfare of

standard of sexual morality for the mother during pregnancy, in

both sexes, and in avoiding the her confinement, and during the

ravages of gonorrhea and syphilis, lying-in period. The Midwives Act

two of the greatest enemies of child was passed in the year 1902, and

life and of maternal health. following this the use of unskilled

Dr. L. Emmett Holt* in an inter-
women as midwives was gradually

esting historical sketch of infant
stopped, and every^ midwife was

subjected to supervision and con-

trol and to withdrawal from prac-
* American Association for Study and ^- -r 1 ^- 1 -r

p^^ ^ ,• r T r . Tvr . 1- r^ tice II malpractice occurred, or 11
Trevention of Infant Mortality. Trans- ^

actions of the Fourth Annual Meeting, medical aid was not called in for

1913. abnormal parturition. The active
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educational work in infantile hy-

giene, the visitation of mothers by
health vistors, the gradually in-

creasing use of health centers, have
occurred during the same period,

and in this and other ways there has

been increasing effort to restore to

its former integrity, family life,

which has been seriously en-

croached upon by the conditions of

town and industrial life. It is not

one of the least of the valuable

by-products of the calamitous

World War that it has done much
to restore the status and ideal of

Motherhood and to make us realize

that on this depends the future

well-being and happiness of man-
kind.
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Fig. I

In considering infant mortality

we first of all think of it as part

of general mortality at all ages.

The primary objects of preventive

medicine are to transfer as many
deaths as possible from the earher

to the later periods of life, to pre-

vent the larger mass of non-fatal

illness which, from the point of

view of the community is even

more serious than early death, and

to raise the general standard of

health of the population.

We scarcely realize the differ-

ence between the number of deaths

in each of the first five years of

life. This is shown graphically in

figure 1.

Figure 2 shows how much
more slowly mortahty in infancy

has been brought under control

En&l/no/vnd V^les- Relative D^th-r/ktes por

^CH OF THE FIRST FlVE YE/tR.S OF LiFE IN QuiNQ^UEN-

H\fA. Periods from 1871-75 to Mll-15, the Dc/tH-

i^TC/vTE^cH A&e- period IN 1871-75 6ein(; stated

>\5 ;I00>

Fiar. 2
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than mortality in the next four

years of Hfe.

In view of the commonly enter-

tained error that infant mortality

may on the balance be selective in

character, securing survival of the

more robust, it is noteworthy that

the parts of England which have

the highest infant mortality con-

tinue at higher ages to experience

a higher death-rate than more fav-

ored districts. Any possible elim-

ination of the weakest by natural

selection which may have occurred,

is accompanied to a preponderant

extent by the manufacture of weak-

lings and by an excessive death-rate

at older ages, due to continuance

throughout the whole of life of the

evil conditions which caused the

excessive infant mortality.

From the economic standpoint

attack on infant mortality offers

abundant scope for action. Here

is a period representing about one-

eightieth part of the whole life

;

but in this period one out of 9 or

10 total deaths occurs ; furthermore,

the state of health in infancy in

large measure determines the

health-standard of the whole of

hfe.

From the same standpoint, the

mortality under one month, first de-

scribed by Ballantyne as neo-natal

mortality, also is especially import-

ant. At least one-tenth of the total

deaths at all ages occur in infancy
;

one-half of these infantile deaths

occur within the first three months,

one-third within the -first month,

and one-fifth within the first week

after live birth.

If, therefore, it were practicable

to halve these early or neo-natal

deaths, a greater saving of life

could be obtained than by halving

the death-rate at any other period

of life of equal length. There is

ample work for further preventive

measures against infant mortality

in the last eleven months of the first

year; biit the most fertile and least

tilled soil is that of the neo-natal

period.

In view of the commonly made
statement that infant mortality dur-

ing the first month is chiefly due

to developmental conditions, and is

practically beyond control, let us

examine mortality in this period

more closely.

In figure 3, the share which de-

velopmental and wasting diseases

have in causing total infant mor-

tality is shown. It will be noted

later that it bears a very varying

part in different countries of Eng-

land. In this diagram, the above

group of diseases includes deaths

from

Premature birth

Congenital defects

Injury at birth

Want of breast milk

Atrophy, debility and marasmus.

I have purposely grouped all

these together, because of the un-

satisfactory certification of causes

of death of infants dying in the

earlier weeks of life. Throughout

the whole of infancy, medical cer-

tification of deaths is much less

satisfactory than for deaths at any

subsequent age ; and it is of but

little use to advise physicians to be
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more accurate in their certificates

until we have more exact patholog'-

ical knowledge of the causes of ear-

ly infant mortality. Some valuable

research work has been done in this

field ; but it needs to be greatly ex-

tended; and such work would
doubtless add greatly to our ar-

mamentarium against early infant

• mortality.

In an official report I have an-

alyzed the above group of causes

of death further, and it appears

that nearly 90 per cent of the deaths

fiom premature birth and congen-

ital defects, and about 40 per cent

of the deaths from atrophy, de-

biHty and marasmus occur in the
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first month after birth. It appears

further, that there has been much
transfer of certification between
these various headings, and that it

is probably not therefore justifia-

ble to infer, as has often been done,

that the mortality from premature
birth has increased in recent years.

NEO-NATAL MORTALITY NOT I

IRREDUCIBLE

We are on safer ground when we
base our conclusions on total deaths
in the first week, and in the first

month after live birth ; and in view
of the accurate registration of

births and deaths in England, I

may be excused for taking illustra-

tions from past official English

reports.

The facts set out below give an
effective quietus to statements that

neo-natal mortaHty is practically ir-

reducible.

The figures from my official re-

port on Infant and Child Mortality

(Cd. 5263), which gives death-rates

for the year 1908, show the rela-

tive proportion of mortality in dif-

ferent parts of infancy, and the neo-

natal mortality in different areas.

Infant Death-rate per 1,000 Births

Total
Under Under under
one one one
week month year

England and Wales... 24.3 40.3 120.4

Fig- 3

County of Durham.... 33.8 52.1 151.0

County of Glamogan.. 24.8 46.1 154.3

County of Hereford... 18.2 31.2 75.8

County of Oxford.... 20.9 30.6 73.0
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Infant Death-rate (Highest and Lowest)

Per 1,000 Births, Among
Infants in 1st week Infants in 1st month

after birth after birth

Highest

Workington, . .41.4 Workington ...61.0

Dewsbury.....41.4 Blyth 58.0

Batley ....... .37.5 Batley 57.7

Bransley 31.2 Dewsbury 56.7

Bradford 30.7 Aberdare 49.4

St. Helens 30.3 Walsall 49.3

Lowest

Doncaster 19.7 Guildford .....29.4

Edmonton 19.1 Holbom 28.0

Crewe 19.0 Penge 27.2

Heywood 16.9 Waiford 25.9

We may then rest assured that

neo-natal mortality varies greatly

in different communities. It varies

also greatly in different sections of

the same district, whether it be ur-

ban or rural. There is no reason

to assume that there are any such

general variations in the vitality or

physical efficiency of mothers, as

will explain these differences ; and

we must, I think, conclude that a

large share of the loss of precious

lives shown above is caused by re-

movable influences, post-natal, as

well as natal and pre-natal.

Doctor Stevenson, in the English

Registrar-General's Annual Report

for 1913, has given data from which

it can be inferred that in England

and Wales, nearly 25 per cent of the

total births occurred under circum-

stances involving a sacrifice during

the first month after birth of nearly

50 per 1,000 of the infants born;

while for over 2 per cent of the

births, the corresponding sacrifice

was ony 20 per 1,000 of those born.

Nor could social position be

brought forward in explanation of

this extraordinary discrepancy

;

for in the most unfavorable group

were infants of waiters, navvies,

textileworkers, dressmakers, coal

miners and many others ; while in

the favorable group were infants

of copper miners, motor mechanics,

hosiers, boot dealers, glove makers

and many others.

We must, therefore, accept the

highly satisfactory conclusion that

this early infant mortality is in

large measure preventable.

DO INFANTS "START FAIR" AT

BIRTH ?

Before considering means for

preventing preventable mortality,

we may glance at the fellow-fallacy

to the one exposed above, viz., that

infants start fair at birth, being

born in a fairly equal state of

health. It is worth while to pur-

sue this inquiry, inasmuch as in-

cidentally it reveals some of the

more important lines along which

the prevention of neo-natal mortal-

ity must proceed. Converging lines

of evidence demonstrate the error

of the above statement

:

(a) The enormous differences in

mortality in the first week and in

the first month after birth must in.

large part be due to differences ex-

isting at the time of birth. If fur-

ther evidence is required it is fur-

nished by

(b) The varying prevalence of

syphilis in different circles. Thus
Doctor Stevenson has shown that

the death-rate from syphilis in il-

legitimate infants is eight times as

great as that of legitimate infants

;

and although similar statistics can-

not be given for other classes, we
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know that syphilis is a large and of the moral obliquity of the recipi-

varying cause of illness of mothers, ent, which have rendered help in

of still-births, and of serious dis- large measure futile. Among the

ease and mortality in infants born most sinister of methods of help-

alive, ing unmarried mothers is the one

(c) The statement that infants which insists on parting the mother

at birth ''start fair" receives no and infant as soon as possible ; and

support from the statistics of still- yet this has been the method adopt-

births. For several years in Eng- ed by many agencies in this field

;

land, still-births from the 28th week regardless of the elementary fact

of pregnancy have been required that the most hopeful action, not

to be notified to the medical officer only in saving the life and mairi-

of health. It is likely that the law taining the health of the infant, but

has been complied with to a vary- also in lifting the mother out of

ing extent in different localities
;

the morass into which she has fall-

but this can scarcely explain the en, consists in rousing and main-

fact that while, on an average, still- taining maternal love.

births number 3 to every 100 live (e) A most important factor in

births, in some localities the pro- the causation of neo-natal mortality

portion is as high as 7 or 8. Given and the saddest evidence of all that

such variations, it is inconceivable infants do not start fair consists in

that they can fail to be associated the enormous variations in the in-

with corresponding variations in cidence of sickness and deaths of

the health of the mothers and of mothers during pregnancy and in

infants born alive under corre- child-bearing,

sponding conditions. This can be seen for England and

(d) The experience of illegiti- Wales in the map given ^opposite

mate infants forms a striking re- page 12 of my Report (1914-15)

flection on the opinion that infants on Maternal Mortality in connec-

start fair at birth. Although the tion with Child-bearing (Cd. 8085).

number of these is small in pro- We can divide this mortality into

portion to the number of births in two groups—due to sepsis and due

wedlock, there is here a field of to other conditions, of which renal

social and public health work which disease is the most important.

if occupied, would materially re- It is doubtful whether any de-

duce infant mortality and which is crease in the death-toll from causes

urgently called for by every hu- other than puerperal sepsis has oc-

manitarian instinct. In the past, curred. On the other hand, puer-

it has been thought necessary—as peral sepsis has shown a marked
likewise in the treatment of ven- decline, and it is possible to disso-

ereal diseases—to associate such as- ciate this from the passing of the

"^'stance as is doled out with con- Midwives Act, 1902, and the ad-

ditions marking the donor's sense ministrative control which has been
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secured over midwives, who now

attend about three-fourths of the

total births in England and Wales,

subject to the rigid condition that

medical assistance must be obtained

in the event of abnormality in the

case.

It is more than unsatisfactory,

however, to find that notwithstand-

ing the teaching of Semmelweiss

and of Oliver Wendell Holmes, and

the discoveries of Pasteur and their

application in Listerison, it is still

true that in England for every 700

infants born alive, one mother still

loses her life from puerperal sep-

sis ; that a much larger proportion

is invalided from the same cause

;

and to recall that this mortality and

disability occur chiefly as the result

of neglect or ignorance in the prac-

tice of individual obstetricians,

medical or midwives, and from the

failure of the community and its

representative public health author-

ities to provide adequate skilled as-

sistance in the one chief event in

the national life with which is

wrapped up the future and the fu-

ture welfare of mankind. It is diffi-

cult to obtain comparable American

statistics, owing to defects in birth

registration ; but the position in the

United States is not less unsatis-

factory.

The record for diseases common-
ly regarded as non-septic is even

more unsatisfactory. No improve-

ment can be seen during the present

century. Of the total mortality due

to pregnancy and parturition the

proportion due to different causes

is approximately as follows

:

Puerperal sepsis 31.7%

Puerperal albuminuria and con-

vulsions 21.6%
Puerperal hemorrhage and other

accidents of childbirth 25.5%

Other puerperal conditions 10.4%

Accidents of pregnancy 10.8%

100.0%

The bare statement of facts gives

important indications of the degree

to which preventive measures

might be adopted.

The preceding very imperfect re-

view of som-e of the causes of neo-

natal and maternal casualties

should naturally be followed by a

survey of possibilities of improve-

ment. As a general hygienist, I

am incompetent to discuss the spe-

cial obstetrical, gynecological and

pediatric problems involved, but as

these problems are coming more

and more within the scope of pub-

lic health administration, I may be

allowed to sketch what is being

done by public health authorities,

and what it appears to be desirable

should be done generally, in order

to enable every mother and infant

to have the best care which mod-

ern medicine renders available.

And first, I would plead that

this subject of care of the mother

and the new-born infant should not

be placed in a compartment sep-

arate from general medical care on

one hand, or from general public

health administration on the other.

At every point the general hospitals

or private physician will be needed
;
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and other departments of public care after the ten days of the par-

health work must be called in aid. turient period.

Still less, should there be a lack The amount of life and health

of continuity of observation and saving attainable by a pre-natal

care during pregnancy, post-par- clinic is less than can be secured by

turn, and in infancy, even though improved care in the lying-in per-

different physicians are employed, iod; but probably one-half of the

For medical students, one of the still-births could be prevented, and

greatest desiderata is that they much of the existing discrepancy in

should become practically and con- infantile death-rate during the first

tihuOusly acquainted with patients week after birth could be removed

while they are under supervision in by increased care during pregnan-

pregnancy, during and after par- cy. Pre-natal clinics have already

turition, and in the subsequent been largely developed both on

months when there are two patients their educational and clinical sides

;

instead of one. This evidently can and on the clinical side, in addition

only be secured by having at hos- to the treatment of minor ailments,

pitals in all medical teaching cen- the health prospects of both mother

ters, pre-natal clinics, pre-mater- and infant can be improved by

nity beds for complications of preg- measurement of the pelvis, ascer-

nancy, lying-in beds in the hospi- tainment during advanced pregnan-

tal, as well as a home clientele, and cy of the presentation, periodical

beds for complications in or after testing of the urine, and determin-

parturition ; a post-natal clinic, and ing whether the mother has become

a complete system of home visita- infected by syphilis or gonorrhoea,

tion of mothers and infants ; a clin- and by appropriate action in each

ic for the period between infancy case.

and school life ; and a school clinic. Although no further mention is

And, although perhaps in less elab- made here of the diagnosis and

oration, the above enumeration rep- treatment of syphilis during preg-

resents the essential needs of every nancy, I regard this as one of the

community. greatest gains obtainable from the

Second : The best plan for se- ante-partum observation of

curing an ante-natal clinic is to be- mothers.

gin with a post-natal clinic for Third : Skilled care during par-

mothers and infants. Dr. F. S. turition is even more important

Kellogg has pointed out that all than ante-partum care ; and it is at

post-natal care is pre-natal care for this period that the greatest saving

the next infant ; and that no in- of both maternal and infantile life

considerable share of illness of can be secured. It is, I believe,

mothers, and of consequent failure agreed among obstetricians that

in their efforts at child-bearing, is more infants of viable age die dur-

due to neglect of supervision and ing labor from injury or accidental
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complications than die from disease

duringpregnancy. Dr. Eardley Hol-

land states that of 100 dead-born

viable foetuses he found that gen-

erally 40 were macerated and 60

were fresh. In a preliminary state-

ment as to an investigation made
for the Local Government Board of

England, he reports that post-mor-

tem examination in about half of

the fresh dead-born foetuses

showed severe cerebral injury in

the form of cerebral hemorrhage

and tearing of the septa of the dura

mater, due to excessive stress on the

cranium in labor, due to such caus-

es as delivery by forceps or version

carried out for abnormal presen-

tations.

It has been suggested with doubt-

ful accuracy that the administra-

tion of chloroform in parturition

has increased puerperal mortality,

because of the increasing frequency

of operative interference. Protract-

ed delay and consequent molding

of the soft cranial bones in very

narrow or otherwise obstructive

pelvic passages may, however, do

harm as well as hasty delivery by

forceps with an undilated cervix.

It should be noted that difficult

delivery is an important factor in

the production of mental impair-

ment of the child ; and in every in-

stance of difficult labor an accurate

and early diagnosis of conditions

is required in order that the best

treatment may be given.

The details of care required in

parturition can only be briefly in-

dicated. They include the provision

of a trained obstetrician (physician

or midwife) for every case; with

consultative assistance when re-

quired ; and adequate nursing help

in every case. The strict enforce-

ment of surgical cleanliness in tech-

nique should not require to be em-
phasized; and it is a subject for

grave thought that there is still

lack in this respect. This lack is

not likely to be completely met un-

til the next condition is fulfilled ; a

condition so important that I give

it a separate paragraph.

Fourth : A greatly increased pro-

vision is needed, especially in small-

er towns and in country districts,

of maternity homes and hospitals

where mothers may be confined.

These are required, first of all be-

cause the mother must have ade-

quate rest during this trying period

of her life. They are required also

because many of the homes of the

poor are not satisfactory to have

confinements in. It is to our shame

that this is so, but it is so all the

same. Take a simple fact like this :

At the last census, in large towns

in England—and I do not think

that house-famine in large towns is

less severe here—one out of every

seven families lived in one or two

rooms, one out of four, or more ac-

curately 2"] per cent, lived in

dwellings containing one, two or

three rooms. In these small tene-

ment dwellings, every function of

life has to be carried on ; children

are born in them, and they die in

them ; and it is perfectly evident

that, so far as a large proportion

of these homes is concerned, un-

necessary risks are incurred in con-
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nection with the lying-in period. Although such extreme cases may
You may say that this is a strong be exceptional, it appears to be

reason for housing reform. This is generally agreed among experts in

so, but the provision of adequate England that notwithstanding the

housing will take time. Further- overcrowded state of the medical

more, even satisfactory houses, students' curriculum, at least three,

without proper help during the ly- and some urge six, months, should

ing-in period, do not suffice, and be devoted by each student to ma-

both because of functional and ternity and gynecological work,

structural defects of the home it including work in pre-natal and

is extremely important for a large post-natal clinics,

proportion of lying-in women that When this is done, and when in

they should have the rest and su- every teaching hospital there is an

perior attendance which can be giv- adequate service including pre-na-

en in a lying-in home, and which tal clinics pre-maternity beds, beds

are unattainable in their own for normal and complicated mid-

homes. I know of no social work wifery, beds for post-partum com-

which is so certain to give im- plications, post-natal cHnics and in-

mediate results in the saving of fant consultations, the physicians of

maternal and child life, in reducing the future can be adequately trained

invalidism of mothers and in en- to meet the growing public de-

hancing the national welfare, as the mands for medical service, for su-

immediate provision in every area pervision and care in normal and
throughout the country, of mater- abnormal pregnancy, and in partur-

nity homes and hospitals for a con- ition, and for post-partum care of

siderable proportion of normal con- the mother and post-natal care of

finements and for the majority of the infant.

complicated cases. Sixth : Services like the above
Fifth: The average standard of are needed not only in centers of

midwifery practice at present is ad- medical teaching, but in every

mittedly unsatisfactory. In a recent town ; and even in cottage hospitals

discussion on "The Teaching of beds for the same purposes should

Obstetrics and Gynaecology" at the be supplied.

Royal Society of Medicine, London, The problem will need to be

Dr. H. R. Andrews said that " the faced in America whether adequate

old system of midwifery training provision shall be made for medi-
had turned out a certain number cal attendance at every confinement,

of fully qualified medical practition- and practice by unqualified mid-
ers who were nothing less than a wives forbidden; or whether, while

danger to the State;" and he par- prohibiting unqualified practice,

ticularly illustrated "cases in which trained midwives should be allowed
skilled help was not called in until to practice midwifery, as in Eng-
brute force had done its w^ jrst." land, under strict supervision and
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control. Evidently there can be no

prohibition of unqualified mid-

wifery practice unless an alterna-

tive provision is available.

Seventh : The existing system

of notification or registration of

still-births opens up a large field of

investigation and practical help,

which has been greatly neglected in

the past in most areas, Dr. J. Whit-

ridge Williams found that the death

-of the foetus after the seventh

month of pregnancy was due to

syphilis in 26.4 per cent of the

total cases of still-birth ; and oth-

er authorities place this proportion

at about 20 per cent.* Evidently

systematic inquiry followed by ac-

tion in these cases would result in

a great reduction of syphilis, as

well as in an increase of live-births.

Through the same channel im-

portant gaps in our knowledge of

the causes of still-births and of

earlier abortions might be filled.

I am aware that a number of im-

portant observations in these direc-

tions are being made, but there is

need for more extensive work in

investigation ; and there is no field

in which such investigation holds

out a more promising prospect of

success in the saving of life.

Eighth : Our knowledge on

many points in ante-natal pathol-

ogy is still very defective, notwith-

standing the pioneer work by Bal-

lantyne and Routh in England and

by many workers in this country.

*Omitting cases among the colored

population the percentage of syphilis

was considerably lower.

There remain many blanks in our

knowledge of maternal syphilis,

for instance as to the degree of im-

portance attaching to a negative

Wassermann test in mother or new-

born infant ; and we have but little

knowledge of the toxins of eclamp-

sia apart from renal disease. Our
knowledge of the causes of infan-

tile death during parturition, apart

from mechanical causes, and of the

causes of death in the first week
after live-birth is still rudimentary.

And this notwithstanding the fact

that pathological material is abund-

ant and waiting for investigation.

The difficulties of such investiga-

tion are great ; but it is certain that

in the coming years we shall have

much light thrown on what is now
obscure.

Meanwhile it would be a calami-

ty if the need for further investiga-

tion were to divert attention from
the large scope for immediate re-

duction of mortality both of moth-

ers and infants ; or to delay action

;

and in promoting this work we
have found in England that there is

needed the active co-operation of

Every private medical practi-

tioner

Every midwife

Voluntary hospitals, whether gen-

eral or special

Social workers, and

Public health authorities.

I do not propose to trouble you
with details of the maternity and

child welfare work which in recent

years has been organized in Eng-
land. It has rapidly increased in

volume and scope, and its develop-
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ment has been aided by the grants

given by the Central Government in

aid of local activities.

There is evident need for the

promotion of systematic combined

effort in the directions indicated in

the preceding remarks. No motives

need be invoked beyond the tra-

ditions and ambitions for the wel-

fare of mankind of our common
profession ; but as my remarks may
possibly reach a wider audience, let

me in conclusion recall the eloquent

and touching sentences which

Oliver Wendell Holmes included in

his essay on "The Contagiousness

of Puerperal Fever." (Printed in

1843 ; reprinted with additions,

1855). "The woman about to be-

come a mother, or with her new-

born infant upon her bosom, should

be the object of trembling care and

sympathy wherever she bears her

tender burden, or stretches her ach-

ing limbs. The very outcast of the

streets has pity upon her sister in

degradation, when the seal of prom-

ised maternity is impressed upon

her. The remorseless vengeance

of the law, brought down upon its

victims by a machinery as sure as

destiny, is arrested in its fall at a

word which reveals her transient

claim for mercy. The solemn pray-

er of the liturgy singles out her

sorrows from the multiplied trials

of life, to plead for her in the hour

of peril. God forbid that any mem-

ber of the profession to which shcs

trusts her life, doubly precious at

that eventful period, should hazard

it negligently, unadvisedly, or self-

ishly !"

concerning the education of

Physicians in Social Medi-

cine, Major-General Sir Bertrand

Dawson says

:

"In the past. Governments have

left the medical profession too

much outside their counsels, and

the doctors on their part have been

too aloof and have lacked vital con-

tact with public affairs.

"Doctors have given freely of life

and knowledge to the cause of the

war. ' Like others they will not

emerge from the world struggle as

they^ entered it. They will return

to civil life with a wider concep-

tion of their careers and responsi-

bilities. They will require and de-

mand a wider sphere of work and

improved conditions for its fulfil-

ment. Devotion to the immediate

needs of their patients will go hand

in hand with opportunities for

study of the problems of disease

and the needs of the community:

Their vision, hitherto focused on

the indivkkial, will extend its range

so as to embrace also the com-

munity. Professions, like indi-

viduals, have their phases of de-

velopment. In the medical pro-

fession today we see thejawn of

the civic conscience."



A Fairy Health Teacher

Mrs. John

THE school auditorium was

packed to overflowing with

500 eager children. In hushed

silence and tense expectancy all

eyes were fastened upon a beauti-

ful little house built as if by magic

on the school platform. The walls

of rose colored brick, the low slop-

ing roof of gray shingles, the climb-

ing vines and door-yard flowers,

the tightly closed little door and

window shutters cut in butterfly

design all breathed of secrets and

mysteries to come.

Collier

And then to add to the sense of

unreality their own Principal rose,

and in a tone of voice they had

never heard him use before, made

this strange announcement

:

*T hope you all love and believe

in fairies as I do, for a real fairy

has promised to come all the way

from Fairyland, to tell you the

secret of Health and Happiness. If

you will all close your eyes one in-

stant, I know she will appear, for

fairies always keep their promises.'*

16
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Instantly 500 pairs of eyes were

closed very tight indeed, to open

again upon a lovely sight. There

was the fairy flitting about the tiny

house, her every motion expressing

joyful surprise. Swiftly at her

touch, the fast closed door flew

open, the butterfly shutters swung

wide, and a soft light shone forth

illuminating as with moonlight the

fairy's beauty.

Sighs and murmurs of delight

came from the children as they

gazed upon her silver wings, the

shimmering gown of moonlit mist,

and the crown of apple blossoms.

But only when she spoke did they

feel the full spell of her fairy

charm, for the caressing tones of

her low-pitched voice seemed to

speak straight to the heart of every

child.

Spellbound they listened as she

told them the story of the fairy

house ; how old witch Ignorance

had burned the house to the

ground ; of her great grief ; how
the lovely bird whose name was

Education had tried to comfort her

with the words : "Keep up your

courage. Fairy, for I will tell you

how to build your house anew. It

can be done by the hands of Chil-

dren alone. Every time a Child

learns to eat the right food, a brick

shall be added to your house, every

time a Child learns to sleep in the

sweet fresh air, a shingle shall be

put upon the roof. And every time

a Child learns to play and be happy,

a colored glass shall be added to the

windows.''

But the Fairy, only half comfort-

ed, asked how the children could be

taught these things, and the Bird

repHed : 'Twill go to the Teachers,

who are wise and good, and tell

them what to do."

**So the bird whose name was

Education, started on his journey.

He took his brother Rumor with

him to help tell the Teachers be-

cause there were a great many
Teachers to be told about the Chil-

dren's health.

"Far and near these wise birds

traveled, to little towns and to big

cities, and everywhere the Teachers

listened to their story, until in all

that great country, the Children

were taught to eat wholesome food,

to sleep in the sweet fresh air, and

to play and be happy.

"And as the Children grew

healthy and happy, the bricks were

added to the Fairy's house, shingles

were put upon the roof, and lovely

colored glass filled up the broken

windows."

Without breaking the spell of the

make-believe, the Fairy then told

the children the wonderful Secret

—the Secret of Health and Happi-

ness. She told how each one of

them could build a beautiful house,

imbuing with magic the virtues of

milk, green vegetables and fruit,

sleep, fresh air and cleanliness. It

was all done so simply, so confid-

ingly, and with such glancing hu-

mor and whimsical appeal that even

the teachers found themselves un-

der the fairy spell.

But later they learned how to

apply this latest method of health
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teaching in their own class rooms,

when they talked with Miss Ray-

mond, the Public Health Nurse,

who plays the role of the Fairy.

Miss Raymond told them how, as a

Red Cross nurse in the schools of

West Virginia, she has been using

the methods developed by the Child

Health Organization of America.

To stimulate the children's in-

terest in the daily teaching of

health habits and in their monthly

weight records, Miss Raymond cre-

ated a series of health games. From
the Child Health Alphabet she de-

vised a Cho-Cho game of make be-

lieve. Cho-Cho was pictured to the

children as their magic friend who
plays with you as long as you keep

the Rules of Health, but who suf-

fers instant banishment the moment
the rules are broken. When for

instance you brush your teeth, Cho-

Cho dances triumphant on your

shoulders ; when you sleep with

windows wide open, Cho-Cho sits

cross-legged on your pillow and

tells you delightful dream stories.

When a whole class learns to drink

milk or eat green vegetables, Cho-

Cho perches above the blackboard,

and helps you make quick work of

arithmetic and spelling.

So eagerly did the children play

the Cho-Cho game that class com-

peted with class and school with

school in the establishment of

health habits, to win the coveted

presence of Cho-Cho.

From the health stories, "Cho-

Cho and the Health Fairy," written

by Miss Griffith, and published by

the Child Health Organization,

Miss Raymond made the game of

the Fairy House. Each class was
supplied with a cut-out pattern of

the Fairy House which was put

up on the blackboard brick by brick

and shingle by shingle, as the health

habits were established. Competi-

tion in the house building was stim-

ulated by contrasting the wicked

joy of the old witch, when the

children failed to place the needed

brick and shingles, with the Health

Fairy's grateful delight over each

step of the rebuilding.

But the Child Health Organiza-

tion did not believe that Miss Ray-

mond's gifts should be confined to

one community, and persuaded her

to play the role of the Health Fairy

so that she could give help and in-

spiration to children throughout the

country. And so, following in the

footsteps of Cho-Cho the Health

Clown, and of the Picture Man, the

Health Fairy is now being sought

by Public Health groups all over the

country, as an effective means of

appealing to children, and of stimu-

lating community interest in school

health work.

Miss Raymond, however, enjoys

a unique advantage over Cho-Cho

and the Picture Man, for as a

trained health worker, she can give

expert advice in the organization

of local health work, thus rendering

a double service.

It is significant of the trend of

public health work today, that

health groups from Boston to San

Francisco are already asking for

the Health Fairy although she only
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made her first public appearance on

April 15 at the Pubhc Health

Nurses' Convention at Atlanta. In-

deed as a result of the country-wide

campaign for the health of school

children, launched only two years

ago by the Child Health Organiza-

tion, the following programme is

being actively pushed by such local

groups as Red Cross chapters, Anti-

Tubercuio^is Associations and

Home Demonstration Agents.

y\ Full bath more than

once a week-

P>ru5hin^ the teeth at least

once eveiy day-

Sleeping lon^ hours

with window^6 open-

Drinking as much milk as pos-

sible, but no coffee or tea-

Fating some vegetables

or fruit every day-

Drinking at least four

glasses of water a day-

Dlaying part of every day
out of doors-
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PROGRAMME

(1) A scale in every school

(2) Every child's weight rec-

ord sent home on the monthly re-

port card

(3) Time allowed in every

school day for the teaching of

health habits

(4) A hot school lunch avail-

able for every child

(5) Teachers trained in normal

schools to teach health habits

This outlines the first steps for

guarding the health of school chil-

dren, which any school can take,

and which pave the way for the

more elaborate organization of

school medical and nursing service

and clinical service for the removal

of physical defects.

The chief contribution of the

Child Health Organization, how-

ever, lies in the creation of modern

methods of interesting children in

the establishment of health habits,

as outlined in their own health

pamphlets and in those which they

have prepared for the U. S. Bu-

reau of Education. The full value

of the dramatic appeal of Cho-Cho,

the Picture Man, and the Health

Fairy is only realized when the

teaching of health habits is as vital

a part of the curriculum as the

teaching of the three R's.

To stimulate the teachers' interest

in the creation of new methods of

health teaching, the Child Health

Organization recently offered a

$1,000 fellowship for the best

graded plan and outline for inter-

esting children of the elementary

schools in the establishment of

health habits. This includes a

year's study of modern health edu-

cation at Teachers' College, Colum-

bia University. The competition,

however, is not restricted to teach-

ers alone, and valuable contribu-

tions may be expected from public

health nurses and dietitians, be-

fore the competition closes July 15.

Hospital Classes for Expectant
Mothers in Chicago

The extension of the hospital

into the field of public health has

followed as a logical development

of the idea that the hospital must

do more than simply care for the

sick. In Chicago, the Chicago Ly-

ing-in Hospital and Dispensary

holds classes for expectant mothers.

If a woman expects to earn her

living in any other profession, she

spends quite a little time and money
in acquiring some degree of effi-

ciency in that field before attempt-

ing to fill a position. It is neces-

sary in order to become competent

to fill the position of mother to also

spend some time and money in ac-

quiring some knowledge of this

most important of all professions.

In order to fill this long-felt need,

the Chicago Lying-in Hospital has

started a series of classes including

lectures and demonstrations to pre-

pare women for their maternal du-

ties.



Pre-natal Clinics in Paris

Fred L. Adair, M.D=

Associate Professor of Obstetrics, University of Minnesota Medical School

IT is realized by all who have

looked into the subject that

there is no more important welfare

work for France than that deahng
with maternity. France has suffered

because of the low and diminishing

birth rate, the high percentage of

sterility, the large number of abor-

tions, the great number of still-

births, and the high infant mortal-

ity especially in the first two weeks
of life. Under the French Ministry

of Health a Council of Natality was
created in January, 1920, who are to

"examine all measures which maj
combat depopulation."

In September, 1918, the author

was asked by Dr. William P. Lucas,

Chief of the American Red Cross

Children's Bureau, to investigate

and report on the obstetric situa-

tion in Paris with special reference

to pre-natal care.

In my report it was stated that

'The great need is for social-medi-

cal work in connection with the ma-
ternity hospitals. The establish-

ment of properly conducted pre-

natal work would be the greatest

boon to .the mothers, to the matern-

ity hospitals and to France. It is

not necessary to discuss the value

of pre-natal work as a general

proposition, but there are certain

conditions in France which would

make the establishment of such a

work of more benefit to France

than almost any other thing which

could be done. The machinery for

carrying on this work in Paris is

already partly constructed but

needs to be properly adjusted and

supplemented. What is needed to

perfect this system is closer contact

with the patients and careful study

of their actual home and economic

conditions, not en masse but as in-

dividuals." *

After the investigation as to the

need of pre-natal care mentioned

above it was necessary for me to

leave Paris to carry on some emer-

gency war work, so that no further

steps were taken until the latter

half of December, when after some
necessary preliminary arrange-

ments, the pre-natal work was be-

gun in the 14th and 19th arrondis-

sements, and a little later in the

Municipal Dispensary at Bicetre.

The general idea of the work was
to get in touch with as many of the

pregnant women in the community
as possible. The contact was to be

from both medical and social points

of view in the consultations and
the home as well.

The prospective mothers were

found by (i) securing from the

mayor's office a list of those who

21
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applied for the allocation; *(2) co-

operating with the maternity hos-

pitals of the neighborhood to ob-

tain the names of the women regis-

tering in their consultations who
lived in the quarters where the pre-

natal work was being conducted

;

(3) developing friendly relations

with the midwives of the section

and helping them to give their pa-

tients better care
; (4) reference of

cases from other consultations as

that of the Rockefeller Commission

for Prevention of Tuberculosis and

those of the Infant and Child Wel-

fare Work; (5) the bringing of

one woman to the consultation by

another; (6) accidental contact

with the home visitors.

Records. After registration at the

consultation the patient was given a

card to be enclosed in an envelope

and retained by her at all times.

The information on this card was

the name, address, registration

number and date when she was to

return to the clinic.

The place of confinement was in-

dicated and who was to care for

her, the date of her last menstrua-

tion, of quickening and the prob-

able time of confinement was re-

* The Strauss Law of 1913 provides a

daily allowance to needy mothers of one

franc 50 per day for foui* weeks pre-

ceding and four weeks following con-

finement providing the women cease

work by receiving the amounts, take

the proper rest and other hygienic pre-

cautions. To obtain this money any-

one mu-st apply at the mayor's office

for at least four weeks before the ex-

pec.ed date of confinement.

corded, any incidents of pregnancy

were noted, the number of previous

pregnancies was recorded and any

important complications stated.

Findings of importance were men-

tioned, the character of the pelvis,

the condition of the urine and blood

pressure were briefly given. The
patient was not only supposed to

bring the card with her to the con-

sultation but also show it to her at-

tendant at the time of her confine-

ment so that the information se-

cured at the pre-natal consultation

would be available for use by the

obstetrician or midwife. Her at-

tendant was asked to supply certain

facts which were to be recorded on

the card as the date of confinement,

the place and any complications.

The sex, weight, length and feed-

ing of the child were noted on the

card. The patient was supposed to

bring this information regarding

herself to the post-natal consulta-

tion and that concerning the new-

born to the clinic for nurslings.

The card also served to remind th^-

patient of the date on which she

was to return to the consultation.

Co-operation. Any cases sus-

pected of accidental diseases such

as tuberculosis land venereal in-

fection were sent to special con-

sultations for both diagnosis and

treatment. Those women who

presented any obstetric complica-

tions were sent to the maternity

hospitals for special care. The

work was carried on in close co-op-

eration with that of the Rockefeller

Commission for the Prevention of
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Tuberculosis, and also with the loose connection was established

Children's Bureau of the American with Baudelocque Maternity. The

Red Cross. Children's Bureau of the American

In the igth Arrondissement Red Cross had already established

where pre-natal consultations were clinics for nurslings and children in

being conducted, a visiting nurse Bicetre.

was sent to the Maternity services In the 14th Arrondissement the

of Tenon and Lariboisiere Hos- work was carried on three times a

pitals once each week to pay fol- week. The same general plan was

low-up visits to such as went from carried out so far as possible in the

the 19th arrondissement. absence of a social center, and a less

We tried to help the mothers who complete infant and child welfare

were to remain at home for the con- organization than that in the 19th.

finement to make the necessary Over 200 cases were seen during a

preparations. period of less than six months.

In the Social Center a class was The French ''Carry On/' When
held once each week where mothers the American Red Cross withdrew

and expectant mothers were shown from France this pre-natal work

patterns of things they would need, was taken over by the French. In

They were taught how to care for Bicetre the work was taken over

themselves and their babies and and carried on by the municipality,

were given more or less personal In the 14th arrondissement, the

instruction. They were also sent to Patronage Franco-American, in

food consultations. close connection with the Mairie,

During the six months about 200 arranged for a continuation of the

pregnant women were taken care of work. An *'oeuvre" was formed in

in the pre-natal consultations of this the 19th arrondissement to carry on

arrondissement. the whole plan of the work as es-

Every mother who had a living tablished there. May 1, 1919,

babv returned to the Nourisson social visitine: work was estab-
'fe

consultation, three of which were lished in Baudelocque and in St.

carried on each week. Antoine, while that which had al-

The consultation at Bicetre was ready been started at Tenon and

held once each week, and a rather Lariboisiere was continued.

A Bit of French Law: In Early in 1920 Prime Minister

April, 1919, a bill was intro- Millerand gave permanent form to

duced into the French parHament the Ministry of Health which

to provide for expectant and nurs- Clemenceau had organized, gather-

ing mothers from nine months be- ing together all services having to

fore the birth of the baby through do with health and hygiene. The

the nursing period. One-half of this Minister of Health is M. Jules-

expense is to be met by the state. Louis Breton.



Divisions of Child Hygiene Under State

Boards of Health

DURING the meetings • of the

American Child Hygiene As-

sociation in Asheville in October,

1919, the Directors of Child Hy-

giene Divisions of State Boards of

Health met together perhaps for

the first time.

Dr. Anna E. Rude, the Director

of the Division of Hygiene of the

Children's Bureau of the U. S.

Department of Labor, was asked to

meet with them because of her in-

telligent and untiring effort to in-

crease the number of State Divi-

sions of Child Hygiene.

At this informal meeting of Child

Hygiene Directors it was decided

that a news letter would be a

vaulable means of intercommunica-

tion between divisions. Therefore,

the Children's Bureau was asked to

prepare a Quarterly News Letter.

The first of these went out in Jan-

uary, 1920, containing an outline

of the work undertaken by the vari-

ous divisions established before

191 8, showing the growth and de-

velopment as recorded in the re-

ports of the various State Boards

of Health.

The following table, abstracted

from this Quarterly News Letter,

shows chronologically the increase

in Child Hygiene Divisions under

the various State Boards of Health.

Established

1912
Louisiana

1914
New York

1915
Kansas
New Jersey
Ohio
Massachusetts

1917
Montana
Illinois

Indiana
1918

Florida
North Carolina
Minnesota
Pennsylvania

1919
Arizona
Connecticut
Idaho
Maine
New Mexico
South Carolina
Virginia

West Virginia

California

Georgia
Kentucky
Missouri
Nebraska
Rhode Island

Texas
Wisconsin

It will be noted from this table

that while up to the end of 1918

the total number of these Child

Hygiene Divisions under the vari-

ous State Boards of Health was

thirteen, there were sixteen estab-

lished in the year 1919 alone. This

is a splendid indication of progress

of state and national interest in

child hygiene.

V^k sS.

bl^H I
^^^^ ^So..^ 1

1 ^^.^ yHMK ^-mUj^r^^^^9^. -i*-^

\^Hm
\ri
%\

The states in black have not yet added
Child Hygiene Divisions to their State

Boards of Health.

Is your state on the black listf
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"Mother and Child" today makes

its lirst appearance. After twelve

years of struggle, the American

Child Hygiene Association is at last

realizing its aim. Starting as the

Association for Study and Pre-

vention of Infant Mortality, a sub-

ject then almost entirely neglected,

the Association soon found its field

must enlarge beyond the period of

infancy if much effort was not to

be wasted. It was also soon real-

ized that the welfare of the child

was inseparably bound up with that

of the mother and so in its work

and its meetings, the whole period

of childhood, from conception to

maturity, has been under study and

discussion. To express its purpose

better, the name of the Association

was finally changed also.

The War has added new force to

the campaign for healthy childhood

and, therefore, a healthy, efificient

Nation. Could the children of to-

day, under conditions of poverty,-

bad housing, and ignorance of the

laws of health, grow and develop'

into healthy, strong citizens un-

handicapped by physical and men-

tal defects, we would not need to

exert ourselves to improve these

conditions, except in order to make
life a little happier and a little-

easier, but a normal, healthy body

and mind are the basis of all effi-

ciency and they cannot develop un-

der such conditions. The next gen-

eration must not be thirty-five per

cent physically unfit.

"Mother and Child" is one of the

ways by which this Association is

trying to advance the cause it has

stood for. In it we hope to present

to physicians, trained nurses, social,

workers, and all those who are in-

terested in the problem,—or ought

to be,—information on what is be-

ing done the world over, on special

needs and problems, and the way^

they are, or can be met. Workers in

this field feel this lack of informa-

tion. It has led in the past to much-

duplication and waste of effort.

The Association is also ready to

help in every way possible. It is

ready and anxious to help anybody,

anywhere, in planning, starting and

improving child welfare work.

Any request will be met as prompt-

ly and fully as it is possible to do-

so. You are referred to the second.
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page of this magazine for our pro-

gram. Please read it and help.

Modern efficiency in business

methods has enabled America to

make rapid progress in world

iinance and commerce. For a long

time it was not well understood

that labor-saving methods, stand-

ardization of product and quantity

production are not alone sufficient

to insure success. Even given all

these, the manufacturer or mer-

chant who is really progressive

must first of all know exactly what

his products cost in order to pre-

vent a loss or compute a profit. For

this reason various exact and more

or less elaborate ''costs accounting

systems" came to be the established

routine in all successful business

establishments, and on the informa-

tion thus gained the year's progress

or retrogression was determined

—

since it could not be determined ex-

actly in any other way.

The United States of America is

doing a good business in child

hygiene, but it has a poor costs sys-

tem. No less an authority than Sir

Arthur Newsholme calls renewed

attention to our laxity in the matter

of birth registration. Adequate

laws are lacking in some places and

adequate enforcement of existing

laws in many other places. Since

the mortality rate of infants is

based on the number of births,

an error of as much as 5 per

cent in the latter makes it impossi-

ble to determine whether or not

progress is being made in reducing

the death rate of the infant from

year to year. We are doing a good
business and we perhaps think we
are making our profit in a dimin-

ished infant mortality—but we do
not know exactly, because we have
no adequate costs accounting sys-

tem in the shape of general en-

forcement of legislation to compel
exact birth registration.

Dependable birth statistics are a

minimum requirement in public

health work which should be easy

to obtain if communities and their

legislative representatives could be

taught the fundamental importance

of these statistics in measuring the

results of child hygiene work. The
field of the American Child Hy-
giene Association is largely an edu-

cational one and its members should

actively and militantly favor any

movement toward spreading this

doctrine of the necessity of accu-

rate vital statistics as an important

obligation of their educational mis-

sion.

The examination of recruits for

the armies of the v/orld revealed an

appalling number of physically and

mentally unfit. It is stated that

75,000 men were rejected in the

United States alone because of

mental stigmata, while the number
with physical defects would make
an army of themselves. Many of

these infirmities could have been

prevented if proper attention had

been given to the sufferers when
they were children. We have ob-

tained from the draft system a

statistical record of the necessity

for child welfare work which could

not be secured in any other way.



"Health On Wheels''

In The Wake Of The Child Welfare Special*

Frances Sage Bradley, M. D.

AN experiment in the use of the

automobile as a means of

reaching rural communities with

the gospel of child welfare, is still

being carried on by the Children's

Bureau of the Department of

Labor. Similar work has been done

in the rural sections of Connecticut,

* The Children's Bureau. U. S. Depart-

ment of Labor, has a pamphlet, which

may be had for the asking, giving the

cost, equipment, and other details of

The Child Welfare Special.

Vermont, Michigan, New York and

in Cook County, Illinois, all pat-

terned somewhat after the style of

movable clinics used in and around

Cleveland, Ohio. The Children's

Bureau truck is known as the Child

Welfare Special.

The object of this experiment is

:

( 1
) To interest rural communi-

ties in better physical and mental

development of children.

(2) To inspire a sense of indi-

vidual and municipal obligation in

The Child Welfare Special

27
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relation to the welfare of children.

(3) To suggest methods of se-

curing the same by means of bet-

ter medical and nursing service,

looking toward the ultimate estab-

lishment of permanent child wel-

fare centers.

CO-OPERATION

The Special goes only upon in-

vitation of a State Board of Health.

This insures the interest and co-

operation of local organizations,

such as the County Medical Society,

County Board of Education, Board

of Trade, Women's Clubs, etc.

With the assistance of these bodies

an itinerary of the country is ar-

ranged. Meetings at which the

need for a vigorous nation is ex-

plained, are held in the chief towns

of a county. Leadership is en-

couraged by the selection of a com-

mittee in larger towns or of a chair-

man or hostess in the smaller set-

tlements. These are responsible for

securing certain publicity, for mak-

ing appointments with families de-

siring a conference, and for the

comfort of mothers and children

while waiting.

ADVANCE PUBLICITY

An advance agent travels ahead

of the Special, interviewing help-

ful persons, arranging dates, secur-

ing proper publicity by means of

the press, the church and county

schools, though mainly, as is the

custom in rural communities, by

word of mouth. She selects a

parking place in each of the settle-

ments to be visited and instructs

committees or 'chairmen in the de-

tails of their co-operation.

THE "special" ARRIVES

The big truck is naturally im-

posing and begins to acquire a fol-

lowing on the outskirts of every

village. By the time the public

square is reached, it is heading a

procession of the entire floating

population. Men and boys are ab-

sorbed by the magnitude and com-

pleteness of its mechanical con-

struction, while women and chil-

dren are equally fascinated by the

ingenious, immaculate details of the

interior. It becomes a never-end-

ing source of wonderment and ad-

miration, both for what it is and for

what it represents. The report of

the numbers of defective boys, as

revealed by the draft, has sifted to

the remotest regions, and Children's

Year popularized the examination

of children. As a result every-

body wants to be examined. Appli-

cants range in age from two weeks

to twenty-two years, and but for

a rigid adherence to the appoint-

ment system, the Special would be

overwhelmed with work. It is of-

ten necessary to limit the children

examined to one from a family.

To circumvent this, women are

found securing foster mothers long

enough to have a second child ex-

amined. A-gain, women have a

remarkable facility for acquiring

twins on short notice, a double birth

being accepted as one child. The
request for conferences increases

day by day and rarely is the Special

able to meet the demand. Its aim,

however, is not to examine all the
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children of a county, but to demon-

strate the need of such work and

a method of its accompHshment.

THE HEALTH CONFERENCE

On the day of the conference

famiHes are received, one at a time,

into the Special with all the privacy

of a consultation room. The wait-

ing has been minimized by requir-

ing an appointment for every one

desiring a conference. In a dress-

ing room at the end of the truck,

the nurse secures the family his-

tory, an early record of each child

under seven (the truck aims to

reach only children of pre-school

age), weighs, measures and pre-

pares it for examination. In the

conference room the physician ex-

amines the child, commends the

parents for good work, but shows

them also where the child fails to

be in the best possible condition. A
record is given each mother, show-

ing the condition of the child, with

written suggestion for better

hygiene and urging the prompt at-

tention of their physician for the

correction of any defects found.

Under no circumstances is a pre-

scription or treatment given. Sick

children are invariably rejected and

referred to a clinic or private phy-

sician. The Special is wholly an

educational, not a clinical demon-
stration.

The county doctor is often 'the

first caller at the conference, with

a retinue of small followers. In

one town the Ford and driver of

the village physician spent two days

bringing in from the country,

Is he physically fit?
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mothers and children who could not

otherwise have come. Women of-

ten contribute cars for the same

purpose.

Teachers are equally interested,

eagerly excusing their six-year-olds

for examination. One teacher

urged the county superintendent to

seek a special arrangement where-

by her older children might be ex-

amined. The graduating class of a

normal college asked to be shown

in small groups how to recognize

adenoid faces, enlarged tonsils, the

eruption and care of teeth, and

tangible points in the nutrition of

children. Several of them decided

to urge upon parents a thorough

examination and a clean bill of

health before entering children in

school.

The interest of children is as

keen as that of the grown-ups.

They listen attentively to words of

remonstrance and advice. One lit-

tle Bobbie returned to the truck so

often that parental restraint was
necessary to curb his enthusiasm.

Another youngster slipped round

behind the Special and separated

himself from a baby tooth which

had been condemned. Returning

to the truck he triumphantly bore

aloft the offending shell.

A little girl, in reply to a ques-

tion, eagerly held up her hand and

chirped : "Yessum, we've got a

tooth brush at our house."

EXHIBIT AND DEMONSTRATION

The Special stays in the county

seat usually a week or ten days,

then goes for two or three days to

each of the smaller settlements of

the county. It is centrally parked,,

usually near a court house, town
hall, lodge room or woman's club,

where there is an available waiting

room. This room is also used for

testing the vision and hearing. In

this room there is a small exhibit of

posters, charts, panels and minia-

ture models showing a few house-

hold conveniences, and good ways
to bathe, clothe and feed young
children are also demonstrated here.

There is also literature for distri-

bution—leaflets, bulletins, etc., by

Government Departments, and by

the State Board of Health of the

state visited. All this educational

matter is carried in the truck.

"own A cow campaign"

In a certain county of fertile soil

and excellent pasturage, one com-

munity had not acquired the habit

of keeping cows. Their children in-

varialby reported tea and coffee as

their customary drink and their

poor development was proverbial.

In another town of the same county

the cow habit was well established

and the better development of the

children was a mute testimony to

the value of milk, compared with

tea and coffee, as a food for young

children.

An ingenious county agent saw

his chance of popularizing the cow.

He put on an ''Own a Cow Cam-
paign" and after a due amount of

publicity, imported five carloads of

good cows which he sold at cost,

one to a family. When it was

noised abroad that Mrs. Smith,
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Mrs. Brown and Mrs. Jones had miners, which invited the Special

each bought a cow, so great was the to explain how their wives might

demand that the county agent had become more successful mothers,

to duplicate his order. So genuine was their faith in the

advice o-iven that before leavins^ the
WHAT THEY THINK OF IT .• .1 • • j i,meetmg those grniiy men raised be-

lt was gratifying to see the in- tween $700 and $800 toward a

terest of organized bodies in the community nurse.

possibility of a definite child wel-
l ^ . 1 . -1 nr J- MEASURE OF SUCCESS
fare program m their midst. Medi-

cal societies, latent since the war, That the truck reaches people

revived their meetings to discuss who could hardly be reached by

the possibility of permanent work other methods is reasonably certain,

and urged a representative of the for it works only in rural regions

Bureau to accompany a committee where the gospel of child welfare

from their number before the Fiscal has not yet penetrated, and where

Court and present the need of a the only way to get the people is

county nurse. They generously to go after them. The average

made X-ray, microscopic and labo- farmer goes to town, the county

ra.tory tests and aided in placing seat, usually once a week except

special cases requiring orthopedic during the busy season, but not so

or other treatment. his wife. The whole year is the

A group of farmers requested a ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^e only

Bureau representative to meet with ^°P^ ^^ ^"^^"^ ^^^ farmer's family

them in the office of their county ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ 1^^^'

agent and explain what was meant The Special examines from lOO'

by child welfare. These men know to 150 children per week, meeting-

that each crop must have constant the families of these children in a

and special attention and that if left more intimate and convincing way

to nature it yields a harvest of than would be possible under meth-

weeds. They also know that young ods hitherto tried. It is impossible

pigs fed on corn and slop require at this early date to estimate the

a year and a half to reach market- amount of follow-up work result-

able size, while if fed on a well- i^^g fi'oni these examinations, but

balanced ration they will not only the local physicians testify to beings

reach that size in ten months but swamped with children's work fol-

will produce better meat and at a lowing a visit of the truck,

lower cost of production. They The Special has had the satisfac-

are prepared to apply the same prin- tion of interesting or of crystalliz-

ciple to the raising of children. ing latent or wavering interest in

Another group of men giving the establishment of various child

practical proof of their apprecia- welfare activities. In one case a
tion was a Trades Council of baby clinic was being weighed in the
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balance and is now an accom-

plished fact. Again medical inspec-

tion of schools or a milk clinic for

under-nourished school children

needed encouragement. In many
cases the public health nurse was

b>eing considered and it seemed an

opportune time to stress this practi-

cal agency for educating parents,

quickening the public conscience

and leading to the establishment of

permanent welfare work. In fact,

the wake of the Special is marked

by the establishment of a public

health nursing service where before

there was none.

In addition to the mechanical ad-

vantages of the complete, up-to-date

equipment of the Special for this

type of work (better perhaps than

could be found in the average small

town) must be considered the dra-

matic effect made by the big gov-

ernment truck in its appeal for the

welfare of rural children who con-

stitute three-fifths of our entire

child population.

THE Babies' Welfare Asso-

ciation of New York finds

better homes for boarding babies.

The vexed question of finding

suitable surroundings for the child

who has to be "boarded out" is

taken up by a New York organiza-

tion in a practical manner. Miss
Mary Arnold, Executive Secretary

of The Babies Welfare Association

of New York writes : "We have
also been developing the use of our

boarding homes. We feel that by
so doing we are keeping the chil-

dren out of institutions, and thus

playing a very definite part in the

reduction of infant mortality. We
have from five to ten mothers or

fathers coming into our office each

day, asking where they can place

their children.

"We have secured information

from various records in the city,

from the Department of Health,

and by corresponding with the

women who wish children to board,

so that we have definite informa-

tion to give these mothers and

fathers. We safeguard babies to

be boarded by always giving ad-

dresses in the vicinity of a milk

station, asking the father or mother

to report back to us by means of

the self-addressed post card we

give, just where their baby has been

placed. As soon as that card comes

back to us, the nurse in the milk

station is notified that there is a

baby boarding in her district at

the given address."

The Babies' Welfare Association

of New York City is a federation

of 170 agencies interested in child

w^elfare. Its Central Office main-

tains a clearing house for cases and

a general information bureau.

This service is available for every

one in order that time may be

saved, a greater number of chil-

dren reached, and immediate care

given to every child.



Supervising the Child of Pre~School Age
Robert D. Curtis, M.D.

Medical Director, Baby Hygiene Association, Boston, Massachusetts

LOWER INFANT MORTALITY RATE cumbed to diarr"heal and other dis-

eases during the following year, and
T N spite of the influenza epidemic

^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^e

1 the year 1919 has established a
^^^^^^^y^^^ ^^,^e closer to the aver-

record as a healthy year for babies.
^^^ ^.^^^^ ^^^^^^ represent the

In the cities reported in the U. S. -^ .^ -^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ f^^ ^^^ ^^un-
Public Health Index, 1918 ended ^ , , ^^^^ trv at large.
with an increase above the average

of 1.4 deaths per 1,000 of popula- lower sickness rate

tion, in infants under one year of Boston shared the universal pros-

age. But the following year prov- perity in some degree and ended

ed to have so low a mortality that the year 1919 with 500 more poten-

although its infant deaths for the tial economic producers in its in-

first month exceeded the average, fant population than a survey of

the excess mortality which had oc- previous figures would have indi-

curred in 191 8 was compensated cated. An editorial in the Boston

for before the first three months Transcript recently called attention

of 1919 were past. Even more to the fact that it is becoming in-

striking than this is the observation creasingly difficult to pursue hos-

that if we consider the two years pital teaching in pediatrics because

1918-1919 as a single period, the of the lack of infant patients. Such

mortality for infants under one is truly the case, and our associa-

year was 9.3 per 1,000 below the tion would gladly assume entire

normal average in spite of the epi- credit for this state of affairs if it

demic. This means that for every could ; but while we know that our

500,000 of population 191 8 ended work is responsible for more than a

with a deficit of 700 babies, while small part of the good showing, and

the two-year period 1918-1919 end- that our mortality figure of 1.77

ed with 4,650 more babies than per cent for the babies directly

would have been expected to have under our care has helped a good

survived in normal years. This deal to lower the figures for the

may in part be explained by the city at large, we realize that here,

fact that the excess of babies which as in other cities, determining fac-

died in 1918 of respiratory infec- tors over which we have no control

tions, were the weaklings who, had have been at work. We have at

they survived, would have sue- present twenty stations scattered

33
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throughout the city, in which we

hold thirty-three cHnics a week.

The total number of babies super-

vised in 1918 was 7,061, and in

1919, 10,327. We began 1919 with

4,230 babies being actively cared

for, and increased the number to

6,614 by the end of the year. It

has recently been estimated that

there are about 21,000 babies in

the city, which provides us with

plenty of incentive to expand as

fast as our finances and organiza-

tion permit.

CLINICS FOR CHILDREN OF PRE-

SCHOOL AGE NEED FOR

THESE CLINICS

We have found that there is a

great need of clinics to take care of

older children, and that we have

been well repaid for establishing

them. It was formerly our custom

to discharge our children at the end

of infancy, the time of discharge

being determined by the condition

of the child and his degree of prog-

ress toward an adult diet, as well

as by his age. Between that time

and his necessarily more or less

superficial examination by the

school physician, from three to five

years later, he was entirely free

from medical supervision except at

the rare intervals when an acute

illness or m^ore than the usual in-

dulgence in penny candy made him

sick enough to frighten the parents.

Consequently he often entered

school as a pretty poor physical

specimen. Since 191 7 we have

opened six clinics for children of

the so-called ''pre-school" age, and

at present have a registration of

917 children in that group. These

children are in charge of a dietitian

rather than a nurse, and our chil-

dren are now being automatically

transferred to them as they are old

enough, instead of being discharged

as formerly. It is in these clinics

that we have an opportunity to

judge of the effectiveness of our

care of the infants, and striking

contrasts between childrenwho were
properly cared for and those who
were not are everywhere evident.

Except for purposes of record, in-

quiry is hardly necessary to estab-

lish the fact that a bow-legged child

or one with flat chest and pro-

jecting shoulder blades is a new-

comer. As attest to the fact that

medical instruction is producing

results, the answer to, ''how did

you happen to come to have your

teeth fixed," is frequently
—

*'my big

sister made me." Big sister's edu-

cation has included instruction in

the importance of proper hygiene,

and it is she rather than the parents

who means to see that brother is

kept in good condition.

THE MOTHERS

The attitude of the mothers to-

ward the clinics for older children

is different from their attitude to-

ward the infant clinics and we have

found that paying attention to this

difference has helped make our

clinics successful. Welfare asso-

ciations have only lately begun to

realize the importance of the care

of older children and we may

hardly expect the mothers to have

more advanced ideas than our own.
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The mother has heard so much

about infant mortahty, and has seen

so many babies of her own, or of

her neighbors, who failed to sur-

vive infancy, that she is wiUing to

inconvenience herself to almost any

extent to insure her infant being

as well cared for as possible. She

is unable to determine with any

degree of accuracy whether in-

fant's symptoms are of serious im-

port or whether they mean nothing

at all, and realizing her ignorance

she comes to the clinics for her own
peace of mind as well as for the

"baby's welfare. If, on the other

hand, the child is old enough to tell

about his troubles, she feels entirely

competent to treat him with the

usual cupboard remedies, and

thinks no more about his physical

•condition until acute symptoms

again require attention. His diet

•causes little concern because it dif-

fers from that of his elders only

in quantity. Active and sustained

•effort is necessary to induce moth-

ers to bring their older children to

the clinics, and the clinic itself must

"be made as attractive as possible, to

l3oth the mothers and the children.

If they find conditions pleasant they

like to come, and in most neighbor-

"hoods clinic day is a sort of social

event when the mothers can get to-

gether and swap baby troubles in

Tialf a dozen different languages.

Those with the plump rosy babies

linger over putting on the skirt and

"belly band so that everyone may
liave an opportunity for an admir-

ing glance, while the mothers with

the little under-nourished ones dress

them with more speed and find

some other excuse for lingering.

Not infrequently a considerable

rivalry springs up between two

mothers who each jealously watch

the scales to see whether the other's

baby has gained an extra ounce.

By helping along such good-natur-

ed competition mothers who are in-

clined to be lax about following in-

structions are often stimulated to

follow them to the letter.

A separate examining room, even

though it is only a screen across

one corner, and half-sheets to cover

the children while they are await-

ing examination, are almost a neces-

sity. There seems to be a common
feeling among mothers that while

it is a misfortune to possess an

odd-appearing, under-nourished in-

fant, the misfortune is only a tem-

porary one, and that other women
have no intention of making fun at

its expense or of indulging in com-

parisons with their own infants.

But the attitude of mothers of

older children is entirely different.

Their pride suffers very noticeably

when their three- or four-year-old

child is placed on a table and his

defects are pointed out where other

mothers can observe. That seems

to imply unkind comments which

they somehow feel are a direct re-

flection on themselves.

THE physician's ESSENTIALS

It has been our experience that

the selection of a physician with

especial adaptability for this sort

of work is particularly important.

Information on the care of infants,
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while still far from complete, is keeping on the child's mental level

readily available, and the procedure I do not mean to imply indulging

to meet various conditions is rela- in buffoonery to keep the child

tively standardized. Such is not amused while he is examined by

the case with information concern- stealth, for that is not only un-

ino- older children, and the physician necessary, but is a poor substitute

must rely largely on his own ex- for a bond of sympathy between the

perience and ingenuity. If one child and the examiner, which gives

person has more than another to do warning in advance that the use of

with the success of a clinic, it is the stethoscope, if the child is not

the nurse in the infants' clinic and given an opportunity to examine

the doctor in the children's clinic, the instrument, will provoke a

The infant nurse visits the homes struggle. So small a thing as ap-

regularly and her influence (increases plying the stethoscope first to the

as the mother comes to depend more back of the chest where the child

and more on her instruction, while cannot see what is going on, in-

the doctor occupies a secondary stead of to the front of the chest,

position as one who simply lays will often convert an otherwise or-

down the rules to be followed. It derly physical examination into the

makes no difference to the infant undignified spectacle of a big man

whether the doctor is pleasant and holding down a small boy by main

agreeable or gruff and short-spoken, force, and so lose another patient

and the mother is wilHng to endure for the clinic,

an impersonal and rather unpleas- keeping faith with the child
ant atmosphere to get his opinion.

^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ methods of
Older children, however, actively

^^.^.^^^ examination to which chil-

resent unpleasantness of any de-
^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^.^^^ objection when

gree, and after one disagreeable ex-
^^^^ ^^^ properly performed, and

perience object so effectivly to re-
^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^ forgiveness

peating it, that the mother, who
^^^ trustfulness are proffered the

usually feels entirely competent to ^^^^-^^^ ^f^^^ ^^e^ ^h^ ^^st un-
care for them properly, decides that

pj^asant procedures, if he has been
the visit to the clmic is not worth

^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ truthful as he would
the trouble. To think m terms of

^^^^ ^^^^ ^.^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^^
dietetics, anatomy and physiology ._ t, ij ^ -u

, ., . jt 1
co-operation should not be expect-

while exammmp- a child, and at the
, •, i i i i t

f . 1 -11, ed from a child who has obeyed
same time to keep on the child s

, . . . , .

,111 • , r instructions to open his mouth for
mental level requires a sort oi men- ^

tal versatility which not everyone ^he purpose of showing his teeth,

possesses. Older men, except those and has had an unexpected fore-

who are accustomed by long experi- finger forced up his pharynx in

ence, usually possess it to a less search of adenoids. The selection

degree than younger men. By of physicians with an intuitive un-
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derstanding of child psychology will

do more than any other one thing

to make the older children's clinic

a success. It is surprising to see

how much pride and perseverence

children of this age will develop in

the performance of routine hygienic

duties if they are handled intelli-

gently and their trustfulness is not

betrayed.

PAYMENT OF A STIPEND TO CLINIC

PHYSICIANS

We have found it advisable to

pay our doctors, in both the infants'

and older children's clinics, three

dollars a session. This is, of

course, a small remuneration for the

amount of work involved, but it

helps to make the men feel that

their services are appreciated, and

at the same time gives them a feel-

ing of responsibility with regard

to following suggestions concern-

ing the conduct of their clinics.

Examining from thirty to sixty

babies in an afternoon is hard work,

and is bound to become somewhat
monotonous to even the most en-

thusiastic person. Most of our doc-

tors are young men who are not

yet too busily engaged in practice

to spare the time. To some of them
the small salary which we are able

to give is a distinct advantage, for

three clinics a week will pay a mod-
erate office rent, and while they

might find more remunerative

work, the fact that they are getting

valuable experience as well as a

small amount of pay helps to make
them feel satisfied to continue. I

am sure that it has a very definite

value in inducing the men to re-

main in charge of a clinic longer

than they would do otherwise, and

so raises the general level of effi-

ciency, for they are more valuable

to us as their experience in our

work increases.

CO-OPERATION WITH HARVARD

POST-GRADUATES

At the suggestion of the Gradu-

ate School of Medicine of Harvard

University, we have assigned sev-

eral of our clinics to graduate stu-

dents. They are men who have

been in active practice for several

years, but who have returned to the

School to take up a year's course

of graduate study in children's

work. This arrangement has been

mutually helpful, especially since it

has been associated with instruc-

tions to groups in the clinics, there-

by making use of a large amount
of valuable clinical material. Dur-
ing the last eight months we have

been doing research work on a

feeding problem, getting figures

from a large number of babies, and

have at present a full-time paid

worker collecting the results which

we hope to publish soon. In addi-

tion we have started a second piece

of research work, having lo do

with the cellular elements of the

blood during infancy, in charge of

a man with special training in that

field.

VALUE OF THESE CLINICS

In reviewing our efforts in vari-

ous directions it seems evident that

attention paid to the development
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of clinics for older children will brought much nearer solution than

bring the greatest returns, not alone they are at present, before the great

because the children need super- interest which has lately been

vision, but because the problems aroused can be utilized with ef-

associated with that work must be ficiency.

CONCERNING THE BaBY HOS-

PITAL Association of Ala-

meda County, California, Miss

Bertha Wright says

:

Throughout the county we have

established well baby stations. At
present there are three of these sta-

tions, but we hope soon to increase

the number. All children must be

under school age to be accepted in

our clinic, those of school age being

sent to another clinic under the di-

rection of the school nurse.

We have five visiting nurses on

our staff, two for maternity and

three for the babies. Our territory

includes the whole county. This is

districted and each nurse takes a

district. Our clinic is the only one

this side of the bay that does in-

fant work exclusively. Our doc-

tors, as far as we can get them, are

trained children specialists. The
hospital with which this clinic is

connected has about thirty-six

beds ; all free cases entering the

hospital must come through the

clinic. When a case is discharged

from the hospital, the visiting nurse

is notified and a visit is made im-

mediately to see if the treatment is

being carried out and that the home
is in proper condition to receive the

baby.

Maternity clinic. This clinic

cares for the expectant moth-

ers, furnishes a nurse and

doctor at the time of confinement,,

and has the visiting nurse supervise

the care of the mother and baby

for two weeks after confinement.

At the end of two weeks the baby is

registered in the Well Babies' Clinic

and from then on until it reaches

school age it is under the care of

our clinic and our visiting nurses.

A fee of $15 is charged for this

maternity service. No patient is

refused, however, because of ina-

bility to pay, but many are refused

who are not willing to make any ef-

fort to live up to the standards set

for them and their babies.

Clinic fees. In the medical clinics

we have rather a unique method of

collecting fees. Instead of charging

a small sum for each visit, we have

a membership fee of one dollar,

\vhich is good for six months clinic

service. When the dollar is paid,

a membership card is given the

mother. This card is shown each

time the child comes to the clinic

and from it we get the chart num-

ber. This method saves a great

deal of time and confusion. Our

income from this membership I

think is about equal to what we
would collect from the small sums

at each visit. Our average monthly

attendance is about 1,100 (calls),

which represents about 450 chil-

dren, and our income is about an

average of $350.



Three Conferences in the South

National Nursing Organizations

Harriet L. Leete, R.N., Director of Field Work

The first joint bi-ennial conven-

tion of the three National Nursing

Associations was attended by 2,700

nurses. They met in Atlanta, Ga.,

from April 12 to 17, 1920.

Friday and Saturday before the

convention was formally opened,

special groups of nurses held infor-

mal round table discussions of vari-

ous phases of nursing work—child

welfare, tuberculosis, rural, school

and industrial nursing. Each group

organized as a section of the Na-

tional Organization for Public

Health Nursing, to which they

presented their resolutions.

The Infant Welfare Nursing

Section of the N. O. P. H. N. will

meet with the American Child Hy-
giene Association in 1921, and with

the National Organization for Pub-

lic Health Nursing in 1922, in

Seattle.

Nutritional work among chil-

dren, as discussed by Dr. E. V.

McCollum, of the Johns Hopkins,

held the attention of the entire

group interested in the welfare of

the child.

The National Organization for

Public Health Nursing adopted

resolutions on child welfare, which

indicated

:

(a) That in order to give the

pre-school child his best opportuni-

ty for health development, nutri-

tional clinics and classes must be

an integral part of every child wel-

fare program.

(b) That as malnutrition is fre-

quently due to physical defects de-

terminable by a complete physical

examination, all children admitted

to nutritional classes should first

receive such examination.

(c) That home control is of ut-

most value, therefore follow-up

care should be given under the su-

pervision of a public health nurse,

augmented by the services of a di-

etitian.

(d) That in following out all of

the recommendations made by the

Child Welfare Section, organiza-

tions and personnel already in the

field be made use of to the fullest

extent.

(e) That all child welfare agen-

cies strive to so organize their

work and plan their records that

the work of the school health offi-

cer could be made more effective

by receiving from them a complete

record of the child's health history

and care.

(f) That a small committee be

appointed by the president of the

N. O. P. H. N. to standardize cer-

tain record phraseology and to

make a printed report that should

be available for all public health

nurses.

It was recognized that training-

39
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schools must be the foundation for us to 'carry on.' Florence Nightin-

all nursing work. Methods and gale first lighted our Public Health

plans of improvement of training Nursing torch. In the great emer-

were discussed, including a recruit- gency caused by the War, our Red
ing campaign to meet the present Cross and Army Nurses picked it

shortage of student nurses, and up and carried it so finely, so stead-

plans were presented by the League ily that it flamed high and the

of Nursing Education, and en- whole world noted it. (They have

-dorsed by the joint session of the made us proud, indeed, of our pro-

National Organizations. fession!) Now, the torch is passed

The responsibility for carrying to us. The present emergency is

on the Florence Nightingale torch equally great. We must not fail,

was Miss Haliburton's theme. "We, Yet, I believe there is a very real

public health nurses," said Miss danger of failing unless we face

Haliburton, "are on trial as never frankly this question of supply and

before. We cannot fail those who demand and take steps promptly to

liave given us the vision and expect meet it to the best of our ability.*'^

The Southern Mountain Workers' Conference

The eighth annual conference of be lowered where so many un-

the Southern Mountain Workers trained midwives are at work,

brought five hundred of these lead- The mountain people are deeply

ers to Knoxville, Tennessee, on the concerned with the question of

sixth of April, 1920. spreading a new publicity—based

For two days, the dominating on facts—rather than fiction. They

spirits in the social, religious and feel that the "Fence Rail Club"

•educational work among the south- where neighbors stop to advise and

€rn mountain people discussed with P^an with one another about their

fervor their peculiar conditions, work is more characteristic of

The conference was small enough mountain life than the usual hler-

to bring people close together. A ^^^ stones.

1 ^ r J • • Great attention must be paid to
strong undercurrent oi deep spir- .... .

. 1 , .. ^, 1 . 11 ^1 road buildmg if the mountam peo-
itual feelmg ran throughout all the

meetings.
pie are to make rapid progress.

Said one man in the heat of his ar-

This year, special attention was ^uj^ent for good roads, "I be-

given to health work. The need of ij^^g y^^ could christianize Jeffries

more public health nurses is keenly Hell itself by running a pike road

realized all over the mountains, through it."

There was much discussion as to The State Superintendent of

bow the maternal death-rate mav Public School in Tennessee pleaded
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for the responsibility of the State and unwise it is to leave this ques-

in education showing how unfair tion to the various localities.

National Conference of Social Work, April 14-21

Richard A. Bolt, M.D., Gr.P.H.

The Keynote. The keynote of times bidding against one another,

the Conference of Social Work at

New Orleans was community serv-

ice, with a major chord of child

welfare, health (including mental

hygiene) and problems of the im-

migrant. One always feels that

the "program" • of such a meet-

ing is going to yield a wealth of

social wisdom and is agreeably sur-

prised to find that on the contrary

the "program" is but the loom upon

which is woven the warp and woof

of varied human experiences. Un-

der the stimulus of Southern hos-

pitality, the Conference fairly oozed

good fellowship.

until in about half an hour over

$8,400 was raised.

Health and the Immigrant.

The Division on Health was full

of interest and provoked consider-

able discussion. Special health

problems of the immigrant were

taken up at one of the sessions. Dr.

Caroline Hedger of Chicago, in pre-

senting this subject, said that we
expect too much of the foreigner,

and we do not study enough his

individual possibilities. "The point

of view of health must be ap-

proached from the point of view of

the neighbor." "How far should

the screws be put on the neighbor"

Finances. The general business in developing a health conscience?

session of the Conference seemed Only so far as to develop his re-

to draw the members from all parts sponsibility. We should aim to

of the country into closer sympathy ''tie the ends of the crevasse" in the

and understanding. The President, levee of neighborliness.

Owen R. Lovejoy, backed on the Dr. Donald B. Armstrong of

platform by his entire executive Framingham, in pointing out some

committee, here presented a state- of the essentials in community

ment as to the financial condition health organization, said we could

of the Conference. He challenged learn a great deal from the foreign-

them to meet an accumulated debt born. We should pay more atten-

of $8,000. Immediately, a member tion to personal hygiene and not

"from Missouri" said he would be over-emphasize "household equip-

one of a nurnber to subscribe $100. ment." A community program

Prom all parts of the room came should be very carefully mapped

pledges of affiliated societies, at out to suit each individual locality.



The United States Public Health Service

Field Investigations in Child

Taliaferro Clark, M.D.

LONG recognized as one of the

most important features of

public health and preventive medi-

cine the United States Pubhc

Health Service is today conducting

eight constructive investigations

and surveys in child hygiene.

The work is so varied in its char-

acter it would be rather difficult

to describe it except by taking up

each activity separately.

First and of extreme importance

is an investigation of the usability

of dried milk powder which has

been- in progress at Boston, Mass.,

since August, 191 9, and will con-

tinue for the remainder of the pres-

ent fiscal year, which ends July i.

In this work the Public Health Ser-

vice is co-operating with the Bos-

ton Baby Hygiene Association, Dr.

Fritz Talbot, of the Department of

Pediatrics of Massachusetts Gen-

eral Hospital, and Dr. M. J. Rose-

nau, head of the School of Pre-

ventive Medicine, FCarvard Uni-

versity.

While the experiments have not

been completed it may safely be

said that so far they have been most

successful. Working with bottle-

fed babies only, all under six

months old at time of enrollment.

Hygiene and Mental Hygiene

, Medical Officer in Charge

the investigators have established

the usability of reconstructed and

reconstituted milk that is unques-

tionably beneficial. The importance

of this may be better realized if it

is understood that it may soon be

possible to supply milk for babies

in tropical and semi-tropical coun-

tries where there are no cows, or

where the milk is dangerous. Un-
der the process being perfected as

the result of these experiments, the

baby in our insular dependencies or

in China may be supplied with a

milk as wholesome as that which

comes from the finest American

dairies. Aside from making pos-

sible the saving of thousands of

baby lives throughout the world it

will enable the dairyman to use

profitably large quantities of milk

which formerly have been wasted.

As a result of the weighing and

measuring of 10,000 selected school

children in the City of Baltimore,,

under the direction of Prof. E.

V. McCollum, Johns Hopkins

Medical School, approximately

1,500 were found markedly under-

weight. These 1,500 children have

been given a careful physical ex-

amination by officers of the Ser-

vice for the purpose of determining

the role of hampering physical de-

42
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fects as the cause of malnutrition, ties is being made by the Pubhc

In co-operation with the United Health Service. In addition to the

States Public Health service these officer in charge of these investiga-

children are now being studied fur- tions a staff of seven women physi-

ther. One group, under the direc- cians, six women nurses, and a full

tion of Professor McCollum, will complement of women field investi-

be given careful supervision at gators, has been assigned to the

home, including advice to the moth- work and is in the field. Selected

er regarding personal hygiene of cities, towns and rural districts

the individual child, the kind of throughout the state, representing

food which should be purchased, typical Am.erican life are being

regulation of the hours of sleep and thoroughly surveyed and accurately

such other forms of supervision charted. Children of the school and

which may be indicated in* indi- pre-school age in each of the com-

vidual cases. In other words, it is munities will be carefully examined,

proposed to attempt by practical Such measures as may be necessary

means, entirely within the scope of to correct defects will be recom-

the average parent's ability to carry mended to the parents and the

into effect, to overcome the effects teachers, and the responsible of-

of malnutrition now manifested by ficials are urged to provide facili-

the children under supervision. ties for treatment where treatment

In another group an effort will be is necessary. Accurate records are

made to see what effect the correc- being kept and a follow-up system

tion of the remediable physical de- arranged. Much of the work in this

fects will have in improving the State deals with the hygiene of ma-
child's nutrition. This group, ternity and infancy. Efforts are

therefore, will consist of children being made to provide better super-

suffering from the grosser and vision of expectant mothers and to

more obvious physical defects. It provide facilities where mothers

is proposed to utilize the existing can secure medical advice and as-

dental and medical facilities in the sistance in the care of their babies.

City of Baltimore and have these In all these activities the aim is to

defects corrected, by and with the establish in the Missouri Board of

consent of individual parents. Health a model Bureau of Child

Children will be weighed and meas- Hygiene for dealing with the

ured at regular intervals in order health of mothers and children,

to note the improvement which may Moreover, the work is ..being so

follow correction of the physical planned and conducted that when
defects. . the present survey is completed a

In Missouri, at the request of the permanent organization will be left

State Health authorities, an lex- behind, supported entirely by the

tensive field investigation and dem- communities themselves. This sur-

onstration in child hygiene activi- vey will probably include the larg-
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^est group of children ever studied selected children who fail to make
in America and will furnish some grade or otherwise present evidence

extremely interesting data. of abnormality. The actual exami-

In co-operation with the State nations are supplemented by edu-

Eoard of Health, the Oral Hygiene cational health talks in the schools,

Unit of the Public Health Service a distribution of appropriate health

is making a state-wide survey of literature to the parents of chil-

-dental hygiene problems in West dren found suffering from certain

Virginia, with special reference to remediable defects at the time noti-

school children. The unit is visit- fication cards are sent to the par-

ing every county seat in the state ents of such children. This work

and making inspection of the is even now bringing forth desir-

mouths of a number of children at- able results as manifested by an

tending school, demonstrating to awakened interest on the part of

the community the extent of the the local authorities in the health

"dental needs of the school popula- of the school children and the em-

tion, and assisting the local com- ployment of a school nurse to as-

nmnities in perfecting measures sist in these examinations and to

whereby dental services can be pro- do follow-up work,

vided where such do not now exist. On request of the Delaware Re-
At the same time teachers are be- construction Commission, an of-

ing instructed in the principles of ficer of the United States Public
dental prophylaxis. Eventually it Health Service has been assigned
is hoped to have the proper authori- to duty in Wilmington in the office

ties estabhsh a mobile dental clinic of the Director of this Commission
to visit the schools throughout the as medical director of the Child
state. The American Red Cross is Hygiene Activities. He has under
interested in this work and has his supervision a number of chil-

furnished sufficient funds for the ^,^^,3 ^^^^^3 ^^^ health centers al-
dental unit to give necessitous chil-

^^^^^ established and will advise
dren tooth brushes and tooth paste. , • ^ • .1 . , i- 1 r^ and assist m the establishment of

In response to a request from the
^^^ers. In addition, he will exer-

state and local health and educa- • , • • r j-- 1

, 1 . . , -r^ 1 1-
^^s^ general supervision of medical

tional authorities, the Public . . r 1 1 1 m 1 1

^-r , , ^ . . . . inspection of school children about
Health Service is conducting a

, 1 1 • ,

r ^^ ^ 1.1 r 1 1 1 -i to DC Undertaken m the state m co-
survey of the health of school chil-
j • /- -1 r- ^ Tv/r 1 ^ operation with a number of author-
dren m Cecil County, Maryland. ^

The work involves physical exami- ^^^^ ^^^ volunteer agencies. Plans

nation with the consent of the par- ^^^ ^^^ under way for interesting

ents by a qualified woman physician studies in the mental and physical

who is assisted by a nurse furnished status of children engaged in in-

locally. In addition, mental ex- dustry and for the establishment

aminations are made of certain of a mobile child clinic designed for
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service in the outlying districts of

the state.

On request of the Judge of the

Juvenile Court of the District of

Columbia, officers have been as-

signed to the Probation Office of

this Court for the purpose of mak-

ing physical and mental examina-

tions of juvenile delinquents and

supplying the Court with informa-

tion relating to the physical and

mental status of such delinquents,

to be taken into consideration in

arriving at judicial decisions. Not

only will each child coming before

the Court be subjected to an. in-

tensive physical and mental exami-

nation, but these will be accom-

panied by careful medical-social

follow-up work, with a view of de-

termining the influence of the

child's family and environment in

relation to his delinquency and to

his physical condition, and for use

in the application of proper cor-

rectional and training methods.

The University Extension De-

partment of the University of

Oregon, with the approval of the

State Health Officer, invited the

United States Public Health Ser-

vice to co-operate with the Uni-

versity in making a survey of the

extent of the delinquency, depend-

ency and feeble-mindedness prob-

lems of the State from the stand-

point of mental hygiene. These

investigations were authorized at

the last meeting of the State Legis-

lature. This survey is unique in a.

number of respects ; thus it is real-

ly made by the communities them-

selves, under expert direction, and

when necessary with the active par-

ticipation of the expert. Moreover,,

the survey will probably be the

basis for advanced remedial legisla-

tion by the State of Oregon. Un-
der the State constitution, all new
legislation involving appropriations

must be submitted to the people for

a referendum vote ; hence the sur-

vey now being made may be count-

ed upon to constitute an important

measure for educating the people

in public health.

DR. Richard M. Smith, of

Boston, says: "CORRECT
DEFECTS—DON'T MERELY
DETECT THEM. For many years

we contented ourselves with listing

defects in school children, and do-

ing nothing about them. I hope we
will not make the same mistake with

reference to children of pre-school

age. If we are just going to go on

^or ten vears or fifteen years listing

correctable defects and don't cor-

rect them we will just be repeating

our previous mistakes. While we
are creating machinery for detect-

ing mistakes, we must at the same

time devise methods for correcting^

them. We have got to see that

there are enough clinics to take

care of these bad teeth and that

tonsils that are diseased are re-

moved."
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expectant mother, the care of the infant and the care of the
child before and during school age.
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under the direction of physicians, assisted by public health nurses
who visit homes.

Child Hygiene should be a function of the Department of

Health of every state and city, because it can prevent more illness

and death among mothers and children than any other health

activity.
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Street, Baltimore, Maryland, is organized to assist all public and
private agencies doing, or intending to do, this work, and to

educate the public to the necessity for its nation-wide extension
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The Argonne Association

An American Work for the Orphans of PVance

Royal Storrs Haynes, M.D.

DURING the summer of 1918,

the Children's Bureau of the

American Red Cross in France un-

dertook to send from Paris into the

country several hundred deliicate

children to escape the dangers of

the air raids and the bombardment
of the long-range gun. This was
a continuation of what the Red
Cross had been doing since 1917,

when 'The Yanks Are Coming"
was only a song, and Chateau

Thierry and Belleau Wood un-

written pages of a noble story.

All summer, on the shores of the

Mediterranean, in the imountains

of the Midi, in the fertile Loire

valley, or on the rocky coast 'of

Brittany, nearly a thousand chil-

dren were cared for and many re-

stored to health. As the time came
to bring the children home, it was

felt by those in charge of the Chil-

dren's Bureau that something last-

ing ought to result from this enter-

prise. The opportunity to do some-

thing for children without parents

seemed too good to lose. The law

51
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of July, 1 918, making every child

who had lost his means of support

as a result of the war a ward of the

government (pupille de la nation)

had just been passed. Even then

France's problem of caring for

nearly a million war orphans was

being foreseen. That this problem

might be met, that such children

should be secured the rights which

war had jeopardized, was the de-

sire of all interested in the result of

the war on the future generation.

Care for dependent children in

homes with medical supervision and

a concern for their moral develop-

ment, seemed a fit task for the

American Red Cross. It was be-

lieved that the example of such

care would affect the treatment of

the growing number of war or-

phans throughout France ; for

whatever the Americans did was

widely known, and in the kindly

fashion of that appreciative nation,

was accepted by the French as the

right way to do.

So it was determined that at one

of the centers where delicate chil-

dren had been placed during the

summer, namely, at Dun-sur-

Auron, in the Cher, near Bourges,

such a work should be begun. Dun- •

sur-Auron was chosen because in

that town was a devoted French

physician. Dr. Antony Rodiet, who

believed in home care in the coun-

try for city children, and who ap-

preciated the principles which

should underlie such care. It was

contemplated that several years

would be necessary to show what

good results proceed from proper

care and what improvement over

the average boy and girl might be

expected to result from it.

Then came the armistice, fore-

shadowing the time when the Amer-
ican Red Cross must withdraw

from France, whose privileged

guest she had been through so

manv trving- months.

This determined those who were

engaged in this work at Dun-sur-

Auron to organize an association to

continue it. They realized the sac-

rifices which France had so freely

made ; and desired to have the work

an American contribution toward

humanity's debt to France, not by

any means paid. They took pride

also in the achievement of Ameri-

can men who with determination

which would not be denied had

fought through the country west

of Verdun. It seemed fitting,

therefore, that this new American

effort for the future of France

should recall what Americans had

endured to secure that future. The
name of that almost impenetrable

forest where so miany of our men
had died was ringing in all ears, as

it will not cease to ring in years to

come. Its very sound awoke memo-
ries of brave young American lads

;

it had become symbolic of that ser-

vice which, in another way, was to

be carried out in the Cher. This

name was chosen ; and The Ar-

gonne Association came into being.

In March, 1919, it was incorpo-

rated under the law of France as

an association for the care of chil-
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dren. Upon its committee were en-

rolled as honorary or active mem-

bers, some of the most eminent

French public men and physicians,

and several Americans residing or

working in France. It was desired

not only to obtain excellent results

in France, but to establish a type of

proper care for dependent children

which may be copied elsewhere

This it was possible to do in France.

ent children—to train them to earn

their living before discharging them

from custody—instruction had to

be provided for those children who
had finished the schooling required

by law. The work now embraces

three sections ; the first, or "cercle

des enfants", for infants and tod-

dlers up to four years old ; the sec-

ond, or "colonic familiale", the

original establishment at Dun-sur-

Homes in Dun-sur-Auron

The Argonne Association places French war orphans

in the homes of Dun-sur-Auron

With a million war orphans to be

cared for, with resources depleted

by five years of struggle, France is

grateful for such aid as the Ar-

gonne Association affords, and is

glad to contribute whatever assist-

ance its government and its people

command.

For a permanent organization to

establish a type, a larger work was

necessary than that originally start-

ed. Provision had to be made for

the care of children of all ages, even

to the youngest. To fulfil what
seems to the Association the duty

of organizations caring for depend-

Auron, for children of school age

;

and the third, called "cours d'ap-

prentissage", to emphasize the voca-

tional training it offers, for the

adolescents.

At present the Association cares

for two hundred children. It is

possible that three hundred will be

the number ultimately. To take

more than that is thought inadvis-

able. The Association does not aim

to care for a very large number of

orphans ; rather to care for a num-
ber sufficiently large to establish

the validity of its methods. It be-

lieves this will accomplish more
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good than to receive so many chil-

dren that their care must be either

incomplete or poor.

The first section is located at

Mandres, fifteen miles southeast of

Paris. Here the Association owns

an excellent house which it uses as

a hospital and an instruction cen-

ter. The little children are placed

in homes around or in .Mandres.

Their care in all details of hygiene

and nutrition is closely supervised

by a trained nurse. This nurse

lives in the Association's house and

is the directress of the whole sec-

tion. She visits in the families,

oversees the care given by the fos-

termothers, and brings to the cen-

ter infants who need especial at-

tention. She also gives instruction

"in the care of infants and children

to the older Argonne girls who
come from Beaubourg for this in-

struction as a regular part of their

training.

From Brunoy, two miles and a

half away, comes the doctor who is

responsible for the medical care of

these children. He is a trained

pediatrist and has in addition the

aid of a consultant attached to the

Ecole de Puericulture of Paris, an

institution founded jointly by the

American Red Cross and the Fac-

ulty of Medicine of the University

of Paris to promote child welfare

activities.

In addition, in common with

all three sections of the Argonne

Association, this first section is un-

der the administrative control of

the Paris office. This office re-

ports on the progress of the work

both to the officers in France and
to the executive committee in

America.

The ''cercle des enfants" is

unique in France, and for depend-

ent children, probably in the world.

It is in a sense the outgrowth of

the idea of the Speedwell Society in

Morristown, New Jersey, which

has for so many years given this

type of care to undernourished

children.

The second section of the work,

that at Dun-sur-Auron,has proceed-

ed along the lines laid down in 1918.

The children are all war orphans

;

they have been selected in co-

operation with Les Pupilles de la

Nation, organized to carry out the

provisions of the law of July, 1918,

already mentioned. These children

may have mothers but all have lost

their fathers. Willingness to leave

the child in the charge of the

Association for an indefinite period

is required so that results may not

be vitiated by short stays and fre-

quent removals. Mothers or rela-

tives may, however, visit the chil-

dren and write to them, while a

child's progress may always be as-

certained at the Paris office.

Before being admitted to the

''colonic", the children submit to a

physical examination when defects

and disease are noted and steps

taken to remedy them. When they

arrive at Dun-sur-Auron, they en-

ter the infirmary for observation in

order to prevent the introduction of

disease. Then the children are

placed in homes in the vicinity,
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homes most carefully selected^

clean and comfortable.

Now begins for these children a

family life. The foster-mothers

are devoted and become s'ncerely

attached to their charges. The

children go to the village school

and play with the village children;

they dress and look like other chil-

dren. The homes, and the life of

the children in them and at school,

are carefully supervised by a visi-

tor who knows all about her wards

house it w^as being used as a con-

valescent hospital for French sol-

diers. The entire building was

thoroughly repaired and painted.

In it are eight rooms, among them

an infirmary, a room for isolation

of contagious cases, a doctor's con-

sultation room, a bath room and a

room used as a dining room and

room for sewing classes. There is

running water, thorough drainage

and a modern sanitary equipment.

The house is extremely simple but

The visitor

and their progress. She is trained

to detect incipient illness and sends

the children who need care to the

doctor.

The Argonne children have a

community life in connection with

the center where they usually go

after school. This center has been

very carefully installed to provide

medical examinations, hospital care,

baths and supervised play. A
small house out on the edge of

town has been leased. When the

Argonne Association took this

and her charges

delightfully clean and airy and it

fuctionates perfectly. (See picture

P- 5I-)

In the playground behind the

house the children gather for play

on fair days or in the old barn if

the weather be inclement. The

boys work in the garden after

school throughout the year. In

the summer they all go in relays to

swim in the Auron. Their life at

Dun-sur-Auron is notably happy;

on the other hand, the careful
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supervision, both medical and and there are others suited for agri-

moral, which they receive is show- cultural pursuits but not strong

ing its effect in health and charac- enough to do heavy farm work,

ter. Provision has been made for For the former, provision has been

necessary operations and for den- made for courses in training in

tal care, and it is felt that in many other vocations; for the latter, the

ways these orphans are more for- garden-school at Beaubourg gives

tunate and better situated than they training in lighter forms of work

would have been in their own on the land,

homes. It was for this class of boys and

Such is the life of the Argonne for all the older girls that a school

children through their school years, was projected where they could

During this time, ideas of industry, learn such occupations as gar-

love of a simple life and of the dening, horticulture, dairying,

country and the soil are inculcated, poultry-farming, etc., the boys

There is a "back to the farm" ele- learning forestry and the care of

ment in the Association's work, estates and the girls being grounded

France lost a million farmers in in cooking, housekeeping, sewing,

the war ; and still others have been the care of young children, and

attracted to industrial pursuits, all that may fit them to become

France needs agricultural workers

;

good wives and mothers. By rare

and city children need country life, good fortune a suitable place was

It has been noted that after a year found at Croissy-Beaubourg, about

at Dun-sur-Auron the point of view twelve miles from Paris and near

of the children changes and where Mandres. Through the generosity

they all have thought of becoming of the owner and a group of Ameri-

workers in cities, they now love the can friends, this estate of seventy

country and wish to live there. acres, with fine buildings, fully

The third section of the work of equipped and in perfect order, was

the Association follows on the stay purchased.

at Dun-sur-Auron. It was at one The advantages of Beaubourg are

time the intention of the Associa- many. Its proximity to Paris

tion to operate its own farm. It makes it possible for the children to

may yet do so ; but its idea was go there for special courses in oc-

adopted by the Ministry of Agri- cupations such as dressmaking,

culture which established a number millinery, stenography, typesetting,

of farm schools for adolescents, etc. It is in a healthful region and

To these the boys of the Associa- near large agricultural exploita-

tion are sent, so that for the present tions. There is a large house where

at least an Argonne Association the girls live, with running water.

Farm is not essential. There will hot-air heating, bath rooms, rooms

be an occasional boy not fitted or for dormitories and class rooms,

not caring to learn to be a farmer

;

and a wonderful kitchen. There is
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Back to the farm

another house where the boys hve

near the barnyard. The barnyard

is a square of stone and stucco

buildings with facihties for rabbits,

chickens and pigs ; for a herd of

cows, for horses and wagons, etc.

Adjoining is a fine, walled garden

of two acres, carefully tended for

twenty years. There are many fine

pear, apple and peach trees. There

are strawberries and raspberries

and grapes ; and a great variety of

vegetables. It is expected that the

produce from this garden will pro-

vide a revenue for the school.

P'rom the forest, which needs cut-

ting out, and from the large hay

crop will come other revenue.

There is additional land which can

be used for the raising of food for

the young workers and storage

space for keeping it through the

winter. The care of the grounds,

the flowers and the shrubs will train

the boys to become superintendents

of estates. The "orangerie", used

as a stable by soldiers during the

war, for Beaubourg is just south

of the extreme limit of the German
advance at the Marne, will some
day be fitted up for courses in

manual training. Everything at

Beaubourg although of great

beauty is practical and adapted to

the purpose in view.

Economy is the plan of the Ar-

gonne Association as much as

completeness. It is important that

a work in a foreign country shall

be susceptible of duplication within

the means of organizations that are

indigenous. The budget of the

Association on a basis of two hun-

dred children, calls for an outlay,

all overhead included, of an aver-

age of less than 1750 francs per

child per year. Very careful ad-

ministrative and financial reports

are prepared. All accounts are

audited by certified public account-

ants. There are no salaries ex-

cept to workers.

The work the Argonne Associa-

tion is doing, it is doing first for
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the children of France and second

for all children. It has been the

aim and hope of the founders of

the Association that from the work

may be developed an experience

which shall be useful in the care

of dependent children anywhere, in

the United States particularly. The
need of our own dependent chil-

dren and the value to them of this

demonstration of proper care has

been kept constantly in mind. This

value has been recognized by every

authority on child welfare who has

studied the plan. The work is in

successful operation. Already its

organization can be regfarded as

more than justified.

The Philosophy of the Nursing Bottle

John Foote, M.D., F.R.G.S.

GEOLOGISTS reconstruct the

earth as it was a million years

ago from a pebble or a handful of

clay. Anthropologists read a fairy-

tale or a nursery rhyme and tell

us that people who lived in caves in

Southern France many thousands

of years ago must have been our

ancestors because they told their

children the same kind of nonsense

as our nurses related to us. Soci-

ology is a comparatively new sci-

ence, but it too is constructing

mosaics of ancient life from tiny

bits of information taken out of

tales, poems, plays and pictured

representations and shaped together

until the finished product becomes

what is called social history. And
while this must seem an inexact

science, based as it is on the influ-

ence of human instinct, passions

and beliefs, on the conduct of men
and women in their relation to one

another, yet here too the history of

the race shows certain definite

causes which produce identical ef-

fects with a rhythmic certainty

characteristic of a scientific law.

One of these cyclic reactions may
be stated almost as definitely as a

mathematical problem

:

When any nation engages in an

extensive war, a loss of national

wealth and resultant high taxation

is followed by an increase in in-

fanticide.

NATIONAL DECAY IDEAOGRAPH

Another sociological and eco-

nomic reaction well borne out by

history, which I have every reason

to believe is almost a ''law" though

I have never seen it definitely

formulated, is to the effect that

whenever a nation becomes the seat

of a rich and degenerate autocracy

where "wealth accumulates and

men decay," not only infanticide

increases but maternal nursing is

replaced by artificial food, and some
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form of the nursing-bottle appears.

The nursing-bottle might well be

made an ideograph for national

decay; in time and space, from its

earliest appearance to its final evo-

lutionary stage, this utensil has ap-

peared a long time after high-born

ladies have refused to be burdened

with the feeding care of their off-

spring. In fact, the use of the

women cast about for some

mechanical means of giving food to

the infant in order to replace or to

supplement breast-feeding. It is

almost apparent that the earlier

nurses were not substitutes for, but,

rather were used as an adjunct to,

the product of the wet-nurse. This

use was not always found among
the most noble and most affluent

S/r

'"') t '-•US jjc'>r raU<in<»m«at an {i«tit |».t.

Ancient Forms of the Nursing-bottle. (From Hygiene Infantile.
Auvard et Pinget)

nursing-bottle in history seems to

come invariably after a period of

great social dissipation. The wet

nurse has always been an important

figure in the history of infant feed-

ing. Among the wealthy nations of

antiquity, as wet nurses became
more and more in demand, men and

ladies, but probably among their

less noble and less wealthy imita-

tors. Just as in barbaric times one

could estimate the wealth of the

nomad by the size of his herds, so

the wealth and nobility of these

ancient dames might be counted by
using a numerical wet-nurse index.
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THE WET-NURSE MARKET

Soranus of Ephesus, wise obstet-

rician of the Second Century in

Rome, said that wet-nursing was

not better than maternal nursing,

but was more expedient for the

mother. He advised the mother,

whenever possible, to have two or

three wet nurses, so that if one was

not well, or her milk became un-

suitable, one of the others could

be employed. In thfe official estab-

lishment of the Royal Nursery in

England in 1779 we find provision

rnade for "eight wet nurses, who

had an annuity of 200 pounds

each'\ As the English teacher in

this nursery establishment received

only 100 pounds, sixteen hundred

times as much was paid this "herd"

of wet nurses as the teacher of Eng-

lish received. We may correctly as-

sume that the demand for wet

nurses at this time exceeded the

supply, and that the less wealthy

and less noble mothers may have

had difficulty in securing more than

one or two capable nurses of this

description.

GODDESS AND MILKMAIDS

Tn the graves of Egyptian chil-

dren of dynastic times no trace is

found of the nursing-bottle. The

^.ncient Egyptians, living in the

rich agricultural region of the Nile,

were affluent, and treated their chil-

dren with kindness and considera-

tion. Infanticide and exposure of

the new-born child do not seem to

have prevailed in these earlier days.

In the later, Alexandrian period,

records are found of the abandon-

ment of children and the drowning

of females, and the Cairo museum
exhibits a clay nursing-bottle with

a long neck that belongs to the sec-

ond century. Cow's milk was

known and used by the Egyptians

;

the Cow-goddess, Hathor, was a

much-esteemed female divinity. In

fact, since a great number of re-

spectable feminine divinities were

venerated, we may reasonably sup-

pose that a nation which invent-

ed lady gods to preside over the

birth and nutrition of its infants,

and pictured the great Isis nursing

her son, Horus, at her breast, would

prove to have been reasonably kind

to its children. History seems to

verify this assumption. Cow's milk

was not used for feeding very

young infants in the Egyptian

nursing-bottle ; some contracts of

the Alexandrian period concerning

infant nursing specify that the

nurse must feed the baby at the

breast for six months and supply

good cow's milk for a longer period.

The laws contain penalties for

tardiness or failure to deliver this

milk-supply on the part of these

Egyptian milkmaids.

OVER-RIPENED CIVILIZATION

Babylonia or Assyria do not seem

to have used breast-replacing foods

early enough to have required bot-

tle-feeding. Among the Jews,

breast-feeding was universal. Wet-

nursing was a common practice

with the Greek ladies of ancient

days, and Spartan nurses were
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much esteemed for this purpose. It

was customary among both Greeks

and Romans to bury with their

children toys and utensils of vari-

ous kinds, just as when infants

were abandoned by their mothers,

some little trinket was left with

them as a remembrance gift. From

the tombs of children in such

Roman colonies as France and

Spain, numerous clay utensils of

the nursing-bottle type have been

philosophic Marcus Aurelius, we

find an over-ripe civilization, un-

equal distribution of wealth, and a

diminishing aristocratic ruling class

—and the nursing-bottle.

TWO POETS OF LACTATION

Observe, then, the nursing-bottle

trooping along always in the wake

of the wet-nurse and in fact a con-

siderable distance behind her. The

"high cost of ^
wet-nursing" seems

Roman Nursing Bottles, Wiesbaden Museum,

found. These belong to the later

days of Rome—not so very long

before Aulus Gellius, the Roman
lawyer, felt impelled to put into

the mouth of a Greek philosopher

whom he called Favorinus, a bitter

denunciation of the practice com-

mon among Roman nations of en-

gaging slaves or hirelings to nurse

their infants. Here again in the

mad, rich Rome from the days of

Augustus to the passing of the

to have been a determining factor

in this tardy appearance of the bot-

tle. In England and on the con-

tinent of Europe, it is certain that

animal milk was not extensively

used as an infant food until the

eighteenth century. An Italian

gentleman and soldier named Tau-

sillo besought the high-born ladies

of Italy to nurse their own infants,

in a poem written about 1530, in

which he neatly plagiarized all of
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Aulus Gellius' arguments. Scaevole

cle St. Marthe, a French gentleman,

composed in 1584 a Latin poem
called Paedotrophia, in order that

children whose parents read Latin

would at least not have classical

blood polluted by foreign milk. For

both these gentlemen believed the

care given by fine ladies to lap-

dogs. The substitute for the bottle

at the time was the flour-ball or

flour-teat, a lump of boiled or baked

flour lin a piece of cloth. The
early English writers on nursing,

such as Phayre and Peachey, also

quoted Gellius and deprecated

Hans Memling, a Flemish painter of the 15th Century,

immortalizes the wooden pap-spoon

Gellius statement to the effect that

milk was only blood turned white.

Both of these writers deplored the

fact that mothers neglected their

offspring. St. Marthe criticised the

dancing craze of his day and the

cow's milk as a food for infants.

In the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries a hollowed cow's horn

with a stitched parchment or a

piece of sponge for a nipple is

spoken of, and Cadogan, who wrote
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much later, said he beheved that

''its use caused children to have

the watery gripes." That was prob-

ably stating the case very mildly

indeed. But Cadogan lived during

a period when very few physicians

believed in teaching the care of the

children. Even the great physician,

John Hunter, was quoted as having

said, "Nothing can be done for sick

children."

THE NURSING BOTTLE's FAMILY TREE

Preceding the bottle on the con-

tinent and in England, are encoun-

tered the feeding-spoon and the

feeding-pot. In England of the

:seventeenth century references oc-

cur to another feeding contrivance

known as the "boat". The feeding-

spoon was a large metal spoon with

a cover and a narrow pointed end.

Usually it was made of pewter.

The rich used silver ones, and so

it came about that to say a child

was "born with a silver spoon in

his mouth" was equivalent to call-

ing him rich. The "boat" was
made of china or porcelain, and was

identical, except in size, v/ith the

gravy-boat of our modern china

dinner sets. Both the feeding-

spoon and the boat were designed

and used to teach the infant to take

down thick starchy gruels, and

bread mixtures known as "pap"

and pandana. It is not an unimpor-

tant coincidence that rickets became
widespread in England in the

seventeenth century. Glisson de-

scribed it in 1650; and we know
that overfeeding and improper

feeding with starchy foods is cited

as one of the causes of this condi-

tion. A contrivance not unlike the

nursing-bottle appeared on the con-

tinent later in this century and was
called a "feeding pot". It was like

a miniature tea-pot, with a sponge

attached to the nozzle. A nursing

bottle made from wood, with a

metal stopper surmounted by a

sponge, was used in Germany at

about this same period. Many
glass nursers appeared on the con-

tinent in the nineteenth century,

some of them highly decorated and

made from colored glass. Signifi-

cance is given to the time of the

appearance of the nursing-bottle in

England by the fact that the

sixteenth century poems against

wet-nursing, previously alluded to,

were both translated into English

in the eighteenth century. Wet-
nursing at this time was an almost

universal custom among English

ladies, as it was abroad. The re-

actionary nobility of Georgian Eng-
land and Bourbon France were in

the main intolerant of the poor, and
mindful only of their own pleasures

and comforts, while the seeds of

the French Revolution were germi-

nating in Paris. The stage was
again set for the nursing-bottle

—

and it did not fail to appear.

The utilization of glass in bottle

manufacture was an improvement

over clay and wood as a material

for fashioning the nurser, but the

greatest difficulty lay in finding a

suitable material from which to

make a nipple. For a long time the

pharmacists sold heifers' udders,

which were kept in alcohol, but

after being used awhile these
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inevitably became putrid. It is

strange, but none the less true, that

if a supposedly crack-brained in-

ventor experimenting with '*gum

elastic" and sulphur had not acci-

dentally dropped some of his mix-

ture on a hot stove, and so dis-

covered that the sticky ''elastic"

could be vulcanized, the rubber

nipple might not have been invent-

ed and infancy might have been

spared much suffering brought

about by the ease with which the

process of ''putting him on the

bottle" was accomplished, once a

suitable nipple material had been

found.

The biberon of the French with

coils and springs came about in

the seventies and was a wonderful

contrivance. The death-trap with a

small nipple and a long rubber tube

was the next simplification—requir-

ing as it did a brush for the tube

and another for the bottle. The

so-called sterilizer type with a

larger nipple, as well as very wide

cylindrical bottles, have been with

us now for a long time and are

probably permanent forms.

As our knowledge of child

hygiene becomes more diffused, and

our social sense more highly de-

veloped, mothers will come to

realize that the use of the nursing-

bottle, except in a very small

minority of instances, should be

only that use which the ancients

originally made of it—making it

serve as a supplement to rather

than substitute for, maternal nurs-

ing. More and more we learn

to apply our knowledge of the

philosophy of the history of the

nursing-bottle, and more and more

we hark back to the truth expressed

in Paedotrophia, by the poet of the

sixteenth century

:

A sage declared, and with his words I'm

pleased,

"No mother should from nursing be

released,"

Child Welfare Section of the National Organization for

Public Health Nursing

At the convention of the National

Organization for Public Health

Nursing held in Atlanta on April

9, 1920, a Child Welfare Sectioi

was formed with fifty members en-

rolled. The purpose of this Sec-

tion is to stimulate interest among

public health nurses and lay mem-

bers in the special problems of the

welfare of all children of pre-

school age (pre-natal to six years)

and to provide for the discussion of

such problems.

Any member of the National Or-

ganization for Pubhc Health Nurs-

ing may become a member of the

Child Welfare Section by sending

her name to the Secretary of the

Section, Miss Harriet L. Leete^

121 1 Cathedral Street, Baltimore.



Views of Child Welfare

THE tendency to specialism in

the various branches of med-

ical practice is more distinctly

marked each year as the field of

medical knowledge widens. Child

welfare work is a comparatively

new science and it is the rule rath-

er than the exception to treat in

our child welfare clinics minor dis-

orders of nutrition and other ail-

ments. In England, perhaps be-

cause of the increased extent and

longer duration of child hygiene

work, the tendency to specialize to

the extent of limiting child hygiene

work to the proper guidance of

well children is manifest. In an

address* recently delivered at the

first meeting of the Society of Med-

ical Officers of Maternity and Child

Welfare centers at Bedford Col-

lege, Regent's Park, London, Dr.

Hector Charles Cameron, Physician

in Charge, Department of Diseases

of Children, Guy's Hospital, Lon-

don, - takes an advanced stand

on this and other questions, re-

lating to the proper organization

of child welfare centers. While

many American workers will not

entirely agree, at least in prac-

tice, with Doctor Cameron, his

views are none the less interest-

ing, and show a broad viewpoint.

Doctor Cameron said in part

:

"I believe very strongly that suc-

*Published in "The Lancet," Vol. I,

No. 17, p. 901.

cess is denied to a very large num-

ber of centers because the distinc-

tion between curative and preven-

tive work is not recognized. Un-

der the name of 'Infant Welfare

Work' more often than not, there

are combined three separate

branches of activity. Many infant

centers do not confine themselves

to the care and inspection ot

healthy children, to supervising

their management, diet and cloth-

ing, to encouraging breast-nursing

and perfecting its technique, and

to educating the mothers to an ap-

preciation of health and pride in

it. They prefer to act, or are forced

to act, as well, at the same place

and time, as centers for treatment,

especially in inviting the attend-

ance of children already suffering

from malnutrition or infection.

With these two different and en-

tirely incompatible functions is

commonly combined a third. They

act as distributing centers for doles

of milk, food preparations or cloth-

ing, dispensed free of charge or at

reduced prices. Now, in my opin-

ion, it is very easy to recognize the

deplorable result of this admixture

of functions. The mothers and the

general public are confused in their

notions as to the object and aim

of the welfare centers. I should

like to see displayed in every cen-

ter a statement that we doctors

are generally powerless to undo

all the ill-effects of chronic infan-

65
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tile ailments, but that, with the help in weight and of acquiring its sev-

of the mothers, we can do much to eral functions in due time. Such

prevent them. It was because of an infant we may be confident is

the complete and proved failure of acquiring day by day an increas-

hospital out-patient departments ingly high resistance against infec-

and dispensaries in this respect that tive disorders of all sorts. If the

we were led to investigate the possi- weight fails to increase during a

bilities of preventive institutes, and period of some weeks, or has fall-

found them of value. If sick and en for any reason more than 25

ailing babies are to be seen side per cent below the average, or if

by side with those that are thriving progress is persistently unsatisfac-

it is to be expected that the sick tory in any other way, then, I think,

will monopolize time and attention that child should fall from the cate-

to the exclusion of the healthy, and gory of the healthy to that of the

inevitable that many mothers of sick. I think the hours of attend-

healthy children will then ask ance of the sick should be different,

themselves of what use it is to con- and that the mother should under-

tinue attendance. I fear that moth- stand the reluctance with which we
ers generally have little idea of the have to transfer her child from the

true purpose of a center. To too one department to the other. Only

many of them they are places to when the child has again shown its

which they may take the baby for power to thrive and gain in weight,

advice and treatment when a long without medicinal treatment or any

process of faulty management has Profound modification from the

finally resulted in infection. I am standard diet of health, should it

. jr 1 ^ 11 r ^1 J be readmitted. The whole atmos-
not unmindful at all of the needs , . , . ,

, ., , , , , , . phere of the two services must be
of the children whose health is per- ,.„ . .111.1 1 -i

different. Among the healthy chil-
manently below par. No doubt, , ,1 , , 1 u ..u 4.

-^ ^ dren the note must surely be that
both the sick and the whole need a

^^ congratulation and admiration
physician, and the same organization ^^^ delight. When the child has
and the same building may have ^^ ^^ transferred to the treatment

to be used for both purposes. But clinic there may be hope and en-

in all that we do it seems to me couragement and sympathy and a

necessary that we should see to it concentrated effort to produce bet-

that the distinction between the ter results, but there can be Httle of

healthy and the ailing is clearly im- the light-heartedness that is so es-

pressed on every mother. We may sential in the other. A blue ticket

define the healthy infant as the in- for health and a pink one for fail-

fant who, upon the breast or upon ure with different days of attend-

some suitable artificial diet, proves ance, and the contrast in the whole

itself capable of a steady gain tone and atmosphere will, I think,
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do more than anything else to help

the mothers to realize what we are

aiming at."

DISTRIBUTING GIFTS AND DOLES

"To the other functions which

it has become the rule for the in-

fant centers to assume that of a

distributing center for milk or

clothing or various drugs and

preparations, for which no charge

or only a nominal charge is made,

there are, to my way of thinking,

also very grave objections. It is

not to the good of the cause that

mothers should be attracted by

what they may be given. I have

heard of instances where mothers

attend more than one center to re-

ceive double gifts. I have heard of

instances where mothers have been

attracted away from one center to

another because it has more to give.

The center should know of the pro-

vision of these gifts and should

recommend suitable cases to apply

in order to participate, but there

should be nothing to suggest that

their provision is a bribe offered to

mothers to attend centers. Are

mothers at one center to be urged

to make garments and taught to

do so, and at another are they to

be given a complete outfit for six

pence?

**The center is worth as much as

the presiding physician,' is a say-

ing of Budin. I can imagine noth-

ing more calculated to lower the

worth of 'the presiding physician'

than the suspicion that the mothers

are there, not in response to what

he or she has to offer, but in order

to participate in the bounty. If

drugs and widely advertised food-

stuffs are to be dispensed, then it

is to the drugs and foodstuffs that

credit will be given. But if a moth-

er does not realize that any good

result is due to her own exertions,

guided and inspired by the physi-

cian, then our labor is in vain. In

the past few years our work has

moved rapidly. In these two par-

ticulars, especially, I submit to you

the movement has been in the

wrong direction, and the original

aim and purpose of our work have

been lost sight of."

THE DIFFICULTIES OF THE WORK

"There is no specialty more neg-

lected in our schools and our uni-

versities that that of the study of

childhood. It is a subject whfbh

is difficult to learn, difficult to teach

and difficult to write about. The
literature is not adequate to the

theme. Certainly the textbook for

medical officers of centers has yet

to be written. It is not open to

many of us to tour the country and

visit other centers in search of in-

spiration and knowledge, or to in-

dulge in a wander-year abroad. But

I feel sure it is due to the relative *

isolation in which we work that so

little clinical observation of value

has proceeded from infant welfare

centers, and that the advice given

at different centers is often so flatly

contradictory. We must urge the

institution of undergraduate and

postgraduate courses, though I am
not at all clear who is well fitted to
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conduct them. Salaried appoint-

ments are now so numerous that a

special diploma in child welfare

must shortly be instituted and car-

ry with it better pay. But above all

I think we should join together for

free discussion among ourselves.

We have the reputation of a young

specialty to make, and there is no

good blinking the fact, it is not

made yet. We are not yet equal

to our opportunities. To deal wise-

ly and successfully with each moth-

er and child calls for professional

gifts of the very highest order. To
determine in each case where suc-

cess is hanging in the balance

;

how far inherited tendencies or con-

genital weakness is responsible

;

how far dietetic errors, whether ex-

cess of quantitative faults in the

construction of the diet ; how far

famts of management and hand-

ling; how far infection and of what

parts—all this demands a wide ex-

perience. Moreover, since it is

through the mother and by means

of her alone that we can work ef-

fectually, the study of the mother

must be as intimate and careful as

the study of the child. She must

be inspired with full confidence in

us ; she must be allowed free speech,

and every word that she says is of

importance if only we can find the

key to the riddle of her cryptic

sayings. Always she has observed

aright ; seldom can she describe

what it is that she has observed,

and to this she must be helped.

Only when she has had her say is

it the turn of the medical officer to

expound and draw the moral."

CONCLUSION

''Without free speech on both

sides, from mother and from doc-

tor, nothing will emerge. It is easy

to pour out stereotyped good advice

on points of hygiene and diet ; it

is easy to laugh at or deplore ig-

norant, fanciful prejudices of the

mother ; it is easy to dabble in laxa-

tives and cough mixtures, to con-

fiscate all dummies and most pre-

puces—easy, but quite ineffective.

To be understanding with the

mothers, to inspire and make use-

ful the work of assistants, to train

oneself to greater usefulness—none

of these things are easy. Can we
not help each other best by free

discussion amongst ourselves?"

Annual Meeting of the American Child Hygiene Associa-

tion, October 11 to 13, 1920

Copies of the provisional Pro-

gram of the St. Louis Meeting may
be had by addressing the Execu-

tive Secretary, 1211 Cathedral

Street, Baltimore.

in the Jefferson Hotel. Dr. Veeder,

the Chairman of the Committee on

Local Arrangements, requsts that

rservations be made as early as

The general headquarters will be possible.



Child Welfare in the Cannes-Geneva Conferences

WiLLOUGHBY G. WaLLING

Vice-Chairman of the American Red Cross Society,

Delegate to the Geneva Conference

THE Committee of Red Cross

Societies called a Medical

Conference in Cannes, April 1 to 5,

1919. Representatives from France,

United States, Doctors Hamill,

Holt, Lucas and Talbot and Miss

Wald.

The resolutions presented by this

Great Britain, Italy, Japan and the section and adopted by the confer-

United States were present ; never

before, it was said, had there been

gathered such a distinguished group

for such a conference.

The principal purpose of this

conference was to bring to all the

world the benefits of science in

matters of health and public wel-

fare. All the delegates concurred

in the view that it was a natural

and most desirable evolution for

the Red Cross to extend its func-

tions of relief during war to that

of promoting public health during

peace. While all other sections of

the conference touched upon child

welfare, it was resolved by the gen-

eral conference "That the promo-

tion of a wide extension and devel-

opment of child welfare work be

ence recommend the statistical in-

vestigation of the local incidence of

child mortality and the preparation

of standardized statistics in every

country ; and for this purpose that

active propaganda in favor of com!

plete registration of marriages^

births (including still-births), and

of deaths, be instituted in coun-

ties in which this is not al-

ready established. It was recom-

mended also that the National Red
Cross Societies should collect and

distribute information bearing on

child welfare in any country, in-

cluding the results of investiga-

tions and the reports of promising

developments in administration and

methods ; and that research work
in child welfare work should be en-

selected as of the first important couraged.

constructive activity."

The members of the Child Wel-

fare Section were Sir Arthur News-
holme (chairman). Professor Ken-

wood and Dr. Truby King for

Great Britain ; for France, Doctors

Armand-Delille, Pehu and Pinard

;

for Italy, Colonel Baduel and Col-

onel Valagussa ; for Japan, Doctors

Kabeshima and Nawa ; and for the

Air this is ancient history. But

it did not, like many other meet-

ings, simply pass into history, for

eleven months after the Cannes

Conference, the First General

Council of the League of Red Cross

Societies met in Geneva, March 2

to 8, 1920.

Twenty-seven of the thirty Na-

tional Red Cross Societies which
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make up the membership of the

League were present ; the absentees,

India, South Africa and Uruguay,

reported that they were unable to

send delegates because of the

distance and shortness of time.

perhaps no question which is of

such paramount importance to all

nations as that of child welfare.

"This question was first serious-

ly considered by Rousseau, a citi-

zen of Geneva, toward the end of

DELEGATES TO THE CANNES MEDICAL CONFERENCE
Left to right : Back row : Dr. Albert H. Garvin, Dr. William Palmer Lucas, Dr.

Frederick F. Russell, Miss A. W. Gill, Miss Julia Stimson, Miss Alicia Lloyd-Still,

Dr. Wickliffe Rose, Dr. Samuel McClintock Hamill, Dr. T. Kabeshima, Dr. Fritz

B. Talbot, Dr. Edward C. Hort, Dr. Hugh S. Gumming, Dr. Truby King, Dr.
Edward R. Baldwin.
Middle row : Dr. Richard P. Strong, Dr. Henry Kenwood, Dr William F. Snow,

Sir John Lumsden, Prof. Dr. Bartolomeo Gosio, Dr. L. W. Harrison, Dr. F. N.
Kay Menzies, Dr. Edouard Rist, Dr. Prof. Cesare Baduel, Dr. L. Emmett Holt,

Prof. Dr. Guiseppe Bastianelli, Dr. Prof. Francesco Valagussa, Prof. Aldo Castellani.

Front row : Prof. Dr. Gamillo Golgi, Prof. Edoardo Maragliano, Sir Robert W.
PhiHp, Dr. Ettore Marchiafava, Dr. Emile Roux, Dr. William H. Welch, Sir

Arthur Newsholme, Dr. Hermann M. Biggs, Sir Ronald Ross.

Dr. Leonard Findlay of Glasgow,

Chief of the Department of Child

Welfare of the League, in open-

ing the discussion in that section

of the conference, said in part:

*'At the present moment there is

the Eighteenth Century, but it is

only since the pioneer work of Bu-

din and Variot of Paris, commenced

in the early nineties, that any great

progress has been made. The ex-

tent of the question has gradually
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become enlarged and broadened, it would be carried out. It would be

has embraced the subject of eugen- advisable to discourage all work

ics, the care of the mother prior to except absolutely essential house-

the birth of the child, the matter work by the pregnant mother dur-

of social hygiene and housing, and ing the last four months of preg-

iinally the proper methods of edu- nancy. The home would be vis-

eating the man of tomorrow. ited by the nurses prior to the con-

''Unfortunately in the past, as hnement and proper provision made

could only occur from the nature of ^or the event.

things, there have been many agen- ''Notification of births should be

cies working with more or less one encouraged at as early a date as

end in view, but overlapping and possible, in order that homes may
diffusing effort and not getting the be visited to see that the condi-

results that such an expenditure of tions are satisfactory. It might be

energy deserved. In the short laid down as an axiom that no child

sketch of an infant welfare unit should be fed on anything but its

which follows, an attempt has been mother's milk without the express

made to bring under one roof and permission of the director of the

within the one sphere of activity child welfare department,

all the agencies which are essential ''A consultation center would be
for the welfare of the child. It required for. healthy children, where
must be understood that it is not they would be inspected, weighed
put forward as the final word on and measured once or twice a
the subject or a model for all con- month and the mothers advised re-

ditions and countries, but as a com- garding diet or general hygiene,

prehensive nucleus embracing the Statistics regarding the develop-
essentials and with possibilities of ment of the children could be corn-

modification and extension as con- piled which should furnish valua-
ditions may demand." ble criteria as regards the general

It is worth recording in his own question of infant mortality in the

words what Doctor Findlay con- various countries,

sidered the essentials of such an 'There would be a clinic to which
infant welfare organization

:

all difficult cases of feeding and

"In any comprehensive child wel- cases of illness would be referred,

fare scheme the work should com- This clinic would be under the care

mence with the pregnant mother, of a doctor versed in diseases of in-

After notification of the pregnancy, fancy and childhood. He would re-

the mother would be expected to quire an assistant and also the help

report periodically once a week or of a dentist.

every two weeks at what we will "In connection with a clinic, a

call the ante-natal center where the hospital would be required, under

necessary medical examinations the director of the clinic and his
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assistant. At least one nurse would

be required for every three patients.

A laboratory for help in the diag-

nosis of disease is also an essential

part of the hospital.

''It would be advisable to have

several convalescent homes in the

country, or, better still, to arrange

for boarding convalescent children

in private families in the country.

*'A day nursery should also be

included in the work of the child

welfare department. In some cases

the child would remain both day

and night, but it must be remem-

bered that only healthy children en-

ter this department. It is essential

that these day nurseries should be

as small as possible, and when feas-

ible be occupied by children of dif-

ferent ages, so as to. imitate as

closely as possible home life. This

department would form a good

training ground for children's

nurses.

"A hall should be provided which

would be used for exhibition of

child welfare methods, cinema dem-

onstrations, lectures, etc."

"The consideration of the estab-

lishment of a typical child welfare

unit to operate in some selected

country to demonstrate the possi-

bility of this type of effort under

ideal conditions, is occupying the

attention of the league officials and

it is hoped that very soon some

practical effort of this kind will be

announced. In such countries

where extensive child welfare work

is already being done, the above

outline may well serve as a guide

for a fuller co-operation in the

work."

PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING

Both in the formal discussion

and even more in the informal dis-

cussion between the delegates, the

very close relationship between the

extension of public health nursing

service and child welfare was em-

phasized. The need for the devel-

opment of nursing training in those

countries where little if any such

training exists was recognized as

a condition precedent to any effec-

tive work in the field of child wel-

fare.

In the Cannes Conference, Dr.

\A'illiam H. Welch said in presiding

over the Section of Nursing:

'*No more important subject than

nursing has been brought before

the Red Cross Conference. We can

hardly think of new activities now
projected without increased nurs-

ing service. There is no field of ac-

tivity in which the Red Cross So-

cieties join but can be greatly aided

by public health nurses, and no

agency through which more good
can be done."

In the report of the Nursing Sec-

tion it was pointed out that the

great service which the trained

nu-rse has been in a position to ren-

der during this war had brought

nursing into a prominence which

years of peace had not given it.

Wherever the subject of public

health nursing was mentioned a

plea was also made for greater

facilities for training. Miss Alice
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Fitzgerald of Baltimore, Chief of ity will rest, must be provided with

the Department of Nursing of the special training to fit her for her

League, said: task.

'To awaken the people to a sense "This training cannot be obtained

of their own obligations, to create in the countries which are just

a demand for public health nursing starting public health campaigns,

and to stimulate each National Red It must be only a question of time

Cross Society to assume an impor- before a training school for pubUc

tant part in these efforts are all health nurses will be established

steps in the right direction, but our ^^ connection with the League

;

services cannot end here. Many meanwhile a temporary substitute

countries are facing the problems "''"^t be adopted in order to estab-

of tuberculosis, infant mortality, ^sh as soon as possible a connec-

pre-natal and post-natal ignorance, ^ion between the league and the

inadequate hospital care for the ^^^^ ^^ "^^^.^^ ^^ ^^^ different

.
1 1 , r • • r ^u countries. This temporary substi-

sick, lack of supervision oi the f r ^ ^

, , - , 1 1 •, 1 • tute should take the form of schol
health of school children, ignorance , . , •

, , , , ,

arships which the league would ar-
of the most elementary knowledge .

i ^, ^t ,.
i -n j r-^ ^ range with the National Red Cross

of personal and home hygiene, and
s^^i^ties to offer to students from

of first aid of all sorts. In dealing ^^^^ country of those enrolled and
with these problems each country ^^is plan would enable the students

will need the help of the trained to be gathered together in some city

public health nurse, and this nurse, where a well-established school for

on whom such a great responsibil- public health work already exists."

Note:—Since this article was written, the American Red Cross

is in receipt of a cable from the League announcing that arrange-

ments have been made with King's College for Women, Uni-

versity of London, for the course in question. The League has

provided ten scholarships applicable for those countries whose

Red Cross Societies are not as yet in condition to pay the expenses

of nurses themselves and makes a request for other countries to

furnish scholarships. The American Red Cross has acceded to

this request as doubtless will all the Red Cross Societies in the

larger and older countries. This course will begin this autumn
and there should be in attendance well chosen representatives of

practically all the countries oi the world.
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Co-operation

In this age of specialism, there

is great danger that we may lose

our broad viewpoint in health mat-

ters. This is particularly true of

work which deals with the health

of the child. And it is almost na-

tural that we should fall into this

mistake. The day of the child is

a recent development. Fifteen years

ago there were only a few who re-

alized the appalling loss of life oc-

cur! ing during infancy. A study

of the facts showed the enormous

number of deaths occurring each

summer during the hot weather

from diarrheal disease. That was

a challenge easy to accept. The
first great efforts were directed

against this phase of the problem.

But, while it was quickly shown

that maternal nursing, and where

this was impossible, proper feed-

ing and proper preparation of food

would save many lives, we were

greatly disturbed to find that we
were only dealing with a part of

the problem. We learned, as we
looked further, that from 30 to 50

per cent of all the babies who died

had not lived a month, and that this

was due to conditions acting on the

child through the mother before it

was born. And so the campaign

of pre-natal care was developed,

often as a separate activity.

With the breaking out of the

war, we were staggered by the dis-

covery that over 30 per cent of our

young men were physically unfit

for military duty, which meant phy-

sically unfit for hard work. They
were unfit because in most cases

their physical development had

been neglected during childhood.

The schools had developed their

minds at the expense of their

bodies. With the great demands
on our resources, there was fear of

a real shortage of food, from which

the children would suffer most, re-

sulting* in another generation of

physically unfit. And so this part

of the problem was appreciated and

attacked vigorously.

As soon as the young man and

young woman enter industry, our

efforts in protecting their health

cease. Yet it is just at this time

that a vast amount of harm can be

done and also can be prevented.

And so this problem is now being

faced.
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The danger is that each group

of workers may forget that they

are only attacking one phase of the

difficulty. Communities are wak-

ing up to their responsibilities and

are calling upon those who have

been studying the problems for ad-

vice. Such communities should

not be made to feel the matter is

a simple one—that by starting a

vigorous campaign for pre-natal

care alone, for instance, they will

solve the problem. They must feel

that a complete plan must be dev-

eloped and the specialists must also

realize that their specialties must

be made to fit together into a w^ell

rounded program.

Many national organizations re-

alize this and, during the winter,

representatives of a few of them

have met and informally discussed

the problem. As a result, the Coun-

cil for Co-ordinating Child Health

x\ctivities was formed and their

brief statement of purposes appears

on another page of this magazine.

Each organization retains its iden-

tity. Each has an enormous field of

work. Each requires special study

and special methods just as different

branches of medical practice are

separate problems. These organi-

zations feel, however, that the gen-

eral work for the health of the

children will be helped if each un-

derstands the other's work better

and all try to see that there are no

gaps and no overlapping of effort.

The formation of the Council is an
important step in the right direction.

Catching Up With The Snail

Under the Greek and Roman
emperors children were abandoned

as we dispose of superfluous kit-

tens. Sometimes such a child was

picked up by a passerby and reared

as a slave. After a while the rear-

ing of abandoned children for the

profession of beggary became well

established, and it was considered

quite proper, in order to excite pity

in the beholder, that such children

should be mutilated in a manner to

produce a terrible deformity.

Christianity taught that the in-

fant has a soul, and endeavored to

stem the tide of cruelty among the

Vandals and Goths by regulating the

enslavement of the children. One
measure was to give new-born chil-

dren sanctuary in the cathedral

porticofs; another to buy children

from very poor parents and rear

them properly.

After about a thousand years

came St. Vincent de Paul and

the permanent establishment of

the orphan asylum. Then Napo-
leon, on January 19, 1811, de-

creed that "foundlings, abandoned
children and poor orphans" were
properly wards of the state, and
set aside 4,000,000 francs annually

"to contribute to the monthly pay*-

ment of wet nurses and the board-

ing of foundlings and abandoned
children."

To come down to modern days,

the "Bill for the Public Protection

of Maternity and Infancy," known
as the Shepherd-Towner Bill, was
given a hearing on Wednesday,
May 12, 1920, by the Committee on
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Public Health and National Quar-

antine of the United States Senate.

It was favorably reported, and is

now on the Senate calendar. The

Senate Committee hearing was

marked by an attendance on the

part of the Committee members

disproportionate to the number and

zeal of those who were testifying

for and interested in the measure.

The Chairman, Senator France, and

Senator Ransdell were enthusiastic

as to the merits of the bill, though

clearly discouraged as to its out-

look. Senator Ransdell referred to

the absence of members of the

Committee, when Mrs. Kelley ask-

ed, "Why does Congress wish to

have mothers and babies die?"

Senator Ransdell: ''You see

how many there are here today.

Our chairman has done his ut-

most to get them here today,

and I know Senator Sheppard

has done everything to get

them to come. They are all

very busy with a variety of

things, however, and there is

some little excuse. They do

not realize the importance of

this bill. They are so absorb-

ed, perhaps with hogs and cat-

tle, and the boll weevil taking

their time, since the agricul-

tural appropriation bill is now
. in conference. They are wor-
ried, and I expect they are get-

ting telegrams about that very
bill now. I am speaking in all

seriousness."

Mrs. Kelley: ''Oh Senator,

so am L"

Senator Ransdell: "I am
heartily with you."

The Chariman: Mrs. Kelley
has said that this is a sorrowful
occasion, and I have chronic
melancholia over the possibility

of getting any social^ legislation

through the Congress. It has
been impossible for decades,
and it is still impossible. Noth-
ing but a general movement
forward in the direction of
general welfare politics will

cure the disease of congres-
sional inaction and stupidity."

Mrs. Keyes: "Might I call

your recollection to Napoleon's
remark that if anything is pos-
sible it can be done; but if it

is impossible, it must be done" ?

"Had Gulliver narrated of the

Lilliputians that the men vied with
each other in learning how best ta

rear the offspring of other crea-

tures, and were careless of learning

how best to rear their own off-

spring, he would have paralleled

any of the other absurdities he as-

cribed to them." It is a long time

since Herbert Spencer wrote these

words, but today England's social

program is putting us to shame.

Social progress is necessarily slow^

Ijecause it means social education.

The snail is a common symbol of

slow progress, and human thought

a simile for speed. And yet, in

some excursions of the human
mind, the snail's pace would not

be unsatisfactory if it were only

reasonably certain.

4* i* i*



Suggested New Laws On Illegitimacy

Emma O. Lundberg

U. S. Department of Labor, Children's Bureau

IN conferences recently held in

Chicago and New York under the

auspices of the Federal Children's

Bureau, in co-operation with the

Inter-City Conference on Illegiti-

macy, judges, lawyers, probation

officers, and representatives of pub-

lic departments met with execu-

tives and case workers of private

agencies to discuss the better pro-

tection of children born out of wed-

lock. Although attendance at each

conference was limited to forty or

fifty people who, by reason of

special knowledge and experience,

had been invited to attend, 22

States, the District of Columbia,

and Canada were represented, the

delegates coming from a total of

39 cities.

The ''regional conferences" in

New York and Chicago followed

a period of intensive study of the

subjects under consideration by
local groups affiliated with the

Inter-City Conference on Illegiti-

macy. The purpose of the confer-

ences was to obtain full and free

discussion, by those having first-

hand knowledge of the problem,

which should lead to a formulation

of principles and a general agree-

ment, if possible, on the standards

which should govern legislation in

this field. The existence in a num-
ber of states of official commis-

sions engaged in the study and re-

vision of child welfare legislation

with a view to reporting to the next

sessions of the legislatures, makes

the discussions and results of the

Children's Bureau conferences par-

ticularly timely.

NEED OF FLEXIBLE METHODS

Throughout the discussions, the

rights and responsibilities of the

four parties at interest—the child,

the mother, the father, and the

State—were emphasized, with gen-

eral agreement that the welfare of

the child is of paramount concern.

Although broad general policies

were laid down, it was pointed out

over and over again that flexibility

of machinery and methods is essen-

tial, and that justice can be ob-

tained only by the careful consider-

ation and treatment of each case as

an individual problem. The futil-

ity of legislation, however generous

in conception and purpose, which

does not provide adequate adminis-

trative organization, and the need

for wise understanding, and sym-

pathetic directors and agents of

public and private bodies, w^ere also

brought out.

EXISTING LAWS

At both conferences the opening

paper, by Prof. Ernst Freund, of

the University of Chicago Law

77
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School, was a treatment of the

present law regarding children

born out of wedlock, and possible

changes in legislation. Professor

Freund, who has made a compre-

hensive stu*dy of the subject, point-

ed out the archaic condition of

legislation for the support and care

of children of illegitimate birth in

most of the United States. How-
ever, there are well-defined tenden-

cies of reform agitation, and laws

have already been passed in several

states giving the child born out of

wedlock a much greater amount of

protection. Professor Freund out-

lined the changes in legislation re-

lating to status, support, and care,

which, in his opinion, are practica-

ble and desirable.

THE MINNESOTA LAW
After a discussion by leaders in

social work of the practical ideal of

protection and care for children

born out of wedlock, Mr. Hodson,
of the Minnesota Children's Bu-
reau, described the scope and pur-

pose of the Minnesota law, and the

results of two years' experience in

its administration. Minnesota,

through legislation passed in 191 7,

afTords a greater amount of protec-

tion to children born out of wed-

lock than does any other American

State. Recent legislation in other

States was also discussed.

DISCUSSION OF METHODS

The second, third and fourth

sessions of the conferences were

concerned with detailed discussion

of methods of establishing parent-

age, types of procedure for estab-

lishing paternity, the responsibility^

of the father and the mother of the

child born out of wedlock and the

methods of insuring the assump-

tion of this responsibility whenever

possible, and the extent to which

the State should assume supervi-

sion or guardianship over children

of illegitimate birth.

DISCUSSION OF RESOLUTIONS

At each conference a resolutions

committee of five members was ap-

pointed, and the last hours of the

conference were devoted to discus-

sion of and action upon the report

of the committee. After amending

the reports in some particulars, the

resolutions were adopted, in most

instances by unanimous votes.

Although differences between the

East and the West in the nature of

the problem, present methods of

care, and administrative experience,

made it seem likely that there

would be considerable difference in

the principles agreed upon by the

two regional conferences, there is

surprising unanimity in the two

sets of resolutions. With one ex-

ception, what differences there are

relate to technical details which^

though of importance to those actu-

ally engaged in the drafting of

legislation or in methods of admin-

istration, do not affect underlying

principles and policies. Hence, the

resolutions of both conferences are

here considered together. If one

conference went further than the

other in regard to a given subject,

the minimum, common to both, is

given in the following summary.

1. Birth registration. All births
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should be registered, but in the case economic condi/tion/' The New
of an illegitimate birth, the name of York resolutions included the state-

the father should be recorded on the ment that "The obligations for sup-

. birth certificate only after an ad- port on the part ,of (the father

judication of paternity or on the should be the same for the child

written consent of the father. Ad- born out of wedlock as for the

judications of paternity should be legitimate child." Both confer-

reported by courts to the birth reg- ences agreed that the court should

istration authorities. Records of have continuing jurisdiction with

births out of wedlock should be reference both to custody and sup-

confidential records, open to in- port during the minority of the

spection only upon order of court, child, that the acceptance of lump-

and transcripts for school or work sum payments should be in the

purposes should omit facts concern- discretion of the court, but that

ing parentage. settlements out of court in order

2. Reporting to administrative to be valid should be approved by

agency. All births not clearly the court.

legitimate should be reported to a 5. Inheritance and name. After

properly authorized public agency, an adjudication of paternity or an

3. Establishment of paternity, acknowledgment in writing by the

Proceedings to establish paternity father, the child born out of wed-

should be initiated by the mother, lock should have the same rights of

If she is unwilling, and the public inheritance as the child born in

agency above referred to deems it wedlock. Assumption of the name
advisable, in the interests of the of the father after adjudication of

child, proceedings should be insti- paternity (or, according to the New
tuted Vy the public agency. The York resolutions, after adjudica-

law should provide for the use oi tion of paternity or acknowledg-

either a civil or a criminal proceed- ment in writing by the father)

ing, as both have advantages ; the should be permissive. (The Chi-

court given jurisdiction should be cago resolutions provide that the

one of socialized experience and assumption of the father's name
equipment, and the proceedings should be only after petition of the

should be as informal and private child to a court of competent juris-

as possible. diction after attaining majority, or

4. The father's responsibility for of his guardian or next friend dur-

the support of the child. The Chi- ing minority.)

cago resolutions stated that "The 6. Care by the mother. The
father of a child born out of wed- mother should be persuaded to

lock should make financial provi- keep her cfiild during the nursing

sion for the adequate care, main- period at least whenever possible,

tenance and education of the child, but the enactment of compulsory
having reference to the father's legislation is not recommended.
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7. State supervision. The duty

of the State to protect the interests

of children born out of wedlock is

recognized and affirmed. With due

allowance for local variance and

need the conferences recommend

the creation of State departments

having- responsibility for child wel-

fare, whose duties shall include re-

sponsibility for assisting unmarried

mothers and children born out of

wedlock. The State should license

and supervise private hospitals

which receive unmarried mothers

for confinement, and all private

child-helping and child-placing

agencies. Full opportunity should

be afforded, however, for the devel-

opment of private initiative, and

there should be cordial co-opera-

tion between private agencies and

the State.

8. Legitimation. The Chicago

resolutions included no recommen-

dation on this subject. The New
York resolutions stated that subse-

quent marriage of the parents

should legitimate the child born out

of wedlock, and that offspring of a

void or voidable marriage should

be by law legitimate.

A joint committee representing

the two regional conferences will be

appointed by the Children's Bureau

to formulate a single statement of

principles based on the resolutions

adopted by the conferences. It is

hoped that this statement may
serve as a guide to commissions and

other organizations promoting im-

proved child welfare legislation.

The Children's Bureau has de-

voted considerable time the last few

years to the investigation of

various phases of the problem of

illegitimacy. Following the trans-

lation of the ''Norwegian Laws
Concerning Illegitimate Children,"

the collection of "Illegitimacy Laws
of the United States and Certain

Foreign Countries," prepared and

analyzed by Prof. Ernest Freund,

was published in 1919. As a gen-

eral introduction to a more exhaus-

tive study which is now in press,

the report on "Illegitimacy as a

Child-Welfare Problem, Part i,"

was issued in 1920.

This report gives available statis-

tics on the prevalence of illegiti-

macy in foreign countries and in the

United States, as well as data on

the high rates of mortality found

among children of illegitimate birth

as compared with those of legiti-

mate birth. One chapter is devoted

to the child's status and right to

support and following this there is

an historical summary of care given

to mother and child in various

countries, present methods of treat-

ment, and the need for greater pro-

tection and supervision in order to

safeguard the life of the child and

secure opportunity for normal de-

velopment.

In addition to copious footnotes

and references throughout the text,

a selected list of bibliographical

material is appended. This in-

cludes source material used in the

preparation of the report^ and gen-

eral references to current literature

on the subject. A brief annotation

follows each reference, to give the
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reader more detailed information as

to the exact nature of the material

contained in the statistical data, and

the references to legislation on

illegitimacy, the prevailing methods

of care, investigations and reports

oi agencies, institutions and courts.

It is hoped that these conferences

and reports may stimulate greater

interest in the problem of illegiti-

macy and prove of considerable as-

sistance to the various states in

framing legislation which shall

supplant the existing archaic stat-

utes. In place of the present in-

adequate protection and care aug-

menting the handicaps of the child,

it is of increasing importance that

each state should insure justice by

incorporating into the laws the

basic principles necessary to secure

a nigher standard of treatment and

assure to the child born out of wed-

lock adequate care and support.

Life and Death Records

THE birth registration area in-

cludes those states in which
nine out of every ten births are re-

corded. Those states having fewer
than this are here shown in black.

They cannot learn what proportion

of babies born alive live to be one
year of age. Unless this proportion

is known no accurate measure is

possible of the dangers which

threaten child life. Every citizen

should know whether his or her

state is one of the twenty-three in

which, where the number of births

is known, or one of the twenty-five

in black where it is unknown.

BIRTH REGISTRATION AREA: 1920
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Twenty other states have good the comparative studies furnished

registration laws but the citizens do by the Census Bureau,

not register all births. The following cities show how
A striking example of the worth many babies died under one year

of birth registration is shown in of age—per looo born alive:

A SAMPLE PAGE OF HUMAN BOOKKEEPING

CITY
Infant Mortality Rates

Infant Mortality Rates
of 1919 and 1915

compared

1919 1918 1917 1916 1915

Increase Per Cent
or Increase + or

Decrease Decrease —

New York 8i 92 89 93 99
91 124 108 105 104

95 98 109
* 115 99 105 103

98 149 118 122

96 100 103 112 105

114 139 120 115 no
no 121 104 114 108
loi 106 100

85 112 97 106 III

88 104 88

65 73 71 62 71

_i8 —18.2
Philadelphia — 13 —12.5

— 14 — 12.8Cleveland
Boston
Baltimore — 24 —19.7— 9 — 8.6

+ 4 +3.6
+ 2 +1.9
+ 1 +1.0— 26 — 23.4

Detroit
Pittsburgh
Buffalo
Milwaukee
Washington
Cincinnati. . . . ,

Minneapolis - 6 - 8.5

.

* Copies of birth certificates not yet received in Census Bureau.

The blanks indicate that the states in which these cities belong had not yet

entered the birth registration areas.

Why Should Births and

''Proper registration of births and

deaths is of great importance to the

adult members of any community.

Not only are such records necessary

for .the accurate study of disease

and its prevention, but they are also

of the utmost importance in all

questions; relating to heredity, legiti-

macy, property rights and identity.

No child labor law is of value un-

less it rests on a system of birth

registration and birth certificates by

which the child and the parent can

be required at any time to produce

i positive proof of the age of the

{child. Laws regulating the age of

consent cannot be rigidly enforced

Deaths Be Registered

so long as the question of the girl

depends on the statements of in-

terested persons rather than on

official state records. In practically

all other civilized nations proper

registration of births is accepted as

a matter of course. Europeans

look with astonishment upon the

American people, when they learn

that there at present only 23

American states and the District of

Columbia which have any adequate

birth registration." (From a Sum-
mary of the History and Present

Condition of Vital Statistic Laws,

by the American Medical Associa-

tion).
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Infant Welfare Society of Minneapolis

e. j. huenekens, m.d.

Medical Director

ALL funds for public welfare

during 1919 were raised by the

War Chest (now called Town Tea

Kettle) and distributed to the vari-

ous agencies, according to the bud-

gets submitted. While there is no

question that greater harmony of

interests, and more comprehensive

knowledge of the larger problem

has resulted from this effort at co-

ordination,—as well as a great

economy of effort in running one

•drive for the whole work, the ulti-

mate success of this effort will de-

pend upon an equal representation

of medical and social interests,

which at present is a mooted

question.

breast-feeding WORfC

We have taken over the work

-established by the Breast Feeding

Bureau of the University of Minne-

sota, under Doctor Sedgwick, and

are doing intensive work along this

line. Under the program as laid

out, every new-born baby in the

city is visited, facts obtained as to

methods of feeding ; advice and in-

structions given to all mothers who

come within the limits of our clien-

tele, and to all others where we can

gain the co-operation of the private

physician. Through these personal

visits and through mailed circulars,

we are emphasizing the following

facts

:

1st. That there is no such thing

as mother's milk being "bad for

the baby ;" and other mixtures will

disagree just as much and the child

will have six times less chance of

living.

2nd. That the nursing of a

healthy baby increases the flow of

milk until it is "getting enough,"

and that until such time a little

breast milk with enough artificial

food added to make up the proper

amount (determined by weighing

the baby before and after nursing)

will prevent sickness.

3rd. That if there is no demand

made on the breast, such as nursing

or expressing the milk, the supply

will disappear ; that the fundamen-

tal requirement for the stimulation

and continuation of the milk flow

is the complete and regularly re-

peated evacuation of the breasts.

4th. That in a premature birth,

where the baby is not strong

enough to nurse, the life of the

child is more often saved by feed-

S3
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ing it milk expressed from the

breasts ; and at the same time, by

expressing, the flow of the milk is

kept up until the baby can nurse

naturally later when it becomes

stronger.

5th. That lactation can be re-

established when the baby has been

off the breast for some time.

A summary of the statistics for

five months in 1919 accumulated by

the Breast Feeding Bureau is as

follows

:

Of 636 babies born in January,

1919, 549 were under observation

at the end of the month ; of the re-

maining 87, 13 babies had been ar-

tificially fed from birth ; 53 had

moved out of town or could not

be traced ; 21, mother or baby died.

Of these 549 cases, at the end of

the 5 months, 408 babies were still

being breast-fed, and 456 were still

under observation. Seventy-one

mothers had been taught expres-

sion of milk from the breasts.

These same statistics are being

gathered for the babies being born

in each month and will be available

later. With the immense bulk of

work entailed by this intensive

work on breast-feeding, which to

be effective and at all valuable sta-

tistically, must include every baby

born in Minneapolis, we are unable

with our present staff of nurses to

give the close follow-up work to

the clinic-attending mothers which

insures the best success in this

work. However, we feel that the

advantages of this contact with

every new-born baby of the city are

so great, so fundamental in laying

the structure for a complete later

program, that at the present it out-

weighs all other considerations.

PRE-NATAL WORK

Our work is developing along

broader lines, four new pre-natal

centers having been opened, with

[he addition of another supervising

nurse. For the sake of economiz-

ing nursing energy and saving the

duplication of nurses in the field,

we have made these clinics the

training ground for the nurses of

the Visiting Nurses Association,

who are visiting the homes through-

out the city. The program of ma-

ternal welfare, as outlined by Dr.

F. L. Adair,* is .being put into effect

here ; with the additional feature of

making a start toward the co-or-

dination of public health nursing

service. Mothers' conferences have

been opened in one of our Polish

settlements, the mothers meeting*

to sew and plan for the baby's gar-

ments and their own abdominal

belts, etc.

Miss Nathalie Rudd is now the

executive secretary of the organi-

zation, and the success of the new-

er work is due in a large measure

to her work. Miss Rudd was as-

sociated with Dr. F. L. Adair and

Dr. T. B. Cooley in work among

*See "Pre-natal Clinics in Paris," F.

L. Adair, M.D. (Mother and Child,.

Vol. I, No. I, 1920, p. 21.)
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the children of France and, after

her return, with the American Red

Cross in Massachusetts.

AFFILIATIONS

Our pre-natal nurse is acting as

supervisor for the clinics held at

the City Hospital, the pupil nurses

following the cases under this su-

pervision.

We are offering a month's ex-

perience to each student taking the

University Public Health Course,

including in this month an insight

into infant welfare work, pre-natal

work and breast-feeding work.

We are using in our work 31

volunteers, on record, dictation and

office work, all of these women hav-

ing taken the Extension Course for

Volunteer Service, and being reg-

ularly assigned through the Volun-

teer Service Bureau, an outgrowth

of women's war-time service.

FUTURE AIM

At present, through lack of funds

and personnel, we are unable to

undertake the supervision of chil-

dren between the ages of two and

six years. This is being attempted

now by the Women's Community

Council, who are organizing class-

es in several settlement houses for

nutrition work. This organization

as well as the settlements men-

tioned (where we are already con-

ducting our infant welfare clinics

and pre-natal clinics) are very anx-

ious that the older child should

also come under our supervision

;

and this, we believe, should ulti-

mately be included in our program.

EXAMINATION AT CLINICS

Another feature of our work

which differs from that of many

others is that the physician sees

every child attending clinic. In

many places, it is customary for

the nurse to keep for the physician

only those whom she decides it is

necessary for him to see—doubtless

missing cases of over-nourishment

and others of equal importance.

The St. Louis Child Welfare Work

Borden S. Veeder, M.D.

Professor of Pediatrics, Washington University Medical School

HEALTH CENTERS years the Municipal Nurses Board,

CHILD welfare work has in- which is a division of the Depart-

creased by leaps and bounds this ment of PubHc Welfare charged

last year in St. Louis. For several with the nursing in city institutions
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and municipal visiting nursing, has

maintained several child welfare

clinics in settlement houses, schools,

etc. As this arrangment has not

been satisfactory the sum of $8,000

was obtained from outside sources

last summer to rent and equip inde-

pendent stations under the condition

that the city would increase the an-

nual appropriation, beginning April

1, 1920, by $10,000, so that these

centers might be maintained in the

future. This permitted relocation

of the centers according to charts

of the infant births and deaths. In

this way the city now maintains 7

welfare centers in buildings rented

especially for this purpose. Two
new buildings, now in course of

construction or reconstruction for

other city purposes will also house

centers. In addition, the board es-

tablished a conference in each of

the two tuberculosis dispensaries

rented by the St. Louis Tubercu-

losis Society. In all of these cen-

ters, the nurses and physicians are

paid by the city.

Recently, the Red Cross has de-

cided to establish three new health

centers, one at the extreme north

of the city, one at the extreme

south, and one near the western city

line in a newly developing indus-

trial area. Each of these clinics will

carry two or three nurses, infant

welfare, pre-natal, and tuberculosis

clinics. The child welfare work of

these centers will be conducted in

close affiliation with the municipal

system with the use of the same

records, etc., so that the end result

is practically as if one organization

was doing the entire work and bear-

ing the entire expense. All of the

centers, both Municipal and Red

Cross, are now known as "Health

Centers."

PRE-NATAL CLINICS

In addition to these organiza-

tions, the Washington University

Medical School Dispensary has a

large pre-natal and infant welfare

clinic, and the St. Louis Obstetrical

Society maintains another large

pre-natal clinic to obtain material

for the students of the St. Louis

University School of Medicine.

TRAINING PUBLIC HEALTH NURSES

The greatest weakness of the

present health movement in Amer-

ica is the shortage of trained per-

sonnel prepared to carry out the

various programs which have been

outlined. There is at the present

time a demand for hundreds of

trained public health nurses, which

cannot be filled.

THE TEACHING CENTER

In order to help meet this de-

mand, the St. Louis Chapter of the

American Red Cross has estab-

lished in co-operation with the Mis-

souri School of Social Economy a

course for training public health

nurses in St. Louis, which was

opened the first of last September,

The Red Cross has leased a large

building in a selected portion of the
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city suitable for teaching purposes.

Infant welfare and pre-natal clinics

have been established in close affili-

ation with the various municipal

clinics. The nurses in training are

assigned for field duty to the vari-

ous municipal health centers for

clinic work, and receive bedside

instruction in the district surround-

ing such centers. The Red Cross

has a paid staff of Directors and

three Assistant Supervisors, who
are specialists in infant welfare,

pre-natal and bedside nursing. Ar-

rangements have been made so that

each nurse is assigned sometime

during the four months' course to

one of the public schools in the

teaching district where she works

with the school nurse on duty. In

addition to the practical teaching

and lectures by the staff of the

teaching district, lectures on soci-

ology case work, economics, etc.,

are given by the staff of the Mis-

souri School of Social Economy.

Lectures on public health nursing

are given by the Superintendents

of the Municipal Visiting Nurses

and Visiting Nurses Associations,

and a course of lectures on medical

subjects is given by a group of men
from the Washington University

Medical School.

To the foregoing account Dr.

Bolt adds the following notation

:

"There are 11 physicians giving

part time services to the child wel-

fare work in the Health Centers.

These physicians are paid $5.00

per clinic hour, with a maximum of

$10.00 per week. Two clinics are

held each week. There are 65

nurses doing visiting nursing,

tuberculosis, child welfare and ma-

ternity work. The school nurses,

of which there are 26, are com-

pletely under the jurisdiction of

the Division of Hygiene of the

Public Schools. This department

of the Public Schools has a full

time Chief, 13 men physicians, two

of whom are colored, and two

women physicians. These physi-

cians are responsible for work in

the school during school hours, but

may carry on private practice out-

side of school hours. The school

work is districted into 11 districts.

There are 135 Public Schools in

St. Louis. The Parochial Schools

do not come under this Division of

Hygiene of the Public Schools.

There are three open air schools

and one residential school in St.

Louis."

The propose:d budget for the

child welfare work of the city ex-

clusive of that for the Public

Schools for the year 1920 is as fol-

lows :

Seven Municipal Health Cen-

ters $ 3,962.00

Physicians 6,240.00

Nurses 33,600.60

General Expenses 4,600.00

Making a total of $48,402.00

Two New Centers of the Red

Cross Training Centers 20,000.00

Visiting Nurse Association

Budget 40,000.00

Making a grand total of .. .$108,402.00
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Community Health Work

John C. Gebhart

Director, Department Social Welfare of the New York Association for

Improving the Condition of the Poor.

THE neglect of children at two medical attention is provided for

of the most critical periods the mother at the time of delivery

of their lives, the pre-natal and the either by the attendance of a phy-

pre-school period, and the appar- sician or a midwife,

ent inability of the authorities to Among this population the atten-

enlist the interest and co-operation dance of midwives at deliveries is

of the parents is due in a large de- almost universal. We soon recog-

gree to the remoteness of most nized that it was hopeless to change

health schemes from the lives of this custom over-night, even if that

the people affected. For this rea- were desirable, and that our course

son about two years ago the New lay in securing the good will and

York Association for Improving co-operation of the midwife. W^e

the Condition of the Poor began an have impressed upon her that our

experiment in an intensive health work is purely educational, that it

program in a congested Italian covers a longer period both before

community of about 40,000 popu- and after birth than she herself

lation on the east side of Manhat- could possibly cover, and most im-

tan. This experiment seeks to co- portant )of all that our activity

ordinate all existing facilities for interferes in no way with her legiti-

the improvement of the health cf mate practice. The result was that

mothers and their children and to instead of incurring the enmity of

supplement these facilities where this important group who, through

they are inadequate or entirely their influence with the mother,

lacking. could have done incalcuable harm

co-OPERATiON WITH THE MIDWIFE to our work, wc havc actually

The work begins with educatio-- ^^i^^d their support and co-opera-

al nursing care and medical super- ^lon.

vision of pregnant mothers. The entering the family door

mother is given a complete physi- The pre-natal work is an entering

cal examination by the physician wedge into the family situation,

and she is visited regularly by the Once the confidence and co-opera-

nurse. On these visits the mother tion of the mother are secured

is given simple but adequate in- through this channel, the next step

struction as to personal hygiene, is to round up the health needs of

its relation to the health of the baby the older children. We have a

about to be born and the care of highly trained pediatrician who ex-

the baby after its birth. Proper amines as many of the apparently
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well children of pre-school and

school age as can be examined in

two afternoon clinics. About 2,000

school children have already been

examined and the most important

defects set down for the guidance

of the nurse in her work with the

family. The defects of the nose,

throat, teeth and impaired nutri-

tion bulk the largest. In setting

about to remedy these defects we
were immediately confronted with

the total inadequacy of facilities for

their remedy or cure. With re-

spect to teeth and defective nutri-

tion, we have ourselves provided

the machinery for their correction.

All of the children declared by

the doctor to be under-nourished

are referred to the nutrition work-

ers. The older children are organ-

ized into nutrition classes, usually

in the public school, where they

meet once a week, are weighed and

given practical instruction in food

habits and hygiene. Such work

would, however, be inadequate if

it were not accompanied by visits

of the nutrition worker to the home
to give practical instruction to the

mother in the preparation of the

proper kinds of food and in demon-
strating to her the benefits to be

secured by conforming with sugges-

tions offered. Since the under-nour-

ished children of pre-school age are

too young for class instruction, they

must be supervised entirely in the

home. A portable scale is carried

by the worker on her visits by
which it is possible to weigh such

children weekly and to impress up-

on the mother the need of proper

food, rest and fresh air to enable

the child to make his proper gain.

This work has accomplished most

satisfactory results. A group of 116

of these children for a period of

four months have made nearly

twice the gain which was expected

of them, while, of course, many in-

dividuals have far exceeded even

this record gain.

THE NEED FOR DENTAL ATTENTION

A careful dental survey has in-

dicated that 97 per cent of the chil-

dren of this district have defective

teeth. The need for dental atten-

tion is so pressing that we deter-

mined not only to provide facilities

for the care of the mouths of chil-

dren examined by our physician

but to make a demonstration of the

kind of well-rounded dental pro-

gram for school children which

every community should have. Our
plan calls for the prophylactic

cleaning of the mouths of all of the

children in the first five grades

twice a year, and for fillings and

extractions of the teeth of the

younger children beginning first

with the first grade and completing

this before work is begun on the

older children. We have accord-

ingly secured a staff of dental hy-

gienists and dentists. During the

current school year about /3,000

children have received prophylactic ^

cleaning and about 500 have had

the necessary dental work done.

HEALTH AND SOCIABILITY

We very soon realized the need

of a community house which could
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be identified by the neighborhood

as the center for all the health ac-

tivities of the district and which

would serve as a headquarters for

the medical, nursing, nutritional and

dental staff and which would also

provide what has hitherto been en-

tirely lacking, a place for the ex-

pression of the recreational and so-

cial needs of the neighborhood.

This house has recently been

opened, and besides the general of-

fiices and clinics provides social

rooms, library, club and class-

rooms. Cooking and sewing class-

es for school children and working
girls, citizenship classes and musi-

cal clubs are already organized and
in operation. The social and health

needs of the neighborhood are thus

being thoroughly co-ordinated so

as to make the health work what it

should be, a part of the social con-

sciousness of the community, and

not a thing temporarily imposed

upon it by a benevolent but de-

tached agency.

Council for Co-ordinating Child Health Activities

On the 28th of June, 1920, the

Red Cross Bulletin made the fol-

lowing announcement, under the

heading, ''Co-ordinating Child

Health Activities":

''Organizations doing health work

among children are more and more

appreciating the pressing need of

correlating their activities. It is

felt that not only is there much
duplication and, therefore, much
waste of effort, but also that many
opportunities for developing well-

rounded programs for the health

of children are thus lost.

The American Child Hygiene

Association, American Red Cross,

Child Health Organization of

America, National Child Labor

As a result the representatives of

the organizations have formed a

Council for Co-ordinating Child

Health Activities, to which will be

added, gradually, other national or-

ganizations carrying on well-defined

programs for the health of chil-

dren. The main objects of the

Coulcil are

:

1. To define and develop so

clearly their own work that each or-

ganization will be working in har-

mony and co-operation with all the

others.

2. To develop new methods

which will lead to meeting more
effectively some of the special prob-

lems still unsolved.

3. To afford an opportunity for

Committee and National Organiza- any organization dealing with the

tion for Public Health Nursing health of children to submit its

have held several conferences with plan and program for suggestions,

a view to ascertaining how such The Council will act as an ad-

correlatlon may best be effected, visbry and co-ordinating agency."



A Mother's Instructions to a New Nurse*

(This article from the Archives of Pediatrics, May, 1920, is so valuable that it is

here reprinted, thanks to the courtesy of the Editor.)

YOU are probably finding it

rather difficult to get the chil-

dren to obey you at once. I am,

therefore, going to write the fol-

low^ing hints, which may help you

and give you an idea of my own
methods. I look upon it as vitally

important that they should obey

at once even in unimportant things

such as "come into the garden

now," because if they get into the

habit of hesitating to obey one can

imagine an occasion when it might

mean death to one of them. For

instance, if "come into the garden"

is not obeyed at once, "don't step

off the pavement" might equally be

disobeyed with terrible results

:

1. Never give a tentative order

such as, "I think it is time you came

in," say "come in now." Always

conckide that your order will be

obeyed at once until you see it is

not. For instance, don't say "come

in now" and at the same time walk

toward the child to take its hand to

lead it in, but say "come in now"
and turn yourself toward the house.

2. If possible never show an-

noyance. For instance, repeat an

order if necessary in exactly the

*Th,ese simple hints to a nurse, de-

vised by a young English woman, have
appealed to the Editor as well worth
being printed. They are modeled on
military standing orders and are de-

signed for the benefit of a woman who
had never been a nurse before.

same voice, because otherwise they

will wait until you are annoyed be-

fore they will obey.

3. Never show surprise at

wrong doing. For instance, "Oh

!

Pauline, you are not pouring water

on Molly, are you?" Say, "Paul-

ine, stop pouring water on Molly."

hi case of disobedience. 1. I

give the children 25 cents each,

good conduct money, on Monday
morning if their conduct has been

perfect for the preceding week. I

keep in a book the number of

marks, each 1 cent, taken off for

little things, such as dawdling when
told to do something, touching

things that don't belong to them

when they know they shouldn't,

saying "why," not to gain informa-

tion but to delay obeying, etc. You
can also take off marks and let me
know every evening whether you

have taken any off or not, so that

I can enter them into the book.

To give an instance, if you

should say "come into the garden

now" and they should not have

obeyed by the length of time it

takes to count about ten, just say,

in a quiet tone of voice, "one mark
off" ; then repeat your order, us-

ing the same words and voice as

before. If disobeyed the second

time say "four marks off," and if

disobeyed a third time say, "no

cake for tea," or "stand in the cor-

gi
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ner for five minutes," whichever is

the most convenient at the time.

2. You must always win no

matter what uproar it creates, but

never under any circumstances slap

or have recourse to corporal pun-

ishment. (I feel that it is quite

unnecessary to say this to you, but

I am putting it down with the rest.)

3. The "no cake" or '^corner"

may lead to a bad outbreak of tem-

per. The best thing to do then is

to put the child to bed and leave

her there till she is quiet. This has

only had to happen very rarely.

4. Always be firm and get your

own way wherever you are and

whoever is there. Giving way to

a child to save a scene in the street

or on the stairs only lays up trou-

ble for a future occasion. Children

can see so quickly whom they can

get the better of, and they are in

the long run happier with, and fon

der of, the people who can control

them. Pauline and Molly never

bear resentment for just punish-

ment.

5. Never give an unnecessary

order. Remember, it is more im-

portant that they should be jolly

and happy than that they should

have clean clothes and perfect man-

ners. The object of all the fore-

going notes is in order to cut down
"don'ts" and "mustn'ts" to the min-

imum. I think that their very ex-

uberant spirits have been greatly

helped by this system.

General Notes. 1. The children

have no idea about being frightened

in the dark because it has never

been suggested to them, directly or

indirectly, that there is anything
in the dark to be frightened of.

For instance, they have never been

asked if they were frightened or

praised for not being frightened.

Never say, "it's all right, I am in

the next room."

2. They have no fear of any-

thing supernatural, as they have

never been told stories about

spooks, bogies and ghosts, which
terrify children so. When I tell

them fairy stories I always say

they aren't really true but just

imagination stories, such as Fath-

er Christmas. Never tell them an

untruth such as "the policeman will

come and fetch you," or "angels

bring babies."

3. Never say when they are

naughty "Fll tell your mother.'^

They ought to realize that I will

be told as a matter of course. It is

apt to make children deceitful.

4. Before stepping off the curb

into the street, or stepping on to

a carriage way in the park, or when
a motor vehicle comes in sight on

a country road, I make Pauline

hold my arm and I hold Molly's

hand. You should do the same.

On the pavement make them walk

beside you, do not let them strag-

gle all over the pavement. Never

take them under any roof without

my knowledge. No one else must be

in charge of them for one moment
without my permission, except

their father, you or me.

5. Do not think it necessary to

amuse them the whole time. They
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are accustomed to amuse them-

selves. This is a good thing for

them. By this I do not mean you

should not play with them when

you feel so inclined.

6 Strangers take a great deal

of notice of them and I am anx-

ious that they should not grow up

thinking themselves of more im-

portance than any other member
of the general public.

General Health Notes. I must

be told everything, however trivial

it is, about their health, conduct

or funny remarks. When you no-

tice a symptom of ill health, how-

ever small, let me know at once,

whether it is in the middle of the

night or whether I am at a dinner

party. When you cannot speak to

me or telephone to me put the child

to bed, send me a telegram and

send for the doctor. Money, where

health is concerned, is no object.

This also applies to yours. If your

suspicions prove to be unfounded,

it would only give me more confi-

dence in you. If they complain

of any pain always conclude they

really have one until both you and

I agree that they have not.

Both children must go to the

W. C. every morning after break-

fast regardless of whether they

want to or not. If a whole day

goes by without the bowels moving

inform me and give an aperient.

You need not inform me by tele-

gram if they miss one day, but you

should if they miss two. They

should be made to go to the

W. C. to make water whether they

want to or not at the following

hours : first thing in the morning,

before luncheon, when they come
in in the afternoon, and at bed time.

All wet clothes, especially wet

shoes and socks (this includes

faintly damp) should be changed at

once on coming into the house, and

if they are damp they should not

sit down out of doors. They
should never sit on anything damp
or on cold stones. It is no good

asking them if they are cold or

hot. You can really only tell by

feeling them or the look of them.

At home we always have an outside

thermometer and you should get

into the habit of consulting this

when deciding what out-door

clothes they should wear.

They must never eat anything,

including chocolates or sweets, be-

tween meals. They know that they

must tell people who offer them

anything to eat that "mother

doesn't let me."

They must never use a glass, etc.,

used by somebody else before it

has been washed.

You may have to limit the

amount they eat of any particular

thing. Give them small helpings

so that they do not get into the

habit of wasting food by leaving

it on their plates. Let them drink

as much water as they like at any

time.

Unless their father or I am pres-

ent you are completely responsible

to me for them without any excep-

tion, and I will always back you up.
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October 11-13
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Health Nursing,

6. Demonstration of State-wide Co-operation for Child Welfare of U. S. Public
Health Service, with the American Red Cross and State Tuberculosis
Association.

7. Exhibits that tell the stor>.

Come and Find Out Hoiv to Fill the Gaps in Your
Child Welfare Program.

For Liformation write to the Headquarters of the Association

1211 Cathedral Street _ - _ _ Baltimore, Md.
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(Held in Asheville, N. C, November 11-13, 1919)

One volume, 348 pages, paper, price $3.00, plus postage (8-24 cents, according to

postal zone).

Papers, discussion and reports on the foUozving subjects:

Pre-natal and maternal care: Work of the Maternity Center Association; Maternity
benefits ; The need of safeguarding maternity and infancy.

Infant care: General outline of work lor tne pre-school age from the view-
point of the city; from the viewpoint of the rural community; Correctable
defects ; Supervision of the pre-school age. What England and Scotland
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Reports of Affiliated Societies.

Please Note: The Association can also' furnish a limited number of copies of
volumes i, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8 and 9 of the Transactions. The price of these is $3.00
per volume, plus postage.

Volume 5 is out of print and the supply of volumes i, 2 and 3 is very low.
Orders for the above Transactions should be sent to

American Child Hygiene Association

FORMERLY

American Association for Study and Prevention of Infant Mortality

1211 Cathedral Street - . . . Baltimore, Md.
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The Children of Central Europe
Some Aspects of Their Need in Child Welfare Work

Julia C. Lathrop

Chief, Children's Bureau, U. S. Department of Labor

THE three great classes of chil-

dren in Central Europe who
need help are first, of course, un-

der-fed ' children, then homeless

children and untaught children.

Some children combine in them-

selves the miseries of the tliree

classes.

It has been suggested that the

readers of Mother and Child
might be interested in a few some-

what superficial and wholly un-

technical observations from the

note book of a recent journey. I

offer them with hesitation, becaus;^

I can no longer tell what is a tru-

ism and what is not commonly
known.

This spring I spent three months
in Central Europe—about six weeks
in Czecho-Slovakia and much of

that time in Prague—a city whose
beauty and historic interest are so

great that if one could forget the

troubles of the war anywhere in

Central Europe, it would be in that

exquisite spot. But the long bread

lines, the fifty thousand children of

the town fed dailv in schools and

institutions and in canteens, the

food prices in the shops, were con-

stant reminders of the slow, un-

sparing enemy, hunger.

UNDER-FED CHILDREN

We are familiar in general with

the work of the European Chil-

dren's Fund, a fund which Europe,

notwithstanding all protestations,

continues very properly to call the

Hoover Fund. We know that in

the current year in seventeen Eu-

ropean countries the fund has fed

one supplemental meal daily, of 600

to 700 calories of food value, to

about 3,000,000 children, all these

children examined by physicians

and selected as the most seriously

under-nourished.

Of course, the majority of

European children are still approx-

imately well-nourished, otherwise

the situation would be hopeless

;

but in no country can all the under-

nourished children be fed. The
American Friends Mission in charge

of the European Children's Fund
operations in Germany divides the

15,000,000 children of Germany un-

99
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der 14 years of age in four classes :

1. Normally nourished

;

2. Under-nourished

;

3. Badly under-nourished

;

4. Dangerously under-nourish-

ed.

It places 30 per cent of the whole

numher^ or four and one-half mill-

ions, in classes 2, 3 and 4, and

places one million in classes 3

and 4 as badly and dangerously

under-nourished. Probably no Cen-

tral European country would show

a more favorable proportion, while

Poland, Austria and parts of Jugo-

slavia and other states may well

show a much worse condition. In

Poland the fund was feeding, in

May last, one million, three hun-

dred thousand, in Czecho-Slovakia,

three hundred thousand, or about

10 per cent of the estimated child

population under fourteen. The
response to the supplemental feed-

ing has been so favorable that suc-

cessive medical examinations have

justified the fund in reducing the

numbers fed so as to make the

supply of food serve as long as

.possible for the most urgent cases.

But no one is able to prophesy

the ultimate effect of under-feeding

a generation of children for six

years or more, even if the food

supply is to be adequate from this

time on.

It seems already plain that

watchful care for children leaving

school at fourteen and beginning

work is likely to prove quite as nec-

essary as for the younger ones, if

we are to preserve the gains made

by the extra feeding, or if we are to

fend off tuberculosis and other dis-

eases which are invited by weaken-

ed resistance. Scientific, continuous

study of the physical needs of the

children who are reaching the early

teens after living through the war
privations is greatly needed, and

provision for such work would be

a world benefaction.

The under-fed children are known
sufficiently well so that we may
hope the worst immediate suffering

is relieved, although the degrees of

under-feeding are well enough meas-

ured to show that only the most

pronounced cases have been

reached by the joint efforts of this

country and Europe.

We give out of abundance and

we cannot too much respect the un-

selfish activities for Central Eu-

rope of countries which have them-

selves endured great losses as bel-

ligerents, or great hardships Jas

neutrals. France, England, Italy,

Switzerland, Sweden, Norway, Hol-

land are all working for children

in Vienna, taking them away for

vacations to feed them and to give

a change of atmosphere from the

depression of that mournful city.

Added to these are the efforts of the

Central European countries them.-

selves, all of which are straining

heroically to care for their own.

All the aid given would not go far

otherwise.

The evidences of under-feeding

are not always obvious to the lay

eye. One becomes accustomed un-

consciously to a lowered standard.
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but there are some signs anyone

can understand, once attention is

called to them.

"Look at their legs," said a friend

with whom I was walking in a

decent quarter of a great city,

pointing to a comfortable-looking

group of young school children.

There was a betrayal. Some legs

were bowed and some knock-kneed.

countries of Central Europe and

peaceful interchange of commodi-

ties secured with Russia, Central

Europe would not merely take care

of herself ; she would soon begin

to show the world important ad-

vances in child welfare methods

and in the whole social field. A
brilliant Pole interested in every

phase of child welfare said with.

a

Crooked legs betraying rickets

Doubtless some were straight, but

they only served to emphasize the

deviations. The children in the

picture are from another country,

but the legs are like those I saw.

But under-feeding will cease.

Food will be more plentiful. This

harvest in countries where peace

allows even partial tillage is good

and early. ;If confidence could be

established tomorrow between the

melancholy smile, "Poland can

show samples of every good thing."

Poland only needs time and peace.

Just now Central Europe is eager

to learn from us. Czecho-Slovakia

has accepted an invitation to send

five students to Vassar next year.

The Rockefeller ^Foundation has

students from Czecho-Slovakia in

the School of Hygiene and Public

Health of Johns Hopkins Univer-
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sity, and Polish girls of fine ability

are eager to come here to study

child welfare and public health nurs-

ing. None can come at the present

prohibitive rates of exchange un-

less money is furnished here, as is

done by the Rockefeller Founda-

tion and Vassar College. "I wish

above everything to come, but I

cannot, because all I have would

not pay my expenses while in the

United States, though here it will

always, support me." This was said

by a young woman of great power

for usefulness, whose work for

children had proved her ability and

who ardently wishes to study child

welfare methods here in order to

serve Poland.

HOMELESS CHILDREN

It is not easy to believe here that

there can be hordes of homeless

children wandering from door to

door or town to town in the former

war areas, but the knowledge can-

not be escaped over there.

Because of responsible informa-

tion sent to Dr. Alice Masaryk,

president of the Czecho-Slovakia

Red Cross, from Ruthenia, the eas-

tern-most state of Czecho-Slovakia,

she asked Miss Fanneal Harrison,

director of the American Junior

Red Cross in Czecho-Slovakia, to

go to Ruthenia and investigate care-

fully the report that a thousand or

more homeless children were there

wandering about in search of food

and shelter. Vve were fortunate

enough to be allowed to join the

party.

At first such a statement sounds

beyond belief, and yet a little re-

flection shows how easily it may
be true that there are great num-
bers of children for whom no-

body is responsible. Fathers have
been killed in the war, remote vil-

lages have been invaded and de-

populated, families have been sep-

arated, typhus and other diseases

have killed many, everybody is

poverty stricken. The new gov-

ernmental machinery for child pro-

tection is not in operation, and the

old private children's charities are

powerless to meet the vast require-

ments created by the war. At
Ushurod, the prnicipal town of

Ruthenia, the kindly, sensible su-

perintendent of the State School

for the Deaf said that one child or

more came in almost every day at

dinner time for a meal, and then

wandered on. Sometimes one or

two stayed, but the school itself

had scant reserves of food and she

dared not take in all wanderers who
came. It soon became clear that

the report based on an estimate

made by the teachers of the region

was doubtless a sound working

hypothesis.

INADEQUATE PROTECTION

No country knows how many
dependent children, or how many
homeless children it has. Some of

the children who have lost their

natural home protection because of

conditions created by the war are

doubtless in kindly hands ; others

not. Many are living with people

who are allowing them shelter,

good or bad, without pay. They
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ought all to be under the careful that the wanderers are recruited

supervision of the state so that they from the children who are "board-

shall be protected from exploita- ed" only in name,

tion and fairly paid for when fairly Later we saw some of the chil-

cared for. dren who were boarded-out in a

If there could be children more gypsy settlement nearby. I have

pitiable and more truly homeless never seen human beings with so

than the wanderers, they are chil- little clothing in cold weather. All

dren who are irresponsibly boarded- were barefooted, none had head-

out at a rate perhaps adequate be- gear, and the thin, tattered gar-

fore the war, but which now, at ments showed the flesh. One child,

the present cost of food, is trivial, a boy of perhaps eight or ten years.

For example, a foundling asylum in wore absolutely nothing but a pair

Ruthenia had been placing out of flapping cotton drawers tied

children for years. It was having about his waist with a string. It is

a hard struggle to keep alive the cheering to be able to state that the

young children and babies in the Czecho-Slovak Red Cross had al-

asylum,—a recent epidemic had ready sent Boy Scouts with emerg-

killed many and those who were left ency help to this region; that the

were in a very poor state. Obvious- European Children's Fund already

ly it could not maintain a staff of was arranging feeding stations for

wise placing-out agents to visit its twenty-two thousand ; and that the

seventeen hundred placed-out chil- American Junior Red Cross, upon

dren, and even supervision would reporting the situation to the Paris

avail nothing without money to pay office of the American Red Cross,

properly for the children. When was informed that twenty-seven

we visited the asylum we saw two carloads of clothing and material

or three women sitting by the gate would be sent at once, to be made
with papers in their hands. "These ready for the coming winter,

women," we were told, "come and Later I saw in Poland evidence

sit here every day. They are wom- of the same homelessness, in the

en who are boarding children. They case of boys who had been driven

get 50 kronen a month, now raised out of evacuated towns and had be-

to 60, but they say it is not come, naturally enough, "little

enough." This sum would be in brigands" as they were described

American money about one dollar, by a member of the committee

at the present rate of exchange, which had rescued them,

though at the pre-war value of the Reports from the remoter parts

kronen, fifty kronen, or $12.50, of Jugo-Slavia describe the same
would have been about the pre-war lonely child wanderers,

scale in the United States. Natur- To establish systems of home
ally the children must be under-fed care for these children is a matter
and wretched, and it may well be of great practical difficulty. One
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reason is that boarding out requires

faithful local supervision, careful

records, and responsible and co-

ordinated administration. Natural-

ly a new country which must de-

velop a new government, has many
other cares, but before the question

of caring for the children deprived

of homes by the war is finally

solved in Europe it seems to be

quite certain that in addition to

institutions, the plan of family- care

will be frankly recognized. It will

come about in spite of the fact that

this "invisible institution" is alarm-

ing, at first thought, to many, and

especially so to persons who are

accustomed to caring for children

oh the old asylum plan.

''.Bohemia, through a well-estab-

llslied and competent society, shows

excelierit' examples of boarding-out,

of colony care as it is usually called,

and-' it is to be hoped that the

method will be widely developed in

CzechoTSlovakia. No country is

better equipped for doing the high-

est type of child welfare work. Suf-

ficient institutions for all the chil-

dren whose family ties have been

broken down do not exist, of course.

But the children will be grown be-

fore it would be possible to build

and equip institutions in sufifiicient

numbers to take care of them. I

do not wish to be misunderstood,

there is need for many institutions

in every country to care for defec-

tive and delinquent children who,

inevitably, have been neglected dur-

ing the war. Institutions for

anemic and tuberculous children are

needed in large numbers, and at

once. Hence, even if institution

care were best for normal children,

they could hardly claim it against

others who cannot live in homes.

Unquestionably asylums are

needed for the present emergency

in countries which have been swept

by invasion after invasion, and it

has been necessary to provide for

the children who came in vast num-
bers from evacuated towns.

The sufferings of Polish children

are beyond imagination. One Pol-

ish committee alone was caring for

two hundred thousand children, and

this great number was known to be

only a fraction of those in need of

help. Many American associations

were giving valuable assistance, but

the needs are immeasurable.

In the environs of Warsaw I

saw two admirable institutions for

war orphans and waifs. In each

case a series of houses in an in-

dustrial suburb had been taken,

cleared out, and refitted simply in

a sanitary manner for fVc care of

the children.

One institution sheltered very

young children and babies. It was

favorably placed by a prehistoric

river bed where sand dunes border-

ed by pine forests gave delightful

and wholesome outdoor life to the

depleted children, who needed every

aid to regain normal vigor. The

other institution for about one thou-

sand children (boys and girls) was

scattered along the village street,

one house serving as a cook house,

one as a school, and others were

used for dwelling places. This

physical scattering seemed to be
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accompanied by a wisely directed

freedom. There was as much self-

government as possible, and the

ingenious efforts to stimulate the

children to self-control and to in-

terest them in practical activities

were very admirable. Many of the

children were still ill and bore the

marks of hardship. Some had come

still persist in this country, though

methods of administering the

boarding-out system have already

been for years in successful opera-

tion.

It is perhaps because a prophet

does not lack honor save in his own
country that we at home know so

little about such interesting and suc-

*^

Children having sun baths on the sand dunes

down from Vilna or had been driv-

en out of captured areas. We
watched them wheeling smoothly

into their places, clean and orderly.

It may not be amiss to point a

moral here and say that it is cer-

tainly not strange that family care

or boarding-out seems difficult

abroad when one realizes the pride

and confidence in institutions which

cessful demonstrations of home
care as the Speedwell Society plant

of Doctor Chapin's, for instance

;

or the work of the Infant Feeding

Clinic under the auspices of the

Associated Charities and the Baby

Hygiene Committee of the Col-

legiate Alumnae of San Francisco

;

or the boarding-out in Massachu-

setts, Pennsylvania, and elsewhere.
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Yet it is the results achieved by

these activities that have been con-

sidered worthy of a journey across

the world to examine.

I have said nothing of young

babies, chiefly because, as is well

known, they have on the whole

flourished during the war, thanks

to maternal nursing and the special

care fo^ mothers provided so far

as possible in each country.

The methods by which children

shall be kept alive and protected

throughout childhood now need

equal attention, and will receive it.

I know of no country in which

brilliant national child welfare work

is not under way, with full under-

standing of the situation to be

met. Perhaps we have given no

greater help than by the trained

public health nurses who have gone

from the United States and have

shown in themselves convincing ex-

amples of the pubHc value and the

personal dignity of nursing as a

profession.

UNTAUGHT CHILDREN

'. Of course I am not qualified to

venture a discussion of the educa-

tional needs of Central Europe, but

certain conditions are plain to any

observer. One of the most urgent

and most costly tasks before the

new democracies and one whose

necessity is clearly recognized is the

establishment of free non-sectarian

public schools. The confusion of

the war has greatly increased illit-

eracy rates, far too high under the

old governments but dangerous and

intolerable in the new nations.

Jugo-Slavia is deeply concerned

because her schools have been sus-

pended since she was compelled to

enter the Balkan war in 191 2, so

that eight years, exactly the maxi-

mum school life required as yet in

most of the advanced countries,

have been lost. It is certain that

as soon as she dare disband her

army and devote her great intelli-

gence and vigor to constructive

work, she will bend every energy

to rescue the young generation of

illiterates who are perhaps the bit-

terest fruit the war has forced her

to gather.

Poland was for 150 years divided

into three parts and placed under

Germany, Austria and Russia. Iler

language was forbidden and the

schools were taught in the language

of her conquerors. Now she is

whole again, a free republic. She

must now create a unified national

life of which unified national

schools, using the restored Polish

tongue, are the foundation stone.

Text books in Polish must be writ-

ten and printed, teachers must be

trained. "We need twenty-six thou-

sand new teachers at once" was an

authoritative statement. Many new
school houses must be built and

equipped.

Bohemia, the largest department

of Czecho-Slovakia, had before the

war wrested from Austria the right

to schools taught in the Czech lan-

guage, which is now the language

of the Republic, while Slovakia

and Ruthenia under Hungary were

compelled by the law of 1905 to
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have their schools taught in Hun- costly efforts which must be made

ofarian. for children in the new democracieso
Before the war its ardor for edu- of Central Europe. I wish they

cation had already given Bohemia might convey any realization of

perhaps the lowest iUiteracy rate of the social wisdom, the patriotic ar-

any country, and her schools go dor for giving the young a fair

forward, setting a lofty standard chance, which are shown in groups

for the rest of the nation. But to of people in every nation. War and

reach this standard costly reorgani- poverty still paralyze the most nec-

zation will be necessary in Slovakia essary activities,

and Ruthenia, where the illiteracy Let us hope that the great works

rate is heavy. of construction may soon be made

I trust these comments suggest possible by the attainment of a true

in some degree the laborious and and just peace.

The NeW"Born Infant

J. W. Ballantyne, M.D., F.R.C.P.E.

Physician to the Ante-natal Department in the Edinburgh

Royal Maternity Hospital

THE new-born infant lies, so of his birth and to his mother that

to say, on the great divide of her labor, or, to use the old and

between two lives, the ante-natal expressive word, travail,

and the post-natal, exhausted and Perhaps the contrast between the

sometimes also a little injured by two lives whose junction forms the

his transit from the one to the oth- location of the new-born infant has

er. He has existed already for nine been too sharply drawn. It is rath-

months in the wonderfully safe and er more correct to say that whilst

perfectly adapted environment it is generally speaking accurate

which Nature has provided for him enough to regard ante-natal life as

in the womb, and he is now face to safe and immediately post-natal life

face with the wholly new and as dangerous, yet the life before

danger-laden surroundings which birth is not altogether free from

are his after birth and to which he risk and existence after it is not

must condition himself if he is to a continuous record of. hair-

survive. Further, he has just pass- breadth escapes. Birth itself, also,

ed through a period of stress, last- is often more than a time of stress

;

ing some hours or it may even be a it may be truly the portals of death,

day or two, which has tried him Yet the contrast is worth remem-
sharply

; to him it has been the time bering : life before birth is made
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comparatively safe by Nature and

calls for no personal exertion on

the part of the unborn infant; life

after birth has to be preserved by

the efforts of mother and nurse and

later by the child's own activities

for it is full of menaces. A para-

doxical philosopher (Samuel But-

ler) spoke wisely after all when he

said "birth is commonly considered

as the point at which we begin to

live; more truly it is the point at

which we leave off knowing how to

live."'

NEO-NATAL LIFE

Neo-natal life or the four weeks'

existence of the neonate or new-

born infant is, as has been said, the

divide between two very different

kinds of vitality, the foetal and the

infantile, the ante-natal and the

post-natal. It is a time in life of

the highest importance and it is so

for several reasons of which it will

be sufficient to name three : the

greatest mortality occurs during its

progress, so far at any rate as is

known, for the deaths during the

early weeks of ante-natal life im-

mediately following on conception

cannot be reckoned ;the nature of its

diseases and their pathology are not

understood fully even by the special-

ist and hardly at all by the general

practitioner; and treatment, both

preventive and curative, have been

until recent years most unsatisfac-

tory. Here, in neo-natal life, two
specialties, obstetrics and pedia-

trics, meet; they meet but they are

not linked up. Many a new-born

infant has been allowed to fall, so

to say, between the hands of the

obstetrician and those of the pedia-

trician.

Whilst it is usually wise in medi-

cine to get to special cases and to

study details, it is occasionally

profitable to look closely at general

principles and this is particularly

true of neo-natal life and its dis-

eases and disasters. In necessarily

short space the attempt will now
be made to state the conditions

which determine the high rate of

mortality in the new-born infant,

the peculiarities of his pathology

and diseases, and the causes of the

hitherto unsatisfactory character of

the treatment which he has received

when attacked by illness. It may
be possible, as the outcome of the

mere statement of the conditions, to

foreshadow a more effective hy-

giene for the neonate of the future.

EMERGENCE OF PAST EXPERIENCES

It must never be forgotten, in the

first place, that the new-born infant

brings with him into post-natal life

the results of past experiences,

physiological and pathological. In

him is the meeting place of ances-

tral, parental, and ante-natal vitali-

ties and morbidities ; to these cur-

rents are now added those produced

by birth and early post-natal life

and disease. To change the meta-

phor, we find in the new-born in-

fant traces of the strata in which

his past existance has been arrang-

ed, and it is almost permissible to

speak of some of his morbid states

as fossils drawn from and illus-

trating the nature of the earlier

time in which they were laid down.
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Other pathological conditions are so

to say, recent, like the modern fauna

and flora of the earth. He is a

composite organism.

THE ANCESTRAL DOCKET

There are some diseases which

may affect the neonate and may

even cause his death which are an-

cestral in origin. They come from

far back in his history, reaching him

through the germ cells of his fore-

fathers and mothers. Of course

there are crowds of peculiarities of

this hereditary kind which are not

actually morbid that arrive in his

life, giving it the individuality

which distinguishes it from other

lives and forming what one may

term the ancestral docket; but it is

with the maladies that we have here

particularly to do. They are not

nearly so numerous as was thought

say twenty years ago. Formerly all

that was ante-natal in time was in a

loose fashion regarded as hereditary

in nature; morbid heredity was a

large field. Now it is known that

many maladies regarded in the past

as hereditary are really microbic in

origin, such as syphilis and tubercu-

losis. There are, however, one or

two diseases left which in the mean-

time at least must be regarded as

ancestral ; and as it happens, one of

them, haemophilia, is very fatal to

the new-born in the form of bleed-

ing from the stump of the umbiHcal

cord (omphalorrhagia neonatorum).

It may yet turn out that this haem-

orrhagic diathesis, as it is called,

is not always ancestral or truly

hereditary : it may prove to be due

sometimes at least to septic in-

fection of the cord stump; but in

the meantime it m.ust be accepted as

occasionally a legacy (of a disas-

trous kind) from a past generation.

To prevent its occurrence, there-

fore, one should have to prevent

individuals with this hereditary

weakness from propagating, unless

indeed we discover anything strong

enough to counteract a hereditary

tendency. Eugenics of the positive

sort is recommended in such cases;

but as time goes on and more and

more hereditary diseases are shown

to be organismal, the eugenics prop-

aganda will be more and more limit-

ed in scope.

THE PARENTAL LEGACY

Other diseases which attack and

which may prove fatal to the new-

born infant are parental in origin

;

they exist in the mother or in the

father before the conception of

the child and they produce in the

last-named either similar or dis-

similar morbid changes. In this

connection one thinks at once of

syphilis' and alcoholism, and one

may add to them certain toxicOlogi-

cal conditions such as lead poison-

ing. They may, of course, effectu-

ally prevent the new organism in

the womb ever becoming a new-

born infant at all by killing it in

the early or in the later months of

ante-natal life and thus they in-

crease the number of abortions and

still-births; but they, in other in-

stances, damage the vitality of the

child by sending it into the world

prematurely the subject of what is
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called "congenital" syphilis or

syphilis neonatorum, a malady

which assumes many forms and is

always dangerous to life. The ex-

act changes produced in the new-

born infant by parental alcoholism

are less clearly known, but prema-

turity of birth is an undoubted re-

sult and that in itself is serious

enough, especially in combination

with other morbid states. For

such parental causes of neo-natal

disasters the obvious remedy is

effective prevention of syphilis

and alcoholismi in intending par-

ents ; and, as a step towards this

end, the demand for a prematri-

monial clean sheet of health found-

ed upon a careful medical examina-

tion (negative Wassermann, etc.)

should be encouraged as between

those about to marry.

MATERNAL HEALTH *

Disease of the mother arising

during her pregnancy is another

cause of neo-natal maladies, de-

formities, or debilities. Many of

these lead to prematurity of birth,

always a fertile source of death in

the early weeks of life, acting in

various ways of which one is un-

doubtedly an increased liability to

microbic assaults. Space does not

allow even an enumeration of the

diseases in the mother which may
thus prejudicially affect her un-

born infant and cause its neo-natal

decease ; but it is certain that al-

most any morbid state from which

she suffers may react injuriously

upon her child. In this way it is

more than likely that malformations

arise handicapping the neonate by

sending it forth with, say, a cleft

palate and a hare-lip ; thus too are

caused such maladies as variola

neonatorum, varicella neonatorum,

foetal pneumonia, and, of course,

syphilis neonatorum. It is a peculi-

arity of these ante-natal diseases

that they may be not at all danger-

ous to the infant whilst still in

utero and yet be lethal after birth

in the neo-natal state. The ex-

planation is found in the special

physiology of ante-natal hfe, which,

so long as the placenta is healthy,

allows even a grossly malformed or

seriously diseased infant to remain

in life. At birth everything is al-

tered and the morbidity and mor-

tality which before were potential

become real. This is one great

cause of the striking mortality of

the neo-natal period. Obviously,

neo-natal maladies due to diseases

of the mother in her pregnancy

must be prevented by medical su-

pervision during pregnancy; every

effort must be made to exclude dis-

ease, especially transmissible dis-

ease, from the expectant mother's

body. In addition to all the ordi-

nary precautions, such special

means as the vaccination of preg-

nant women against smallpox and
their inoculation against typhoid,

etc., during the prevalence of epi-

demics of these disorders should be

recommended. On the other hand
there is no need to terminate the

pregnancy, for most ante-natal

maladies are, so to. say, well treated

by Nature herself in the womb.
Nothing for instance, could be more
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suitable than the intra-uterine en- time. The great general principle

vironment for the cure of foetal in the prevention and treatment of

smallpox, speedy and without seri- this large group of morbid neo-

ous scars. The real danger usually natal states is faultless • aseptic

arises with the assumption of post- midwifery, a consummation to-

natal life with its new demands wards which at the present time

upon hitherto partially or wholly events are steadily if somewhat

quiescent organs. ^ slowly moving. According to this

enlightened obstetric system each
BIRTH TRAUMATISM uu '^ ' ^ upregnancy v/itn its ensuing labor

Another large group of neo-natal is regarded as a campaign in child

morbid states find their origin in production to be carefully prepared

the stress-period called birth. Some for and brilliantly carried through,

of them are due to injuries and The details are beyond the scope

others to infections; but they are of this brief sketch,

all intra-natal in their time of pro-

duction, although sometimes the

eflects may be delayed in their ap- Finally, there are the morbid

pearance for hours or days. Among neo-natal states which arise soon

them are the blood tumours on after birth as a result of the impact

the head (cephalhaematoma neona- upon the young organism' (the

torum), facial paralysis, fractures, baby) of new environmental fac-

dislocations, haemorrhages into tors. Thus the processes by which

various organs, including the brain, the cord separates from the abdo-

the liver, and suprarenal capsules, men may be attended by infection

as results of traumatism either due and the microbes may ascend by

to instrumental or manual inter- the umbilical vein to the liver or

ference or to small size of the moth- descend by the umbilical arteries

er's pelvis or large size of the to the tissues of the lower part of

child ; and, as examples of intra- the abdominal wall or pelvis. In

natal infections, one may name this way jaundice (icterus neo-

ophthalmia neonatorum, septic natorum), erysipelas neonatorum,

pneumonia, mastitis neonatorum, tetanus neonatorum, and various

etc. Some of these are directly forms of sepsis neonatorum may
fatal to neo-natal life, whilst others develop. Again, without any rec-

predispose to other maladies which ognizable microbic infection to ac-

may prove dangerous. In every case count for it, the delicate readjust-

the outlook is worse if the birth has ment of functions which naturally

taken place prematurely ; haemor- follows arrival in a novel environ-

rha.e:es and infections are more ment may fail to take place in

serious when occurring in or affect- whole or in part. In this way such

ing the immature tissues of the in- conditions as so-called congenital

fant that has been born before its debility and marasmus are set up
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and such special failures in read-

justment as atelectasis (want of ex-

pansion) of the lungs, sclerema

neonatorum (from want of heat

production), oedema neonatorum

(from disturbance of circulation),

and melaena neonatorum, come into

being with dire effects. The gen-

eral principle governing all our ef-

forts to combat these strictly neo-

natal diseases is the setting up of

an intensive study of the anatomy,

physiology, pathology, bacteri-

ology, and hygiene of neo-natal

life by competent research workers

all over the world. In the mean-

time good can be done by linking

together more closely the obstetri-

cian who brings the child into the

world with the pediatrician who
carrie-s him safely through his in-

fancy ; there should be no dangerous

hiatus of lessened care between the

birth of the baby and the com-

mencement of his infancy, in other

words the neo-natal period must

be as carefully and as continuously

supervised as any other time in

life. The day after birth is a

dangerous time for the neonate ; so

is the day after his mother leaves

the maternity hospital or the day

when the family doctor ceases his

puerperal care. There should be

no such danger-days.

CONCLUSIONS AND EXORTATIONS

As has already been stated this

article gives only general princi-

ples of causation of disease and of

plans of prevention and treatment

in the interesting and critical neo-

natal "time of Hfe. Details must be

supplied in order to complete the

picture, and it has to be confessed

that some of them are not yet avail-

able
; but none of them is unattain-

able. Further, no nation which de-

sires to keep her place in the world
can afford to let her new-born in-

fants perish or come into Hfe de-

formed, disabled, or delicate; con-

sequently it is a matter of national

policy as well as of humanitarian

urgency to study neo-natal pathol-

ogy and practice neo-natal preven-

tion and cure.

The problems, as has been shown,
are complex. The neonate is the

meeting place of many possible

morbid tendencies which may be

ancestral, parental, maternal, or

strictly infantile and neo-natal in

origin; for their prevention or de-

feat it is necessary to call to his aid

eugenics, the prenuptial medical

examination and health certificate,

the supervision and (if necessary)

treatment of all expectant mothers;

the readjustment of obstetric theory

and practice so as to make labor as

safe for child as for mother, and

the specialization of the study and

care of neo-natal life until as much
is known about its characters and

dangers as is known about, say, the

twenty-first year of life. With a

full realization of the tremendous

issues involved these large require-

ments cannot be regarded as exces-

sive or beyond the reach of any

self-respecting nation. Sic itur (per

aspera) ad astra. :-,



Preventing Decay in Children's Teeth
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The illustrations in this article are from a booklet distributed in France
by the Children's Bureau of the American Red Cross.

CHILDREN'S teeth have re-

ceived but scant attention

until quite recently. Just because

the first set of teeth, is temporary

they were neglected by the parents,

if,'nored by the dentist, and over-

looked by the doctor. It was com-

monly supposed that decayed teeth

were hereditary, and that the chil-

dren of parents who had bad teeth

were destined to the same afflic-

tion. Another common error was
that a decayed tooth is the result'of

uncleanliness and that the chief

factor in its prevention is the tooth-

brush. This has led to the popu-

larization of oral hygiene, tooth-

brush drills, etc., which undoubted-

ly was a step in advance, but did

not reach the source of the trouble.

A decayed tooth is a diseased

tooth and is very largely caused by

improper and deficient diet. By
deficient diet is meant foods which

do not contain enough lime or re-

quire enough mastication. Lime is

an essential ingredient in the pro-

duction of bone and teeth, and a

tooth with insufficient lime is very

apt to fall a victim of dental decay.

Mastication stimulates the flow

of saliva which cleanses the teeth,

and the friction of the food scours

and polishes them, while the action

of the jaw muscles brings a larger

supply of blood to the teeth.

The teeth of our Simian ances-

tors and of primitive man were

strengthened and polished by crack-

ing nuts and chewing fibrous roots.

The temporary teeth commence
to form in the fifteenth Week of

113
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foetal life so that the diet of the

pregnant mother assumes special

importance in this connection.

Some dental authorities contend

that the condition and structure of

the first set of teeth depend en-

tirely on the diet of the mother be-

fore the baby is born and during

the lactation period. Therefore the

mother should give thoughtful at-

tention to her diet during preg-

nancy and lactation and see that it

contains natural foods such as milk,

meat, vegetables, fruit, and cereals,

which contain sufficient lime and

phosphate for bone and tooth for-

mation.

Many mothers do not realize that

breast feeding is an important fac-

tor in producing strong, healthy

teeth. The testimony of dentists

will show that it is very unusual to

find healthy teeth in children who
have been artificially fed, especially

on prepared infant foods.

PRE-SCHOOL AGE NEGLECT

Dr. Sim Wallace, an English

dentist, over twenty years ago con-

tended that children with good
teeth had good teeth because of

good dietetic habits and children

with bad teeth had bad teeth be-

cause of bad dietetic habits. He
pointed out that decayed teeth en-

gendered even worse dietetic habits

because foods of a fibrous nature,

such as fresh fruits, vegetables, etc.,

which are cleansing to the teeth and
antagonistic to caries, cannot be

eaten comfortably or thoroughly

when the teeth are decayed.

The mouth is the portal of entry

of the digestive system and the

teeth are the gates that guard it.

Infection of any part of the gastro-

intestinal tract is liable to occur

from an unclean mouth. This may
result from swallowing food which

has been polluted in the mouth and

contaminated with large quantities

of bacteria and septic products from

decayed and offensive teeth.

The importance of keeping these

^'little gates" in good condition is

shown by the alarming statistics

from the public schools. In New
York City it is estimated that 98
per cent of all teeth are perfect

when they emerge from the gums
but by the time the children reach

the first grade, 98 per cent had de-

cayed teeth and one-third had ab-

cess formation. When the tempor-

ary teeth are replaced by a second

set a new start is made, but even

the permanent set rapidly com-

mences to decay so that at the age

of fourteen over 85 per cent of

school children have decayed teeth,

and less than 5 per cent of all

children reach the age of twenty-

one with a perfect set of teeth.

DENTAL HYGIENE DIETETICS '

There is no doubt but that many
of the physical defects which ren-

dered one-third of the young men
of draft age incapable of perform-

ing service for their country could

be traced to decayed teeth and

faulty nutrition. The late Sir Wil-

liam Osier once said that if he

were asked to say whether more

physical deterioration was pro-

duced by alcohol or defective teeth
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he would unhesitatingly say defec-

tive teeth. And yet with all the

agitation for prohibition there is no

popular movement to prevent den-

tal caries ! Sir George Newman,
the Chief Medical Officer of the

Ministry of Health in Great Brit-

ain, said not long ago that "There

are fewer questions of greater mo-

ment calling for the attention of

health and education authorities

than this one of diet both in rela-

tion to teeth and to the general nu-

trition of the child. A suitable and

sufficient diet is one of the most

pressing requirements in relation to

the national health."

With the exception of the East-

man Dental Infirmary in Rochester,

the Forsythe Dental Infirmary in

Boston, and a few prophylactic

dental clinics, such as the one in

Bridgeport, Connecticut, this very

important subject does not receive

the attention or consideration it

deserves. It can be definitely stated

that dental caries is not the result

of bad heredity but is caused by

improper diet and neglected oral

cleansing, and that it can be easily

and surely prevented.

The prevention of dental caries

should receive attention before the

teeth appear. A New York dentist.

Doctor Hellman, very recently

wrote an article on "Artificial Feed-

ing and its Bearing on General Dis-

turbances and Malocclusion of the

Teeth." He discusses several of

the disturbances due to bottle feed-

ing which produce changes in the

teeth. Out of the 268 of his pri-

vate patients presenting malocclu-

sion of the teeth 217 or 81 per

cent had been bottle fed in infancy.

This malocclusion stood in close

relationship with the general or

systemic disturbances of artificial

feeding, such as rickets, scurvy,

etc.

A DENJ'AL ENEMY SUGAR

An English dentist, Doctor Col-

yer, in his book on dental pathology,

states that the feeding in infancy

and the character of the foodstuffs

plays a very important part in the

etiology of dental caries. He rec-

ommends in the line of prevention

:

1. The insistence when possi-

ble on breast feeding.

2. The use in early years of life

of foodstuffs which require suf-

ficient mastication.

3. The use of carbohydrates

which are not easily fermentable.

His remarks on sugar bear repe-

tition. "There is little doubt that

of the carbohydrate foods, the

sugars are the most harmful, es-

pecially when taken between meals.

Sweets (candies) as popularly un-

derstood should be forbidden as
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caibohydrates are- now known to

be the source from which the lactic

acid is derived, it is desirable so to

arrange a meal that the last food-

stuff taken is neither a sugar nor a

starch. Meals should be given at

regular intervals. If the salivary

secretion is constantly being stimu-

lated by incessant nibbling at food

it is probably robbed of its physio-

logical properties and the supply

required for the regular meals is

depleted and probably altered in

character."

The dental department of the

Bridgeport (Conn.) Board of

Health has issued a number of

popular and instructive pamphlets

on dental prophylaxis, and one

entitled ''Sugar, Saliva and Tartar"

is of interest in this connection. It

points out that the use of sugar is,

perhaps, an acquired taste, and that

the Esquimos use no sugar and do

not know the use of a toothbrush

but they have no cavities in their

teeth. The Italians use very little

sugar and have very few defective

teeth while the Americans use a

very large amount and have many
cavities, although they are so care-

ful about cleansing their teeth.

When a great deal of sugar and

sweetened foods are used the crav-

ing for sugar results and the sugar

''habit" is formed. This is not

alone harmful to the teeth but it

takes away the appetite for whole-

some foods and disturbs digestion.

Dr. Fritz Talbot, in discussing a

paper on the neglect of the tempor-

ary teeth, at the last meeting of the

Childrens' Section of the American

Medical Association, said that there

was a direct relation between the

teeth and digestion and that scien-

tific proof existed that the digestion

had a great deal to do with the

teeth. The diet during early child-

hood therefore assumes an im-

portant part in the formation and

protection of the teeth. There are

certain types of food that will keep

the teeth and mouth physiologically

clean and prevent decay while oth-

ers will tend to lodge in the crev-

ices and undergo acid fermentation

and produce decay. The foods

which should be avoided are princi-

pally farinaceous and sugary foods

without fibrous element, sweet bis-

cuits and cake, bread and jam,

fresh white bread and soft crackers,

bread soaked in milk, preserved

fruits, candies and chocolate.

A TOOTH GROWING DIET

Among the cleansing foods which

are antagonistic to the formation of

decay on account of their fibrous
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character and high Hme content

may be mentioned fish, meat, bacon,

poultry, vegetables rich both in

fiber and lime, such as celery,

radishes, turnips, beans, cabbage,

carrots, cauliflower, etc. ; fresh

fruits, especially those requiring

mastication such as apples ; cooked

cereals, whole wheat or bran bread,

stale bread with crust, zwieback

and toasted bread of all kinds.

The following sample menu will

serve to illustrate the type of meals

w^hich would prevent dental caries

in a child over two years of age:

Breakfast. Cooked cereal. Crisp

toast or stale bread and butter.

Milk to drink. Raw apple.

Dinner. Split pea soup with

croutons. Rare roast beef. Baked

potato. Spinach. Stale whole wheat

bread and butter. Rice pudding.

Supper. Cooked cereal. Apple

sauce. Stale whole wheat bread

and butter. Milk to drink.

If in connection with a suitable

diet careful cleansing of the teeth

night and morning is employed,

there will be no unsightly and

malodorous teeth, no disturbed

digestion from insufficiently masti-

cated food, no deformed jaws from

maloccluded teeth, and our children

and our children's children will

grow up in better physical condi-

tion—stronger men and women.

Diseased teeth are preventable

and therefore unnecessary. The
principles of dental prophylaxis

should be more widely taught and

both parents and children should

realize that proper diet, local cleans-

ing, and periodic dental supervision

will eliminate the aching tooth.

At the Health Play
Florence Earle Haviland

Child Health

THE health plays which were

recently given in group com-

petition in New York City were

planned, written and encouraged by

teachers. Pioneers in the great and

important task of vitalizing health

teaching, they are securing results

from a dramatic presentation of

Organisation

health facts that the purely sub-

junctive and theoretical teacher

never achieved. Learning from the

printed page is all very well, but

since the important part of the les-

son of health is to live it, why not

make the lesson a living thing in the

beginning ?
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And so it is hard to tell who is

the more excited, this shining eyed

child beside me in the audience, or

that one whose suppressed giggles

come from behind the scenes where

she is hurriedly rehearsing the role

of Fruit, or Cereal, or even Coffee

the villain. For we are at a health

play, a most popular school affair.

Of course, it is a lesson, too, but

how much fun?

Cho-Cho the Health Clown, the

Health Fairy, and the Picture Man
have done a great deal to waken the

American child to being actively

and consciously a healthy young

citizen.

''I know something that Fm going

to tell,

Do as we advise you and you'll

be well.

Listen very carefully, keep as still

as mice.

We are going to give you some
excellent advice

f'

He calls upon Fruit. Out she

comes with an air of conscious vir-

tue and explains how useful she is

in a child's diet.

Cereal, Vegetable and Egg, each

drives a brisk and spirited health

message home and has the fun of

impersonating something to eat at

the same timiC.

"Lady, this little boy has no mother!"—a dramatization by the children of

one of the storiesfrom **Cho Cho and the Health Fairy"

In a health play the children act

out of a health program, or make

personified foods speak for them-

selves, as in this particular play

which is called

"The King of Foods."

''Hush! Here's the Herald. What

has he to say?"

(He waits stiffly for quiet, and

then looks very confiding.)

An Attendant brings in Meat,

represented by quite a small boy.

''We gave this part to one not tall.

To remind you to fnake your meat

portions small."

This is very definite advice, and

the child beside me chuckles in ap-

preciation, for that small boy Meat

is a friend of his. The children will

remember the place of Meat on the
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menu of childhood. lighted by it. What stereotyped les-

Sugar too, has an attendant. son in hygiene could possibly equal

*'I know her name is Sugar because in value this appeal to the child's

she looks so sweet,
'

dramatic sense, this enlistment of

Make your portions of sugar just his own play instincts ? The spirit

as small as meat/' and verve with which the actors

Perhaps there is just a touch of took part in 'The King of Foods"

wistfulness in the audience at this is only a promise of what they may
point. achieve in the future. And every

But sturdy Brown Bread and successful lesson means more

Butter join the group of foods, and healthy children in America, more

stately Milk follows. They are all parents who know how to approach

there now, plain to be seen, every the problem of malnutrition,

food that a child should eat. And dr. milk bottle

the drama has just begun. If the "King of Foods" was suc-

Milk claims to be the King of cessful, "Dr. Milk Bottle," a slight-

Foods and all the foods accept him. ly more sophisticated production.

They are a bland and happy group was equally so. Here is Mary, the

of courtiers whose complacence is lackadaisical school girl who won't

only disturbed slightly by the sud- take part in athletics or do any

den appearance of Milk's rival, of the healthful, vigorous things

Coffee, a sinister figure with drawn that her classmates do. They refer

dagger. They know Milk will make her to Dr. Milk Bottle.

short work of him. He is an amusing figure, dressed

The Herald goes for A Judge, in a white bottle-shaped gown made
and Milk and Coffee lay their rival over hoops to represent a bottle of

claims before him. milk. Very brusque he is, too, but

All of the virtues of Milk, all of kindly. He has for Aids, Protein,

the horrors of Coffee, are presented Lime, Fat, Sugar and the Vitamines

so vividly that no child could for- who are twins. In spite of Mary's

get the implied comparison, and in feeble protests these Aids put her

the end, Coffee, the imposter, is through a smart examination to the

driven away with great scorn by the huge amusement and instruction of

outraged foods. the audience.

The child beside me is pleased "She's flabby," says Protein.

over the victory of Milk, the hero. "Notice these poor little muscles.

A song, and dancing, by Stran- Sure sign she has no energy; little

gers called in by the Herald finish vitality. A lack of protein. Sir.

the play. Give her plenty of cheese and teach

Was the play a success? The her to like the thick curd of sour

spontaneous enthusiasm of the par- milk. Finest stufif in the world,

ticipants and the audience is the Full of protein."

best indication. They were de- "Growing too fast, Mary" says
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Lime. ''Build both ways, tall and producing that spells success or

strong. Get the very best lime, failure.

You'll find full quantity and qual- Simpler plays may be developed

ity in every glass of milk." to teach health facts in a more or

Fat handles Mary roughly less dramatic way to the younger

enough. "Hands cold, eyes lifeless, children in the schools. But it has

posture listless and drooping. Why been said that the older children

you're as thin as a rail!" Fat pro- appreciate the simplest, and the

poses to be the cure for this,' and younger children seem to under-

Dr. Milk Bottle interposes some stand the more elaborate forms of

terse remarks. health plays and games, and that

''Chew your milk, Mary. Chew less adjustment to age has been

the butter out. Don't gulp it down, found necessary than was at first

A pint a day, at least. Come on, expected.

Sugar, this is a nice girl, I want "The House that Health Built,"

you to help her." for instance, is not as complicated

So Sugar has his say about Mary, as a play, but is a sort of progres-

and last of all the Vitamines, the sive recitation by half a dozen

magic twins. The result is, of course, children carrying charts to repre-

an interval of time during which sent a well-nourished girl, a pint

Mary is remade by Dr. Milk Bottle of milk, cereals and other foods,

into a happy, romping, vigorous As the children recite, they build

Httle girl. the house with the charts. The

And what has the audience gained rhymes are instructive and amusing,

from all this? A fairly clear un- with the repetition familiar in the

derstanding of the food value of "House that Jack Built." This might

milk, plus all the fun and interest be used in less advanced grades,

of the adventures of Mary. Psy- The main idea of dramatizing

chologists tell us that these impres- and making vivid to the child all

sions which are made most vivid the rules for healthy living with

and interesting by their attendant the child's own co-operation is so

circumstances are retained the sound that it will appeal to parents

longest. and teachers everywhdre. Soon

Children who saw the play "Dr. will be added to the Health Fairy,

Milk Bottle," v/ill not only under- Cho-Cho the Health Clown, and the

stand, but remember why milk is Picture Man, that curious genius,

an essential food for the children, the American School Child Him-

There is no end to the possibilities self. With his assimilative powers

of such dramatic presentations, and he will grasp and portray to his

the development of this effective schoolmates and parents the health

method is entirely in the hands- of knowledge that will replace any

the teacher. It is not the finished outworn standards of living that

production, but the spirit in the now cripple our youth.



Salvaging Crippled Children
Mary Perkins Ivey^ R.N.

Supervisor, Chicago Visiting Nurse Association, Infantile Paralysis After

Care Committee

THE serious epidemic of infan-

tile paralysis that so alarmed

the entire Eastern coast in the sum-

mer and early fall of 1916, touched

Chicago and some of the central

states fairly lightly, but, in antici-

pation of an equally serious time

the following year, the special

work of the Infantile Paralysis

After-Care Committee of our Vis-

iting Nurse Association was

planned. As everyone remembers,

there were approximately 9,000

cases in New York City alone ; but

the whole State of lUinois regis-

tered only 769, and the City of

Chicago, 276 of that number.

The care during- the infectious

stage of the disease was controlled

by the Department of Health which

placed in hospitals all patients as

soon as diagnosis had been made

—

all, of course, except that small

percentag-e of lost acute cases which

in some mysterious way escape be-

ing reported, usually because th-^

patient is not considered sick

enough to have a physician. For

instance, in 12 families where there

had been positive cases, it was

found that other members of the

family, after having had symptoms

of the disease, made rapid recover-

ies. There were also vague stories

of other suspicious cases, making

it evident that there should be some

further supervision of homes from
which positive cases are removed.

FACTORS OF THE PROBLEM

Poliomyelitis presents different

problems from other infectious

diseases, because the paralysis

through which almost every patient

has to pass, varies so greatly both

in duration and in severity. In

1916, the children showed extensive

paralysis, both in single muscles

and in muscle groups, and certainly

more deformities ; in 1917, there

was marked improvement, due to

more intelligent after-care, and pos-

sibly, in part, to the use of serum

treatment ; while in 1919, the group

of new cases showed more spon-

taneous recoveries than in any

other year during our experience.

The problem of giving the best

care possible to the children

through the period of paralysis was

the one which two sympathetic and

keenly interested Chicago physi-

cians asked the Visiting Nurse As-

sociation to study. A committee was

formed of directors of the Associa-

tion and interested physicians.

This committee appointed a visit-

ing nurse to make a survey of 240

cases.

METHOD OF THE SURVEY

The results of the survey soon

showed hundreds of children need-

121
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ing special after-care, but we also

discovered that there were no nurs-

es trained to give this, and so, while

we were making arrangements with

three special dispensaries for ex-

amination's and treatment of the

children, we also planned a course

of lectures and demonstrations for

five of the visiting nurses. Later,

a visiting nurse was sent to the

special course in Infantile Paraly-

sis After-care given by Dr. Robert

Lovett, in conjunction with the

Boston Children's Hospital. This

course consisted of the theory and

practice of. muscle training, appro-

priate massage, the application of

apparatus, and the intensive study

of anatomy.

Our work began with the survey

in November, 1916. In February,

1917, the city was divided into four

districts, a nurse in charge of each.

Letters outlining the plan of our

work and asking permission to call

were sent to homes in the better

residential districts where an un-

announced visit from the nurse

might have been resented. A few

of these letters were ignored, but

in many instances the interview

was granted and the eager ques-

tions from the parents sho.wed their

interest. In many instances the

work for some time consisted of in-

struction rather than nursing, for

the nurses really knew^ very little

about the after-care treatment, and

before experimental work would

be welcome, more cordial contact

had to be established with the pa-

tients.

THE CLINIC

Mothers not able to pay a phy-
sician were urged to take their

children to one of the three special

cHnics. When it was impossible

for the children to go on the street

car, arrangements were made for

transporting them in taxicabs, and
later the Visiting Nurse Association

was given a Ford sedan which is

still in constant use.

At the cHnic the surgeons made
a thorough examination of each

case, prescribing the necessary ex-

ercises and ordering apparatus

whenever it was indicated. In the

beginning a number of children had
to be put on Bradford frames to

insure proper position. This neces-

sitated teaching the mothers the

proper use of pads and straps.

Plaster casts were often appHed to

overcome deformities resulting-

from the disease. With the casts

the nurse's care lay in watching the

children closely to see that there

were no constrictures. The moth-

ers had to be taught how to care

for the younger children particu-

larly, and it was hard work, some-

times, persuading fond and mis-

guided parents that the casts were

necessary and were not to be cut

down just because the children did

not like them.

As a rule, the clinic orders were

for muscle examination, light mas-

sage and exercises. After a care-

ful muscle examination each nurse

worked out the appropriate exer-

cises and the children were returned

to clinics every two months, when
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possible, or oftener if the surgeons

desired. Many of the children were

cross and difficult to manage. With

them superficial massage was not

tried, merely a quick rub to start

the circulation, because the exer-

cises were the important thing. The

treatment often involves a game

to hold the baby's int^^est, while

at the same time the nurse tries

hard to get him to work his mus-
cles as well as he can. A complete

muscle examination involving the

testing out of various groups of

muscles to ascertain their power^
with a written record of the same,
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These children, now in school, were apparently hopelessly crippled when
first referred to us in 1917. The girl at the right had a serious involve-
ment of arms, legs, spine, and abdominal muscles. She could not have
held the wooden dumbbeH then. The girl at the left can now hold herself
erect for about a second, and is learning to balance. We now hope that
some day she will wa(lk without crutches. Three years ago we sent a
shut-in corhfort teacher to the girl in the middle because, even to us, it

seemed as if she would always be housebound.
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often takes two or three visits. the apparatus outright but we have

If it is a possible thing, the nurse found that famihes use it more
gives the treatment without any carefully if they have to pay for it,

other audience than the mother, but ^^ P^^t at least. In 1919, out of a

in a crowded district home, this is large number of braces ordered,

not easy to arrange and one fre- ^^^Y six were given outright, and

quently sees a small, interested ^^^se in famihes where extreme

group of brothers and sisters stand- poverty made any other plan im-

ing near by and counting with the possible. For the most part we

nurse as the baby goes through his ^^^ /^ works well for the Visiting

exercises. More often than not, Nurse Association to assume' the

there is a reward for good behavior, ^^^^^ ^^ ^^e brace, allowing the

a gold star to be pasted in a scrap-
^^^'^^y ^^ P^Y t»ack as it can.

book, a toy or a piece of candy. the bane of the faker

EDUCATING THE PARENTS One of the most difficult problems

Parents are often the real prob- ^^e nurses have to contend with is

lem. It is hard to convince the to persuade some of the parents to

very ignorant that long, tedious, give certain treatments a fair trial,

and—when apparatus is required

—

Some people distrust the clinics be-

expensive treatments are neces- cause there is no charge, and after

sary. Fortunately, not all of our attending one for some time, with

parents are difficult. The devotion ^o very marked improvement in

of some mothers is wonderful. ^^^^ child's condition, they become

Along with their household duties dissatisfied and want to try some-

they find time to give a daily treat- ^^^^S new. So they go perhaps to

ment, to go to a clinic or even to a neighborhood "doctor," who, for

take in sewing to pay for the $50 down, guarantees to have

braces. The burden of a crippled Jennie walking in two months. His

child in the average home is very manner is so convincing that the

heavy, and doubly heavy when ade- parents hastily borrow the money

quate treatment is going to be given ^^d try him.

for its deformity, for not only does One. mother heard of a "healer"

the child frequently require a new in a nearby state. Every day for

bed and a Bradford frame, but leg three weeks she left home early in

braces almost always imply new the morning, carrying a heavy

shoes. Paralyzed arms and legs child, and made the trip, returning

grow almost as rapidly as normal at night, tired out. A man with a

ones and expensive braces are out- turban on his head made a few

grown fairly rapidly. These must passes over her child's body, mut-

be replaced if brace treatment is tered some words in a language she

going to be really effective. did not know, took her $3 and sent

Our Committee sometimes gives her home. She is now under our
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care again, sadder, wiser, and

poorer.

AN EGG-NOG SPECIFIC

A little boy whom we are keep-

ing on for observation only because

there is no doctor on the case, gets

a marvelous bath every day, pre-

scribed by one of the old women of

the district. It consists of two

quarts of milk, two of wine, two

pounds of sugar, and a dozen fresh

eggs. In this mixture the child sits

for an hour while the mother rubs

him with it. She can always find

money for the ingredients but

never for a doctor's fee, and she

scorns a free clinic.

HOW THE WORK HAS GROWN

During 191 9 we carried 692 cases,

dismissing 175 of this group; 43
had made a complete recovery, and

102 had improved; 18 to the point

where the doctors, after a careful

examination, felt that no further

care would be necessary. Others

of this group were dismissed for

various reasons, a number having

moved out of the city. Of the 2^2

new cases taken on in 191 9, 106

were taken ill that year, 58 during

August.

The nurses made a total of 15,126

calls. The number of private doc-

tor cases increased appreciably also,

much to our satisfaction, for when
we began our work very few physi-

cians felt that we would accom-

plish anything. Of the more than

500 children at present under our

care, nearly 200 are going to school.

Some of these seemed almost hope-

lessly paralyzed when first refer-

red to us. .

We have an increasing demand
from physicians and parents for the

special form of after-care work we
offer, which is perhaps the best

proof of its value. The staff has

grown from four to eleven nurses

and a supervisor, and the indica-

tions are that it may be still further

increased. It has been demonstrat-

ed that a nurse can properly care

for a district numbering from 40

to 50 cases, all receiving special

treatments regularly, a treatment

varying in length from 30 minutes

to an hour and a half. The work

was started with 1916 cases only,

but so many requests have come in

for care for children ill previous

to that time, that we have gradually

absorbed many of these older

patients.

Along with the practical work in

the Districts, the nurses have at-

tended weekly classes in anatomy,

physiology, and massage, and some

special demonstrations in dissec-

tion, which have been most helpful,

not only serving to increase their

practical efficiency but keping their

interest stimulated. Improvement

is slow under some conditions, and

to the courage and the patience of

the nurse is due many of our best

results.



Guide Posts to Progress

A Diagram Showing How Cities of Various Sizes Have Gained in
Saving Infant-Life Between 1916 and 1919.

100,000 to 50,000 to 25,000 to Under
250,000 100,000 50,000 25,000

Per- Cities over
cent-
age 250,000

1916 '17 '18 '19 1916 '17 '18 '19 1916 '17 '18 '19 1916 '17 '18 '19 1916 '17 '18 '19

Percentage of cities in each group with infant mortality rates below 100.

This diagram has been prepared

from the materials received from

health officers of 269 cities in the

United States. The American
Child Hygiene Association this

year has carried out this investiga-

tion which heretofore was under-

taken annually by the New Yoric

Milk Committee. Information was
received from each of the cities as

to the number of births, number of

infant deaths and the number of

deaths under one month. This in-

vestigation makes available the

facts of infant m.ortality in cities

at least a year before the Govern-

ment reports are issued.

The diagram shows several in-

teresting facts

:

First, in 1919, more cities had In-

fant mortality rates below 100 than

ever before. This was true in each

group of cities, irrespective of size.

In the first group, 83 per cent of the

cities had rates under 100 in 1919;

in the second group, 77 per cent

;

in the third group, 73 per cent ; in

the fourth group, 76 per cent; and

in the fifth group, 71 per cent.

Second, the proportion of cities

with infant mortality rates of 100

in 1918 was very low in every case

because the influenza epidemic

caused the death of many babies,

and only a comparatively small

number of cities had rates below

100. Third, apparently, the larger

the city, the greater is the proba-

bility of obtaining an infant mor-

tality rate below 100. This has

only one exception ; the cities of

25,000 to 50,000, many of which are

126
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vieing with the largest cities in pro- the infant mortality rate of the 269

viding adequate care for mothers cities and graphic representations

and babies. of the principal facts can be ob-

Copies of the full tables showing tained from the Association.

Nutrition Classes in Chicago High Schools

Mrs. Ira Couch Wood

Director, Elhabeth McCormick Memorial Fund, Chicago

THE Elizabeth McCormick
Memorial Fund, of Chicago,

is a welfare foundation devoted at

the present time to the promotion

of the health of the school child.

From 1908, when the fund was es-

tablished, to 1919, its efforts were
centered on the establishment and

conduct of open-air schools. With-

out abating in any way its interest

in such schools, which in Chicago

have now been partially taken over

by the Board of Education, but

realizing that the open-air school

was not proving a complete solu-

tion of the problem of malnutri-

tion, the Memorial Fund became
interested in the nutrition class as

a possible additional agency in the

health program. With the end in

view of investigating values and

means, various eminent authorities

on nutrition work with the child

were invited to come to Chicago to

lecture upon their methods. Among
these was Dr. William R. P. Emer-
son, of Boston, whose first lecture

in Chicago was given before the

International Child Welfare Con-
ference, arranged by the Children's

Bureau in May, 1919. A series of

talks by Doctor Emerson followed,

before educators and others keenly

concerned with the physical con-

dition of the school child. At one

of these lectures, quite a number of

high school principals and teachers

were present. The practical meth-
ods outlined to them by Doctor
Emerson inspired them to try the

nutrition class as a possible remedy
for the very patent physical unfit-

ness of many of their pupils.

Two physiology teachers in par-

ticular had the unique conception of

using the nutrition class to demon-
strate their science in concrete

form, that is, to teach it in terms

of their students' health. They
therefore had the nutrition class

incorporated within the usual phy-

siology time-assignment, as a defin-

ite part of the curriculum; and it

was decided that the student should

be given credit for work in the nu-

trition class, precisely as he is for

the other studies successfully car-

ried through the school term.

Three classes were formed: a

boys' class and a girls' class at the

John Marshall High School (here-

after called High School A), and
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a class of boys and girls at the

Parker High School (High School

B). At the former, the entire

freshman class entering school at

the beginning of February, 1920,

was weighed and measured; at the

latter a group of boys and girls

from the physiology class who
were most evidently and immedi-

ately in need of help, were weighed.

This tabulation shows the basis of

these three nutrition classes

:

high schools came, for the mosi

part, from comfortable homes, and

some of them from families quite

well-to-do, the percentage of in-

dividual underweight ran higher

than in any elementary school

groups so far studied, reaching 31

per cent in several cases, the girls

averaging more underweight than

the boys.

This would tend to show that

malnutrition and physical defects

TABLE I

V
High School A High School B

Boys Girls Boys and Girls

Membership, initial weighing

Number weighed
More than 10 per cent underweight

Basis of selection of class

Entire class

300
40 (13 per cent)

Those most
willing to en-

ter

34
12

8
12

2
27
20
7

Entire class

600
84 (14 per cent)

Those more
than 10 per
cent under-
weight

31

1

18
12

26
22
1

The evidently
malnourished

69

Those appar-

Number in class

ently most
needing help

48
Underweight less than 7 per cent..
Underweight 7 to 10 per cent
Underweight 10 to 20 per cent
Underweight over 20 per cent
Physical examinations given
Children with physical defects....
Children "free to gain"

11
30
7

7

7

None of those
examined

It is the usual custom in' the

nutrition classes, as carried on by

the Elizabeth McCormick Memor-
ial Fund in the Chicago grade

schools, to select for the class the

children who are habitually 7 per

cent or more underweight. But,

in the high schools, this number

was so large that all could not be

accommodated, and those most un-

derweight were chosen.

Although the students in these

uncorrected in childhood produce

increased and more serious results

in adolescence. The work with

these high school boys and girls,

and with the group of children com-

ing to the Employment Certificate

Bureau in Chicago for working

papers, has disclosed an appalling

amount of physical unfitness and

malnutrition, and gives one a bet-

ter comprehension of the reasons

for the army rejections.
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The nutrition class is usually erto unsuspected. Eight children

limited to 20 members, but the need had defects remedied during the

of these young people was so des- term of the class, and a large num-

perate that a larger number was ber promised to have tonsils out

admitted. Better individual results this summer. These classes were

might have been attained with the started in the winter when there

smaller classes. It was found to was much influenza and many
be a mistake to have boys and heavy colds, and therefore irregu-

girls in the same class, as they are lar attendance, owing to illness. The
at this age too self-conscious to physician's findings were all noted

discuss some health problems free- by the nutrition worker on a form

ly. The boys, too, must be appealed adapted to children by Doctor

to from one angle and the girls Emerson, fromi those used in the

from quite another, to inspire them army and by insurance companies,

to make the real effort for weight The form is unusually complete and

and health gains, an effort of self- calls for most careful attention to

denial and determination which in- minute details,

volves the best sort of character The classes were in general charge

building. of the physiology teachers, but the

The nutrition class must have a Elizabeth McCormick Memorial

sound medical basis if it is to be Fund provided, by request, three

successful; therefore, the aim is nutrition workers, one for each class,

to have every child given a com- The school principal, teachers, and

plete physical examination, while physical directors gave enthusias-

stripped to the waist; the parents' tic co-operation, but the interest of-

consent being secured, of course, the parents was much more difficult

and one of the parents being' pres- to secure. The classes were too

ent at the examination, if possible, large to permit the nutrition work-

The boys in "High School A" were er to make many home visits, while

examined by the physical director, it took some tin-ie and much effort

a graduate physician not in prac- to persuade the mothers to attend

tice, while the girls were examined the class. This home co-operation

by a woman physician in general is so vital a part of the nutrition

practice. It was not possible to class program that one might al-

have all the students carefully ex- most say that the results are in

amined in "High School B," but proportion to its extent. It was
seven who failed to gain were ex- difficult to make these parents rea-

amined by a woman physician and lize that their children were in a

all found to have serious physical serious condition. They were per-

defects. Most of the defects in all fectly satisfied, so long as the child

of the children were of a remedial was up and about, that all' was well,

character, but several organic cases and all the parents offered the ever-,

of heart trouble were found, hith- lasting, universal excuse, so falsely
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Age 15.

Height 61 in.

Weight 84 lbs.

Underwe ight i8.f lbs . 18 per cent

Average Hei ?ht for Age 61.6 in.

Average Weight for Height 102.5 lbs.
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CHART OF ELIZABETH K
The general methods of these High

School Nutrition Classes followed those

developed by Doctor Emerson in the

clinics of the Massachusetts Hospital

and elsewhere. A graphic chart, 20x30

inches, was prepared for each member
of the class. On it were noted the age,

weight, height, average weight for

height, average weight for age, pounds

and percentages underweight. Pounds

are indicated at the left of the chart,
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weeks at the top. Each square represents,

therefore, one pound and one week's

gain or loss. The average expected

rate of gain, figured for height and age,

is carefully platted and indicated by

a black line across the top of the chart.

The actual weight taken when the class

meets each week is indicated by a red

line, and large red dots. A dotted line

indicates absence from the class. An
occasional circle, three of which are

shown on the. chart, indicates that at

that particular weighing the child made
the greatest weight gain of the class.

The row of stars shows that the mid-
morning and mid-afternoon lunches

have been taken, only a small amount of

simple food, such as a glass of milk

and bread and butter, or graham crack-

ers and milk, for example.
In all the classes outside of the high

schools the X's in the lower row in-

dicate that two rest-periods a day (in-

cluding Saturday and Sunday) have been
taken, a forty-minute rest just after the

mid-morning lunch, and twenty to thir-

ty minutes in the middle of the after-

noon. Because of the single session in

these high schools, the lower row indi-

cates that rest was taken at home in the

afternoon.

consoling, that "the father is thin,"

Or "the grandmother was the lean

kind," or "weight never runs in our

family". Yet most of these over-

worked, under-nourished, physi-

cally handicapped young people

were flying signals of distress in

their faces—pallor, sallowness, cir-

cles beneath the eyes, some Hstless-

ness, some worried and "driven"

looking. They were round-shoul-

dered, hollow-chested, with flabby

muscles, almost too tired to drag

themselves about, but nevertheless

restless ; unfit for any tasks, yet

with heavy burdens of study and

outside work placed upon them.

It is noteworthy that credit was

given for rest instead of exercise

by the physical training depart-

ment. This was one of the most

helpful accomplishments of the

winter's work and marked a great

innovation in school procedure, but

a sound out, and he'.])ed greatly to

induce gain^, as the lives of the

high school children are run by

"credits". During the rest period

each boy and girl was taught to

lie flat on his back, with a small

pillow beneath the shoulder-blades,

to afford complete relaxation from

the "fatigue" position of rounded

shoulders, protruding shoulder-

blades and prominent abdomen
which his weak muscles impose on

him while standing.

The lirst business of the class,

which meets once a week, is the

weighing of each student. Prog-

ress or loss is graphed on the charts

together with possible history ex-

planations of losses ; also the num-

ber of rest periods and lunches tak-

en, and the measured-feeding rec-

ord in calories which is entered at

the foot of the chart. The latter

is based upon a record of food

taken during any consecutive 48-

hour period of the week, which the

child enters in a schedule given

him, which also bears all necessary

tabulated information and explana-

tion for making the computation

in calories.

All the charts are then hung, in

the order of comparative gain, in

the front of the classroom, and the

students seated in the samie order

in the class. The physician direct-

ing the class, or the nutrition work-

er, follows an examination of these

charts with the class, by a talk on
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the amounts and kinds of exercise

to which an underweight boys

should Hmit himself, or ways of in-

ducing relaxation for the over-tired

child, or the kinds of food most

certain to bring weight gains and

growth, calling attention especially

to the value of milk and butter fats

as growth producers, and urging

the use of cereals, fresh vegetables

and fruits. In spite of difficulties

which have arisen, sometimes be-

cause of lack of parental control,

frequently because of the over-

crowded school program, the brief

period allowed for the noon lunch,

or the home work that had to be

done, two of these high school

classes made satisfactory gains.

The most encouraging results

were had with the group of girls in

''High School A." The majority

of them lived according to the nu-

trition class regime very consci-

entiously for fourteen weeks. At

the outset only one member of the

class was less than 10 per cent un-

derweight. Sixty per cent weighed

between 7 and 20 per cent less than

they should have ; 39 per cent more
than 20 per cent less. The median

of underweight for the class was
19 per cent, the average gain per

individual, for the entire period,

was 5.56 pounds, which is 269 per

cent of their expected gain. Three

girls gained more than 10 pounds

;

16 gained from 5 to 10 pounds ; 11

gained less than 5 pounds ; only

one lost, due to severe influenza.

Elizabeth K., who is a member
of this group (her chart is given

on page 130), by a 12.5 pound in-

crease in weight in a little more

than three months, reduced her un-

derweight from 18 per cent to 7

cent. The presence of all the possi-

ble circles, stars and X's on her

chart, indicating her faithfulness to

the program, and a gradual in-

crease in food, shows how she

achieved this result. It is interest-

ing to note the increased gain in

weight corresponding to the stars

for rest periods and extra lunches.

Elizabeth followed the nutrition

TABLE II

Class in session from
Average period membership in class,

per member
Number of pupils in class

Mumber gaining.
Total pounds gained
Average pounds gain per child

'"''-':entage of expected gain

High School A

Boys

3/11 to 6/11

9 weeks
34
24
57.5
17*

85 per cent

Girls

3/4 to 6/11

13.6 weeks
31
30

174.75

5.65

269 per cent

High School B

Boys and Girls

12/10 to 6/15

10 weeks
48
42

122
2.5**

122 per cent

*Religious lessons after school hours and work after school hours held back
many boys.

**This class had rest period during school hours only for the last six weeks.
Several boys working after school. Several serious illnesses.
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worker's instructions carefully, co- sviaded to give up working after

operating with her parents and the school, until he could reach par

family physician, who made her in weight and he gained VA pounds

physical examination as soon as her the first week, a.fter the change in

underweight condition was dis- his program.

closed by the school tests. It will For a few weeks after he joined

be noticed that for the last two the class Frank's weight record

weeks of school in June, Elizabeth's travelled along on an almost hori-

chart shows little gain. This rec- zontal line, at about 21 per cent be-

ord was duplicated by almost ev- low his expected weight. Frank

ery member of the class. It seemed was willing to follow the regime

to be due somewhat to a week of the nutrition worker asked of him

very hot weather, and also to the only to the extent of giving up

extra strain all the young people coffee. He could not but notice,

were placed under toward the clos- however, how much more rapidly

ing of the school, with special ac- some of the boys in the class were

tivities and entertainments, work gaining. Perhaps he was spurred

for examinations, worry over the on by a desire to "make" the base-

passing of grades, etc. ball team. At any rate, one day

In general, gain has been slower he decided to see what extra lunch-

with. boys' classes and with boys es and rest-periods would do for

in mixed classes than with girls, in him. In two weeks he gained SVa

the upper grammar grades as well pounds. His eyes are alert now,

as in the high schools. Perhaps his cheeks getting rosy, he finds it

the older boy's problem is a little ^^ch easier to get his lessons,

more complicated. A few histories Wilbur was the first graduate of

from the ''High School B" mixed the ''High School B" class. In 15

class will illustrate some of the weeks of steadily^ following the

possible reasons. Oliver, tall and regime, his weight travelled from

lanky, 15 per cent underweight to 7.3 per cent underweight to VA

begin with, gained 2/^ pounds in pounds "over the top" of the aver-

five weeks, in spite of the fact that age weight line ; and he was given

he still has a serious nasal obstruc- the attractive diploma which the

tion. Then he had a loss, caused Elizabeth McCormic1<: Memorial

by a heavy cold ; another, appar- Fund provides in recognition of the

ently by worry, because he remem- good work done. For it is work,

bered that the family physician had and should have proper recogni-

implied he might have a tubercu- tion. Wilbur came over from a

lous infection. Even a child is grammar school a few blocks away,

pulled down by worry ; and on the He had heard about the "nutrition

contrary the upward lift of happi- class." When he was refused a

ness is enormous. Oliver was per- "working certificate," at the office
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of the Employment Certificate Bur- not considered in relation to phy-

eau of the Board of Education of sical activities, but this wmter's ex-

Chicago, it occurred to him that perience has proved to the physical

the nutrition class was the very director that over-exercise for the

thing he needed, and he applied undernourished boy or girl is a

to be enrolled. He couldn't get serious matter, bringing down

a job until he was armed with that weight as well as lack of food. The

''working certificate," which is giv- value of rest was amply proved in

en only to those who measure up these classes, as it has been in all

to the physical standard required the others carried on in Chicago,

under the wise provisions of the and the over-stimulation of chil-

Illinois Child Labor Laws. Fortu- dren and young people in this coun-

nately the nutrition class now of- try will have disastrous results for

fers help to such working boys and the nation if it is not counter-bal-

girls, whose necessity gives great anced by more rest and sleep,

incentive to follow the program. Mentally these children might be

All of these high school students divided into two groups (about as

told practically the same stories, we find them in all our classes).

Irregular meals, hurriedly eaten ; a First, the very clever children, de-

very inadequate breakfast, chiefly veloping brain at the expense of

bread and cofifee, swallowed in a body, eager to learn, sacrificing

minute or two to make school on everything for it, particularly the

time; little milk to drink; up late Jewish children; and second, the
nights, at movies, dances or study- dull, slow, backward children, slav-
ing; a diet of much meat, little ing to keep up, whipping on their
fruit or vegetables, except potatoes, tired brains and bodies to extra
and rarely, cereal

;
all these testi- exertions to make their grades, the

fied to their inadequacy, or harm- i • r . u • ^ u ^ c*-^ -^

'

despair oi their teachers, and often
lul effect m the depleted physical , ,

i j j i- r ^^
,. . . , ,

the acknowledged disgrace of their
condition of these young people. ... r -i- ^i •

T.^ . ,, -r - T T •, 7 ambitious families. this latter
'VI any oi the Jewish children were

, , •

1 r 1- group showed the most marked im-
given two hours or more of reli- ^ ^

gious instruction after school
P^^vement in mental alertness cor-

hours ; while other children worked, responding to gams m weight,

not always from necessity, but
^^^'^^ lessons were learned in much

tempted by the high wages now shorter time; they went at their

paid, to earn extra spending money, tasks with zest ; and their disposi-

All were expected to join in ath- tions changed from those of irri-

letics, or physical training, unless table, nervous, "finicky" invalids

by chance some organic defect was to the cheerful, easy-going, adap-

reported. Until the advent of the table American boys and girls we

nutrition class, underweight was all cherish as our ideals.
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Carl Fred

Age 14.7 yrs. 14.7 yrs.

Height... 59-5 in. 59 in.

Weight.. 82 lbs. 80 lbs.

Carl

Underweight 1 1.4 lbs., 12 per cent.
Average Height for Age 61.7 in.

AverageWeight for Height 91.5 lbs.

Fred

10.6 lbs., 12 per cent.

61.7 in.

91.5 lbs.
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A. Vacation ; helped move.

B.- (Carl) Overfatigue.

(Fred) Tonsilitis. Cold.

C. (Fred) Headache. Cold.

D. Lighter clothing. Grandmother

ended visit. Less food.

Carl and Fred G. belong to the "High
School B" class. They are twins, and
they show interesting similarity in re-
sponse to treatment. Each was 12 per
cent underweight when the class began.
With questionable tonsils not yet re-

moved, and no rest-periods, both were
making gradual progress. Spring vaca-
tion came. They helped their mother
move. The descending dotted lines
show the iloss of weight which was
the result of this over-fatigue. In April,
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Fred had tonsilitis, no extra lunches,
(mother being a very casual person)

;

while Carl had to do his brother's
"chores" and so lost from over-fatigue
what his brother lost through illness.

The amount of home work was lessened
by the school, it could not be given up
entirely, and rest-periods were taken
each day. Both gained more rapidly and
steadily; in five weeks Carl gained 4

pounds; and during the same period,
May 4th to June 8th, Fred gained 6^4
pounds. For the loss shown at the last

weighing, just at the close of school
there were two reasons, the changing
of winter for summer clothing, and the
departure, on June 8th, of their grand-
mother, who, while she had been visit-

ing in their home, had devoted a great
deal of time and thought to the prepara-
tion of nourishing meals and lunches
for her grandsons. Both boys spontane-
ously ascribed their losses to the end-
ing of her visit

!

In these high school classes the

five reasons for malnutrition, as

assigned by Doctor Emerson, have

again shown themselves to be an

invaluable guide in the search for

causes and remedies of undernour-

ishment. Perhaps these are not as

\vell known as they should be, and

may bear repeating here :

1. Physical defects (particular-

ly obstructions of the breathing

passages).

2. Lack
^ of home control (the

disorganized, badly directed fam-
ily, rich or poor).

3. Over-fatigue.

4. Lack of food, and faulty food

habits.

5. Faulty health habits.

It will be seen that these reasons

apply to rich as well as poor, and
certainly the experience with the

three high school classes has

shown that the problem is one of

ignorance and not essentially of

poverty. This points the way to

the remedy, therefore, as the more
hopeful and constructive one of

education, rather than that of char-

ity or of economic revolution. The
proper place, too, for the nutrition

class is in the schools, where it

may become part of the education-

al system, and where the four agen-

cies acting for the protection of the

child may be most easily co-ordin-

ated, that is, the home, the school,

medical and nursing service, and

the child's own interest.

Appointment of Dr. Helen MacMurchy Chief of

Child Welfare, Department of Health, Canada

CANADA has authorized the college, at least seven years' experi-

establishment of a Child Wei- ence in the practice of medicine

fare Department as part of its gov- (several years of which must have

ernmental activities. When the been in connection with child wel-

proposal was made that this depart- fare work), and experience in or-

ment be established, the qualifica- ganizing and carrying on educa-

tions of its director were outlined tional and propaganda courses,

as follows : "An education equiva- Such a person must have also in-

lent to graduation from a medical vestigated and reported the follow-
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ing lines of service : mother and

child welfare, including the care of

defective, dependent and delinquent

children, as well as general public

health matters. Finally the direct-

or chosen must be a writer and

speaker of recognized ability, and

possessed of tact and good judg-

ment."

To find a person who could meet

all these requirements would seem

an impossible task, but Canada is

fortunate in having a physician in

the person of Dr. Helen Mac-

Murchy, who is highly trained and

eminently well fitted to assume all

the responsibilities of this office.

Doctor MacMurchy has accepted

the appointment, and has the dis-

tinction of holding the most re-

sponsible position offered a woman
in Canada.

"It was during her private prac-

tice that Doctor MacMurchy be-

gan her investigations on the ques-

tion of infant mortality," says

Ethel M. Chapman in MacLean's

Magazine. "On November 11,

1909, a conference on the prob-

lem of infant mortality was

called at Yale University and Doc-

tor MacMurchy went to Mr. Han-

na, who was then Provincial Secre-

tary for the Province, and told him

that a representative from Canada

should attend. When she came

back she told the Provincial Secre-

tary that she had enough valuable

information on the subject to make

a report—that Ontario could not

afiford to go on without having the

facts of the matter put before the

people. This was the first report

on infant mortality published by

any government. Some time after-

ward an American doctor inquired

of the Bureau of Vital Statistics,

Washington, for the best informa-

tion obtainable on infant mortality.

'The best book on infant mortal-

ity,' she was told, 'has been writ-

ten by a Canadian, and it is a gov-

ernment report.'

"In 1913, Doctor MacMurchy was

appointed by the Ontario govern-

ment as Inspector of Feeble-Mind-

ed and of Public Institutions. In

1914, she was made Inspector of

Auxiliary Classes under the De-

partment of Education.

"In this latter position she had

the opportuniity of helping not only

mentally defective children, but also

those suffering from physical han-

dicaps. Under her direction, spe-

cial classes were organized in dif-

ferent schools through the Pro-

vince for the children who needed

special help.

" 'All reformers, sooner or later,'

she says, 'come knocking at the

schoolroom door. Our only hope of

reconstruction is through education.'

She has published several books on

Auxiliary Classes, and a rare little

gem of a booklet in the form of a

letter to school inspectors, trustees

and teachers of backward pupils.

"Doctor MacMurchy's new book.

The Almost, is on the market. It is

a study of the feeble-minded and

reflects the author's sympathetic,

optimistic attitude to the unfortu-

nate of all classes."
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Infant Mortality in 1919

THE American Child Hygiene

Association has collected the

facts from 269 of the larger cities

of the country, concerning the

births and the deaths of infants

which occurred during the year

1919. The purpose of this pains-

taking inquiry was to determine to

what degree the great wastage of

infant life was being controlled, and

to find out which cities were ex-

celling in their efforts ; which were

marking time, and which, if any,

were failing in this very important

part of their public health work.

The results are very striking and

well worth the attention and even

the study of the mothers of

America.

The first important finding of

this investigation is that last year

was the best one on record in the

saving of infant life. In these 269
cities 686,525 births were register-

ed and 60,013 infants died in their

first year of life. That is, for every

1,000 babies born alive, 87 died un-
der one year of age. This is the

"infant mortality rate,"—that is the

proportion of deaths under one year
of age to each thousand living

births. It is the measure by which
health officers and others interested

in child welfare take note of the

progress of the baby-saving cam-
paign. It was only a relatively

small number of years ago that this

infant mortality rate in the larger

cities was 130, instead of 87, or

over. It was considered a great

achievement when such progressive

cities as New York, Philadelphia

and St. Louis succeeded in reduc-
ing their infant mortality rate to

100; and yet in 1919, the infant

mortality rate had fallen 13 per
cent below 100 in the group of 269
cities. The progress of recent years

is something to be proud of and
shows that American mothers can

be counted on to support their

health officers in their campaign

against infant mortality.

The second important lesson

taught by the facts collected by the

Association is that not all cities,

are equally fortunate in their in-

fant mortality rate. There is still

much variation. The Pacific Coast

cities have infant mortality rates,

around 65. In Pasadena the rate

was 54, and in Berkeley only 44.
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A few cities in the East also did

very well. Brookline, Massachu-

setts, had a rate of 40. On the

other hand 19 of the 269 cities had

an infant mortality rate over 120,

and one, Burlington, Vermont, as

high as 150. If we take Burhng-

ton's rate as a high water mark, it

means that a baby has nearly four

times as good a chance to survive

the first year of life in Brookline

as in Burlington ! What is the mat-

ter with Burlington ?

But there is a more instructive

way to study this variation in in-

fant mortality rates than by taking

the extremes. Let us arrange the

cities according to their size, plac-

ing together those having a popu-

lation of 250,000 or more, those

next in order having from 100,000

to 250,000, and so on down the

scale until we reach the cities hav-

ing a population less than 25,000

In the following table the facts

are presented on this basis

:

The very small towns and those

that are of large size but not as yet

of truly metropolitan character,

fare not so well. Mothers in these

towns do not as yet enjoy the or-

ganised civic efforts which only

the very largest cities have sub-

stituted to replace the neighborli-

ness which, while kindly, is found

to be, on the whole, very inefficient.

Mothers everywhere, irrespective

of the size of the city, should de-

mand the same facilities which only

the largest and the prosperous small

cities think they can afford.

Another important lesson from
the figure collected by the Asso-
ciation is that the number of deaths

of babies under one month of age

continues high. In 1919, 43 babies

out of every 1,000 born, died be-

fore they were one month old. This

means that nearly one-half of the

infants that died during their first

year, succumbed during their first

month. This first month is the

Size of City

Over 250,000

100,000 to 250,000

25,000 to 50,000
Under 25,000

All cities

Number of
Cities

23
34
48
67
96

269

Average infant
mortality rate

85.3

89.3

90.8

84.1

88.4

87.4

Number of
cities having
an infant mor-
tality rate un-

der 100

20
26
36
51

201

Percentage of
total number
of cities hav-
ing an infant
mortality rate

under 100

83.3

76.5

72.9

76.1

70.8

75.4

Columns 3 and 5 are the import-

ant ones. They show that the very

large cities (having a population over

250,000), and those having popu-

lations from 25,000 to 50,000 have

the lowest infant mortality rates.

most dangerous period of babyhood

and the figures indicate that so far

but little progress has been made to

make this month safe for babies.

The great saving in infant life

which has been accomplished in
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the past 20 years has been made
in saving the lives of babies more

than one month old. By control-

ling such diseases as diarrhoea and

enteritis, and other ailments which

follow the improper feeding of in-

fants. Infant welfare work has

been almost synonymous with

teaching mothers how to nurse and

feed their babies. The deaths in

the first month of life are caused

by conditions which have little or

no connection with infant feeding.

The deaths in the first month of life

are the result of malformation, of

premature birth, of congenital weak-

ness, or follow from injuries re-

ceived at birth. The great majority

of them reflect the poor physical

condition of the mothers during

pregnancy. Many of these deaths

reflect the poor obstetrical service

which was available to women in

confinement. The remainder of

these deaths are due to causes

which are quite inexplicable with

our present knowledge. .
Doctor

Ballantyne, in his article in this

issue of the magazine, discusses

these points, and shows that the

secret of success in reducing the

early infant mortality lies in the

concentration of effort on main-

taining the health of the mother

who is with child.

It was only yesterday that we
learned that the deaths in this dan-

gerous first month are no more

necessary than were those from
diarrhoea and enteritis which
twenty years ago v/ere the outstand-

ing feature in infant mortality. And
if we may be permitted to prophesy,

in ten years from, now the number
of deaths from these so-called "con-

genital cases" will be as greatly re-

duced as the number of deaths from
diarrhoeal diseases has been reduced

in the last ten years. The campaign

for the saving of life will, however,

be a very different one from that

already carried on. Efforts must
be directed to changing conditions

which cause unnecessary- loss dur-

ing the^first month of life.

In Boston, and more recently in

New York, and wherever prenatal

work has been done intelligently

and extensively, gratifying results

have followed. While the full re-

port of the New York Maternity

Center Association, for instance, is

not yet available, the figures at

hand show a reduction of over one-

half in the early infant mortality

and in the still birth rate. Pre-

natal clinics must be established all

over the country, just as milk sta-

tions and ' infant welfare centers

have been. Mothers everywhere

must be taught to look for this type

of service which not only saves the

lives of babies, but conserves the

health, and prevents the deaths of

mothers.—Louis I. Dublin, Ph.D.
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MONDAY, OCTOBER 11, 11 A. M.

Schuyler Memorial House

OPENING SESSION
Address by the President

Philip Van Ingen, M.D.

Reports of Affiliated Societies.

2 P. M.

PRENATAL AND MATERNAL CARE
(1) The problem of the expectant mother in

rural communities, Lottie G. Bigler, M.D.,
Armour, South Dakota

(2) The unmarried mother before and after
confinement, Foster S. Kellogg, M.D.,
Boston

Discussion to be opened by Miss Rose M.
Ehrenfeld, R N., Raleigh, North Carolina.

(3) The nursing wards in maternity hospitals,
A. N. Creadick, M D., New Haven.

4 P. M,

VITAL AND SOCIAL STATISTICS
(1) Effect of infant mortality on the after-

lifetime of survivors, F. S. Crum, Ph.D.,
Newark, N. J.

(2) Infant mortality and preventive work in
New Zealand, Robert M. Woodbury, Ph.D.,
Washington, D. C.

(3) Some mathematical considerations of the
problem of infant mortality, Raymond
Pearl, Ph D., Baltimore, Md.

8.30 P. M.

General Session, Odeon Theater

Address by

Mr. Herbert Hoover

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 12, 9.30 A. M.

Schuyler Memorial House
Annual Business Meeting

10.00 A. M.

PRE-SCHOOL AGE
(1) The problems and treatment of early

dental defects, Thos. D. McCrum, D.D.S.,
Kansas City, Mo.

Discussion opened by Joseph S. Wall, M.D ,

Washington
(2) The mental health of the child, C. Ed-

gerton Carter, M.D , Los Angeles
(3) Standards and methods for health work

among children of preschool age, Robert
D. Curtis, M.D., Boston

Discussion opened by Ella Oppenheimer, M.D.,
Washington, D. C, Worth Ross, M.D.,
Detroit

2 P. M.

SCHOOL AGE AND ADOLESCENCE
(1) ' Methods of publicity in health education,

Miss Sally Lucas Jean, New York City

(2) Heart disease in school children, Charles
Hendee Smith, M.D., New York City

(3) Economy of preventive measures in the
nutrition of school children. Miss Lucy
H. Gillet, New York City

4 P. M.

Public Library

ROUND TABLE CONFERENCE
Rural Health Problems, Mrs. Ruth Dodd,

R.N., Columbia, S. C, Chairman

8.30 P. M.

ROUND TABLE CONFERENCE
State and city divisions of child hygiene,

Anna E. Rude, M.D., Washington, D. C,
Chairman

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 13, 9 A. M.

ROUND TABLE CONFERENCE
Nursing and social work, Miss Winifred Rand,

R.N , Boston, Chairman

Schuyler Memorial House

11 A. M.

Joint Session with Central States Pediatric
Society

INFANT CARE

(1) Prevalence and management of tubercu-
losis in infancy, Theodore C. Hempelmann,
M.D., St. Louis

Discussion by Taliaferro Clark, M.D , U.S.
P H.S., and May Mithael, M. D., Chicago

(2) How can a public health nurse organize
and conduct infant welfare clinics, es-

pecially in rural communities? Miss Zoe
La Forge, R.N., Washington, D. C.

Discussion by Miss Minnie H. Ahrens, R.N.,
Chicago, and Lydia DeVilbiss, M.D.

(3) Boarding-out vs. institutional care of in-
fants

Discussion opened by Henry Chapin, M.D.,
New York; Alfred Hess, M.D., New York;
Miss Caroline Crosby, Minneapolis

1 P. M.

Closing Business Session.
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Review of Dr. Lane-Claypon's New Book on The
Child Welfare Movement

The Child Welfare Movement, Janet E.

Lane-Claypon, M.D., D.Sc., Lecturer

on Hygiene and Dean of Household

and Social Science Department, King's

College. University of London. (G.

Bell and Sons. London, 1920.)

IT is fortunate that the necessities

of her teaching compelled Doc-

tor Lane-Claypon to write this hand-

book on the Child Welfare Move-

ment. While its original purpose was

to act as a guide for those engaged

as Health Visitors, it has incidently

performed a wonderful service for

the American child welfare work-

er. From it may be gleaned a clear

picture of the evolution of the Eng-

lish efforts to reduce infant and

maternal mortality and the steps by

which the delicate and difficult re-

lationships in this field are being

fused. We, in America, may well

find here some food for serious

thought that will help us to solve

similar problems that are now per-

plexing us.

In reading the book the fact is

impressed upon us that the causes

leading to organized child welfare

work are the same in both coun-

tries. It is in the evolution of the

movement that we find a contrast

particularly marked on the official

side. This is due to the fact that

the British Government, for a long

time past, has given full recognition

to the importance of child conser-

vation and has accepted it as a na-

tional duty. Of necessity, in our

form of government, this step will

be slower and will have to be

worked out with due regard to the

rights and duties of the individual

states.

The chapters on the Health Visi-

tor are of peculiar interest. This

difficult subject is discussed with

clearness and impartiality. The

relative value of the various ele-

ments of training required to pro-

duce this new type of worker are

placed with a sureness that can

only come from one who has re-

fined her theories through actual

experience. The careful detailed

instructions to the Health Visitor

as to her duties and relationships

are excellent. Out of them we can

gather some facts for the produc-

tion of a nev/ type of worker for

which the pressure of our health

needs is crying.

The whole subject of maternity

care is outlined as a part of the

problem. The sensible discussion

of midwifery has much to com-

mend it. The provisions for the in-

struction, supervision and control

of midwives—even their relations

to physicians—are detailed in a way
that promises adequate care to the

future mothers of England.

The development of Child Wel-

fare Centers under government

grant is a striking feature of the

movement in England. Begun as

well-baby conferences, frequently

under volunteer agencies, they are

rapidly assuming a wider impor-

14£
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tance. Experience demonstrated the

great complexity of the work of pro-

tecting mothers and infants, and has

forced what was, in its origin, a

purely preventive movement to take

into accomit curative as well as

broad public health agencies. This

was one of the important influences

which led to the establishment of

the Ministry of Health. Under this

new arrangement it is hoped that

all health activities, public and vol-

unteer, will be successfully co-or-

dinated.

Space forbids detailed mention

of many other excellent features,

except to call attention to the clear

description of the machinery of the

Local Government Board, without

which no American reader can un-

derstand English health move-
ments.

No person interested in Child

Welfare can possibly afford to miss

reading this book for its practical

value and for the real joy and in-

spiration of its pages.

Walter H. Brown, M.D.
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YOU ARE INVITED TO ATTEND THE ELEVENTH
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE AMERICAN

CHILD HYGIENE ASSOCIATION

IN ST. LOUIS

October 11 to 13

Our 175 organizations actively engaged in maternal, infant, and child hygiene

work are identified with the Association, mem'bership being open to organizations

as well as to individuals.

See to it that your organization is represented at this meeting.

The general headquarters will be in the Jefferson Hotel. Everyone who is

planning to attend the meeting is asked by the Committee on Local Arrangements

to make hotel reservations at once.

Accommodations for the meeting and for the exhibits have been secured in

the Schuyler Memorial House and in the Public Library,

THE TRANSACTIONS OF THE TENTH ANNUAL
MEETING OF THE AMERICAN CHILD

HYGIENE ASSOCIATION
(Held in Asheville, N. C, November 11-13, 1919)

One volume, 348 pages, paper, price $3.00, plus postage (8-24 cents, according to

postal zone).

Papers, discussion and reports on the follozving subjects:

Pre-natal and maternal care: Work of the Maternity Center Association; Maternity

benefits; The need of safeguarding maternity and infancy.

Infant care: General outline of work for the pre-school age from the view-
point of the city; from the viewpoint of the rural community; Correctable

defects ; Supervision of the pre-school age. What England and Scotland
are doing.

School age and adolescence: Psychiatry with special reference to children of

school age; Oral hygiene.

Rural problems: Rural dental and surgical clinics; Minnesota rural clinics;

Opportunities of the rural public health nurse. Motor dispensaries.

Interesting the general practitioner in the modern socio-medical program for

child hygiene.

Historical : An infant hygiene campaign of the Second Century.

Reports of Affiliated Societies.

Please Note: The Association can also furnish a limited number of copies of
volumes i, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8 and 9 of the Transactions. The price of these is $3.00
per volume, plus postage.

Volume 5 is out of print and the supply of volumes i, 2 and 3 is very low.
Orders for the above Transactions should be sent to

American Child Hygiene Association

FORMERLY

American Association for Study and Prevention of Infant Mortality

1211 Cathedral Street - - - - Baltimore, Md.
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Herbert Hoover

President-EIect of the

American Child Hygiene Association

If we could grapple with the w^hole child situation

for one generation, our public health, our economic

efficiency, the moral character, sanity, and stabilit}^ of

our people would advance three generations in one.

—Herbert Hoover.
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A Program For American Children

Herbert Hoover

MY mind is perhaps more filled

with the problems of child

life than most laymen's. During

the past six years I have had the

responsibility of directing the or-

ganization and administration in

special support required by some

two million infants and children in

Belgium. Through four long years

of war famine, since the Armistice,

and again, we have ministered to

a horde of six million children in

Central and Eastern Europe, of

whom three million still remain

upon our hands. I have thus been

brought close to the great tragedies

of child life in a great laboratory

of mass action.

With this background I wish to

preface this discussion of child

problems in my own country with

what I believe must become a fun-

damental national principle. That
is, the nation, as a whole, has the

obligation of such measures toward
its children, as a whole, as will yield

* Address at the Annual Meeting of
the American Child Hygiene Associa-
tion, St. Louis, October nth, 1920.

to them an equal opportunity at

their start in life. This responsi-

bility and duty is not based alone

upon human aspirations, but it is

also based on the necessity to

secure physical, mental and moral

health, economic and social prog-

ress by the nation. Every child

delinquent in body, education or

character, is a charge upon the

community as a whole and a menace
to the community itself. The chil-

dren of strong physique, of sound

education and character, are the

army with which we must march
to progress.

Through the cumulation of ef-

forts during this 150 years of our

national life, efforts by a myriad of

devoted voluntary agents, with gen-

erous state and national action, we
have done more for our children

than any other nation. Yet few of

our communities today can point to

all children as one hundred per cent

sound in birth, health, education and

moral surroundings. Such perfec-

tion will probably never be attain-

ed, but most communities are la-

147
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mentably behind the possibiHties of operation of practical pubHc inter-

this- ideal. During , the " war, , the est rqivolves around' two center

problems that arose in connection points : First, for infant life prior

with the mobilization of our great to the school age, and second, for

army and with the food supply of child life to the age of adolescence,

our country brought us a fine in- The first case must center in our

trospection of our failures, and we homes and in the second case must

must not lose our awakened sense center mostly in the schools,

of responsibility. The first problem, except for the

It is upon some phases of public phases of poverty, becomes largely

relations to our deficiency below one of education. The most prac-

the ideal that I wish to speak tical step yet evolved has been

today. Although

you are devoted

primarily to hy-

giene, I know
that you will

agree that all

the problems of

birth, health,

food supply,
education, labor

and housing are

so interwoven

that they must

march step by

step.

If we were to

take a broad sur-

vey of the chil-

dren of our na-

The most practical step yet

evolved has been the creation

of the community nurse, with

the stimulus thus given to

community interest in the

problems of child birth and

infant care. I see no more

reason why our local govern-

ments should not support a

staff of community nurses

than that they should support

a staff of policemen. Certain-

ly, such a staff will ultimately

decrease the necessity for

police.

the creation of

the community

nurse, with the

stimulus thus
given to com-

munity interest

in the problems

of child birth

and infant care.

I see no more

reason why our

local govern-

m e n t s should

not support a

staff of com-

munity nurses

than that they

should support a

staff of police-

tion, we could say at once that men. Certainly, such a staff will

probably sixty per cent of them are ultimately decrease the necessity

from the homes of high intelligence for police.

and education, that the high char- There is another service which

acter of their parents, with facilities the organized community owes to

furnished by the State in our public infancy and childhood as well—that

school system, need give us but is the provision and protection of

little anxiety as to this great ma- milk supplies. We need insistent

jority. It is upon the reduction of recognition of the fact of the inter-

the remaining forty per cent that dependence of the human animal

our solicitude must concentrate upon his cattle. The white race

itself. It appears to me that the cannot survive without its dairy
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products and no child can be de-

veloped on short or bad milk sup-

plies. The knowledge of this phase

of infant welfare is more backward

amongst parents of town and city

children than amongst country chil-

dren, because without much special

thought there is available to coun-

try children ample milk supplies.

There does lie in the country, equal-

ly with that of most cities and

towns, the fundamental question of

pure milk. We have yet to develop

public conscience up to the com-

pulsory slaugh-

ter of all tuber-

cular cattle. The

investigations of

the Food Ad-

ministration dur-

ing the war

showed a woeful

lack of appre-

ciation of the

need of milk for

children gener-

ally in the poor-

er sections of

the larger cities. Any study of the

nutritional problem for children in

the city quickly divides itself into

malnutrition due to poverty and

that due to ignorance on the part of

parents. Fortunately, in the Amer-
ican cities the portion due to pov-

erty is not large, but to the infants

of this section there must be as-

sured fundamental nutrition, out of

protection to the community as a

whole. . , ,

After children have arrived at

school age, we have opportunity to

correct malnutrition due to ignor-

I believe that the definite

institution of supplementary

child feeding in public schools

in certain places is a necessary

part of municipal endeavor.

Coupled also with this, I am
a firm believer in clinical ex-

amination and reports to

parents as a definite part of

school work.

ance or misfortune by providing

at least one meal a day in the

schools of those sections that need

it. This again has a warrant not

in charity but in insurance to the

whole community against the de-

ficiencies in health and mind of

our population in the years to

come. I believe that the definite

institution of supplementary child

feeding in public schools in certain

places is a necessary part of munici-

pal endeavor. Coupled also with

this, I am a firm believer in clinical

examination and

reports to par-

ents as a definite

part of school

work.

That part of

malnutrition due

to ignorance on

the part of par-

ents would in

time find ulti-

mate solution if

all our schools

elaborated their

curricula, on the hygiene side, up

to standards set in a few localities,

for at least we would catch up with

the next generation. We indeed

need more widely extended teaching

of the fundamentals of nutrition in

the public schools, not only as a

part of the advance in public health

but also in household economics.

Some may object that this ex-

tension of medical supervision by

community nurses, clinical inspec-

tion of children in the schools, a

supplemental meal in schools of

certain sections, all tend to an ex-
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tension of too intimate government.

In the very creation of free schools

and compulsory education itself we
have accepted the fact that we can-

not as a nation rely for the upbuild-

ing of the race upon the initiative

of the parents alone. No one can

deny that the physical development

of child life is of equal importance

with education. We, every one of

us, pay the price in our jails, in

our poorhouses, in our hospitals,

in the loss of our economic efficien-

cy, the fertile ground that we
furnish for all the social patent

medicines, for our failure to have

grasped the entire

problem of child

development, not
only intellectual

but physical as

well.

We have also

some deficiencies

in our school sys-

tem itself. In this,

some parts of our

nation have made

such wonderful ad-

vances and yet so

much remains to

be done ! I am one

of those who be-

lieve that educa-

tion must be com-

pulsory in the in-

terest of the nation

as a whole, and I

believe that' the

period of compul-

sion shouM extend

to fifteen or. six-

teen years of age.

Some may object that

this extension of medi-

cal supervision by com-

munity nurses, clinical

inspection of children in

the schools, a supple-

mental meal in schools

of certain sections, all

tend to an extension of

too intimate govern-

ment. In the very crea-

tion of free schools and

compulsory education it-

self we have accepted

the fact that we cannot

as a nation rely for the

upbuilding of the race

upon the initiative of th?

parents alone. No one

can deny that the physi-

cal development of child

life is of equal import-

ance with education.

Two states, as yet, have no com-

pulsion, and in some, compulsion

is really ineffective, by short terms,

shocking facilities, etc. The war
has greatly disturbed the efficiency

of our public schools, even in the

best communities, for the payment

of our teachers has not kept pace

with the rise in economic levels. At
one time we were short nearly loo,-

ooo teachers. Furthermore, build-

ing operations have fallen behind

the growth in the number of our

school children and, in many cities,

the children are woefully over-

crowded. There has, during the

last few months,

been a great deal

of attention given

to these problems,

and one can state

with great satisfac-

tion that progress

is being made to

correct these evils

in many places.

There is also

linked to this whole

problem of educa-

tion and welfare of

children, the prob-

lem of child labor.

The Federal Gov-

ernment has al-

ready . recognized

the unsoundness in

the economic use

of the nation's re-

sources in permit-

ting the entrance

of young children

into industry. Such

a practice results
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in the progressive degeneration of Government has not been able to

the race, and tends to impair the deal comprehensively with the sub-

human resources of the country ject of child labor. The original

on which the coming generation Child Labor Law was declared

must rely. The matter cannot unconstitutional. The present Fed-

wisely be left to the sole initia- eral Child Labor Tax Law imposes

tive of the separate States, for we a tax of lO per cent upon the net

have proved with great bitterness profits of any factory, mine or

that it is not only unfair to the quarry entering upon interstate

States which have attempted to commerce and at the same time em-

deal with the problem but it ploying children under fourteen to

places a premium upon States sixteen years of age. The Federal

which are willing to subordinate Government is incapable of making

the future well-being of their chil- provision against employment in

dren to a present questionable intrastate industry and thus the

competitive advantage in industry, great mass of children employed

In considering the problems of in street trades and various blind

child labor, a differentiation must alley occupations goes on unhinder-

be made between the various em- ed. It appears to me absolutely

ployments in which children enter, critical that we should have such

The entrance of children of tender Constitutional amendment as per-

years into mills, factories and mits the Federal Government to

mines, tends to stunt their develop- take direct action on this question,

ment and to injure the race. The for so long as certain States are

argument that the child is enabled so backward in their social develop-

to learn a trade is unsound for the ment that they will sacrifice their

trade may be more quickly learned, children to industrial advantage it

with greater opportunity for subse- is not only unfair to the other

quent progress by a boy of better States but it is poisoning the springs

physical condition of sixteen years, of the nation at their source. And
who has spent ten years in ele- in the spread of this infected popu-

mentary schools, than by a boy lation throughout the whole area,

who loses the opportunity of intel- every State, no matter how highly

lectual and sound physical develop- developed its social organization,

ment by entering int© such labor must bear the burden of shiftless

at ten or twelve. On the other poverty, . and criminality, that

hand, the intermittent employment spreads from such areas,

of children in agriculture may, if Prohibition of child labor is at

wisely supervised, develop physique best only a negative attack on the

and form a fine supplement for the problem. It is not thoroughly ef-

more formal education in the fective in promoting the economic

country schools. and moral welfare of the nation,

Up to the present the Federal unless the time now spent by the
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child in industry is devoted to ade-

quate schooling" and to activity

that will develop his physical well

being. Nothing can be worse than

compulsory idleness of children,

and therefore, the period of com-

pulsory elementary education and

the period of prohibition of child

labor must be complementary. We
must not only protect our children

from the physical degeneration of

child labor but we must enable them

by education to take their place in

society and give them that equality

of opportunity at their first step

in life that should mark the par-

ticular distinction of our democ-

racy. Some States have prohibition

of any child labor that is socially

and physically objectionable. Many
States still fail to dovetail com-

pulsory school laws and child labor

laws so as to protect children from

unsuitable work and the nation

from illiteracy. Illiteracy rises in

some States as high as 20 per cent

of the whole population over ten

years of age. The ideal would be

for each State to take separate

action to attain these uniform ends,

but. as I despair of the social de-

velopment of certain States, I have

myself come to the conclusion that

we must have direct or indirect

Federal action in order to compel

those who have so little sentiment

in national interest that they would

debauch our child life for the mere

purpose of favor to certain indus-

trial establishments.

I am one of those who hope much
for these problems from the en-

franchisement of women. The
major part of progress to date has

been due to the insistence of our

women. But for the future politi-

cal parties will need to advance

these issues to the forefront if they

would secure the adherence of the

women. A demand from the wom-
en would find no hesitation in the

alacrity of our political leaders.

If we could grapple with the

whole child situation for one gen-

eration, our public health, our eco-

nomic efficiency, the moral charac-

ter, sanity, and stability of our peo-

ple would advance three generations

in one. These complex problems

cannot be solved by any iron-clad

system of governmental action.

When all public interest has ex-

pended itself, child developments

still rest with parents, and parents

need much bringing up. Much can

be done by the w^aking of public

conscience in every community.

Much still remains to be carried

out by action from the State in its

local as well as national phases.

All these points of attack require

the day to day, disinterested, volun-

tary devotion of such associations

as yours.
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One Year's Work a Challenge For Next Year

Philip Van Ingen, M. D.

IT is my privilege to welcome the

members of the American Child

Hygiene Association and those

others who are not members, but

ought to be, to our Eleventh Annu-

al Meeting. In opening this meet-

ing, it is well for me to report to

you some of the things that have

been accomplished during the year

as well as some of the things that

we have been unable to do. In

many of them, I think we can feel

—not pride, for "pride goeth before

a fall"—but encouragement. It

has been the most active, most ex-

acting year in our history.

It has interested me very much
recently to read over the addresses

which have been made by previous

Presidents. In different ways and

in different degrees, each has called

attention to the increased work be-

ing done throughout the country

and by ourselves. In each one of

them, there has been a note of dis-

appointment at our lack of prog-

ress as an organization in accom-

plishing the work for which we
exist. They have made suggestions

for further increased activity on
our part. We have listened to these

addresses, have been much im-

pressed, and have made up our

minds that we must enlarge our

work, but we have always been

faced with the difficulty of raising

funds.

Only once in our first ten years of

existence have we had an income of

$10,000. In 1910, at the time of

our first meeting, we had 503 mem-
bers. In 1919, we had only 938.

A PROPHESY AND FULFILLMENT?

Last year, in her presidential ad-

dress, Doctor Baker said : "The

time has come when it (our Associ-

ation) must either go forward with

rapid strides and meet the great

opportunity and need that con-

fronts it, or it will cease to be a

force of any practical importance

in helping solve the great problem

of our future generation." At the

1916 meeting, this situation was ap-

preciated and plans were under

way for a vigorous campaign,

which in fact was started, but our

entrance into the Great War put an

end to it all. In spite of that, it

was, however, our best year, with

over 1,100 members and an income

of over $10,000.

That plan was not forgotten and

153
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Doctor Baker told us how we ought

to begin with many additions and

improvements to the original plan.

She told us that we ought to have

not less than 50,000 active members
and that we would need $50,000

for our first year's work. What
have we done in carrying out this

program? First of all, what about

the sinews of war? Up to the end

of our fiscal year, September 30,

of that $50,000 she bade us set out

to get, we have taken in $41,804.

The American Red Cross, realizing

the value of the work we are doing,

and in an effort to give us a start,

granted us $20,000, and another

grant of $10,000 was made by the

Commonwealth Fund, on condition

that we raise the remaining $20,000

of our budget. They generously

paid us, some weeks ago, $7,500

of this grant, corresponding to the

proportion of our share which we
had raised. That means that out-

side of these two large contribu-

tions, we have raised $14,304, ap-

proximately $4,000 more than ever

before and nearly $5,000 more than

we raised last year. We are still

$5,000 short of our goal.

A CAMPAIGN FOR MEMBERS

What of our membership? Our

campaign was very much delayed

in getting under way for many rea-

sons, most of which were unavoid-

able. Dr. Howard Carpenter, as

Chairman of the Membership Com-
mittee, has worked untiringly in

organizing state committees for

this purpose and we now have

chairmen in nineteen States and the

District of Columbia. Up to Sep-

tember 30, our membership had

increased from 938 in 1919 to 1,698.

That is very far short of the 50,000,

although it is an advance. The
American Public Health Associa-

tion in one year increased their

membership 160 per cent. We in-

creased ours 81 per cent. The Na-

tional Tuberculosis Association has

today a membership of 4,066. Is

there any reason why we should

have only 1,698? Is our cause less

worthy of support, less appealing?

You are all more or less familiar

with the reorganization and great

increase of our Executive Staff. We
now have a General Director, an

Assistant General Director and Ex-

ecutive Secretary, a Field Director,

and a Director of Publicity. Their

activities have been too numerous

for me even to attempt to summar-

ize. They are all presented to you

in printed form. Our magazine is

now appearing and we have re-

ceived many flattering letters about

it. Doctor Foote, Chairman of the

Editorial Board, has given gener-

ously of his much occupied time,

editorially and in the difficult work

of organization. The Association

owes much to Doctor Foote.

It would be unjust and ungrate-

ful for me to leave that subject

without a word of appreciation and

gratitude to the entire staff for

their unselfish devotion to their

work. Without making any in-

vidious comparisons, our esoecial

thanks afre due to Miss Knjpp and
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her immediat'^ assistants who,

throughout the year, including- the

hot summer weather—and especi-

ally during that latter time—have

handled an overwhelming and ever

increasing mass of detail, which

would have discouraged any less

determined and less devoted group.

THE PARTING OF THE WAYS

What is to be our future as an

Association? For the first time,

really, we have come to the parting

of the ways. Up till this year,

there was but one way before us,

our work being that which could be

done almost entirely by correspond-

ence and through our Annual Meet-

ings. We may feel, in spite of what

I said before, some pride in what

we have done in this limited way.

But now, we have had one year of

experience in the other broader,

bigger field, in which personal con-

tact and field work play the im-

portant part. It is still possible,

I suppose, to go back to our former

program and, unless every member
of this Association is willing to

give more time, thought, and serv-

ice to furthering the comprehen-

sive plan for child welfare, we shall

be obliged to curtail our activities.

We have no reason to expect the

same large special contributions

that we received last year. It is up

to us to provide funds. We
have nearly 1,700 members, scat-

tered through, I think, every State

in the Union. We need the help

and assistance of every one of them.

Just think what it would mean, if

each member made herself and him-

self personally responsible for ob-

taining ten new members ! That

would mean 17,000 new members
and an income of $85,000. Does

that seem extravagant? Do you

think we do not need that much
money to do our work ? Mr. Hom-
er Folks, as President of this Asso-

ciation, said to us in Philadelphia,

"To do the work I have outlined,

this Association would need only

the trifling sum of, say, $100,000

a year for the first few years. We
might need more later." If we are

to progress, if we are to accom-

plish what we all know ought to

be accomplished in this country,

we must have the personnel and

the money to do it. This must be

everybody's Association and every-

body must be willing to do some-

thing—all they can.

CO-OPERATION THE KEYNOTE

We need more organized effort

and co-operation among our mem-

bers in their various States. It has

often been suggested and discussed

in the meetings of the Directors

and of the Executive Committee

whether we should not try to or-

ganize State branches. Indepen-

dent State branches lead to confu-

sion, to lack of harmony, in any

nation-wide campaign. I hop'fe that

this coming y,ear we will organize,

everywhere. State Committees of

the Association. These committees

should have for their program, con-

centrated action in their own States

for carrying out the program which
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Doctor Baker last year outlined in branches, and to the public who are

her ten points. There should nev- interested—or ought to be. Such

er be any question of the justice information is hard to get. We
of those ten points. They should want the Affiliated Societies to

have the services of our staff; finan- keep us informed as to any matters

cial assistance should be granted of importance, whether it be new

according to our means, and on ap- work, successes or difficulties,

proval of their plans by the Ex- That, however, will not be

ecutive Committee, or by some enough. This Association ought

special committee if such be deemed to have a corresponding secretary

necessary. These committees for each State in the Union, who
should be organized by our local would keep our Central Office in-

Directors and members and con- formed of every bit of child wel-

tain in their membership, repre- fare news that she could obtain,

sentatives of all organizations do- She ought to have county and city

ing child welfare work in their correspondents. The office in Bal-

State, in order to bring about the timore writes thousands of letters,

co-opera;tion without which fail- asking for information. Sometimes

ure is inevitable. What is of more we get it, sometimes we do not.

importance, is that these commit- Without such sources of informa-

tees should include a large number tion, we shall always be ignorant

of the laity and a certain number of of many things we ought to know,

physicians. Without the interest It keeps us from getting in touch

and, therefore, the assistance of the with many activities, which can

laity, we can, hope for very little. help us and which we can help.

The Nominating Committee this

year have a very great responsibili-
One of the great handicaps un-

^^^ ^^^^^ ^^.^l ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^

der which we work is our lack of Association for election to the Board
knowledge of what is being done of Directors, and to the Directors

the country over. The Federal fo relection as Officers, and to the

Children's Bureau, with their Executive Committee. The success

Quarterly News Letter to Direc- of our work depends upon our Di-

tors of Divisions of Child Hygiene, rectors and still more upon their

which is the result of the Round Executive Committee. Doctor

Table Conference held at our meet- Hamill, in his address at Milwau-

ing in Asheville, and their Weekly kee, stated, concerning any organi-

News Summary, have made a big zation, 'Tt should be the prerequisite

step in trying to make this infor- of every director or manager that he

mation available. Through our be sincerely interested in the prob-

magazine, we are trying to give this lems of the organization and will-

information to workers in all ing to give time, thought and serv-

THE NEED FOR INFORMATION
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ice to the cau^e for which it is

working." More or less perman-

ence in the Executive Committee

is essential. A change in policy and

methods each year would be fatal.

In previous years this Committee

has met twice between annual meet-

ings. This year it has held five

full meetings and, in addition, a

great many matters have been de-

cided through correspondence. It

must be evident that this Commit-

tee which is responsible for carry-

incr out the policy of the Associa-

tion must be available for frequent

meetings. There is even greater

need of such a committee this year

than there was last, because there

are matters of the very greatest

importance to the success of our

cause, which must be. worked out

at frequent meetings. The extent

of our activity depends on our

financial status. We must not get

ahead, of our income and we must

decide from month to month how

to proceed.

There are constantly coming be-

fore this Association requests from

individuals and organizations for

standards and programs of work,

for advice as to what to do next.

There should be a committee, or

committees, permanent or for spec-

ial purposes, representing the vari-

ous branches of work in our field,

which should be given authority to

develop such programs and to pre-

pare such standards and publish

them in the name of the Associa-

tion without waiting for our Annu-

al Meeting to have them formally

approved by the Directors. Our

general principles of work are well

established now and it is only in

minor details where there can be

much, if any, difference of opinion.

We ought to be willing to back any

such program or such standards,

prepared by our own committee,

even though we may not all of us

agree in every minute detail. It is

results we are after.

One of the things that such a

committee should take under con-

sideration at once, is a definite plan

and program fdr work for the

child of pre-school age. A paper

is to be presented at one of our

meetings on this subject, and the

best thought and experience that

we can assemble should be put to

work in devising a definite pro-

gram and standards.

A MOVEMENT FOR EFFICIENCY

One of the first things that Our

new Director did in assuming liis

duties was to make an investiga-

tion of the national organizations

carrying on some phase of cliild

welfare, and a digest of their pro-

grams has been prepared for future

reference. Sixty-four national or-

ganizations are in some way, and

in varying degrees, interested in

the problem of child welfare. Six-

ty-four ! The criticism that is made
by business men, when appealed to.

for funds, and I speak from bitter

experience, is that there is no end

to these organizations, that there

is a tremendous duplication of ef-

fort and yet, in spite of it all, we
ourselves admit that there are gaps
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which need to be filled. As long other organizations and preach

ago as 1912, Doctor Wilbur, in his them as part of the general pro-

presidential address, said, ''I be- gram. It is only by a knowledge

lieve that for the satisfactory de- of the work of other organizations

termination of many of these ques- on our part and their knowledge

tions, we should seek closer affili- of our work that we can pull to-

ation and union with all organi- gether and save our energies. We
zations devoted wholly or in part are an army—an army of construe-

to work of a similar character." tion. The lessons learned in de-

The Chairman of the Central Com- structive warfare can well be ap-

mittee of the American Red Cross, plied to constructive warfare, for

in announcing the appropriation of too many months and years we

$20,000, stated that it was made know how unsatisfactory and in-

with the understanding that every conclusive wxre the results of bril-

effort was to be made to bring liant individual efforts on the part

about a closer co-operation among of separate units in the War. We
existing national organizations, know that nothing was so essen--

There are two distinct forms of tial as a complete knowledge of

work to be done in our wide field what each army, each nation, was

of child welfare : First, the study planning and was doing. We also

and developments of methods and know that it was only when there

standards of work and, second, pro- was a unity of action by all that

paganda work—spreading the gos- success came and came quickly. It

pel throughout the country. Our is only by unity of action, complete

'Association is committeed to a pro- co-operation, which must be. based

gram for the health of the child upon complete knowledge of each

from conception through adoles- others plans, that our constructive

cence. I stand for that program, warfare will end in success.

It is, in my opinion, nonsense for the co-ordinating council
us to talk about a well-rounded pro-

j^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^-^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^
gram if we do not take in the whole American Red Cross, through the
period. But this does not mean chairman of the Central Commit-
that it is necessary for us to de-

^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^_
vote our energies to working out

^^^^^ ^f ^^^^^^^^ j ^^.^^ ^^^^ ^^11^^ ^
the standards and methods to meet conference of representatives of
the problems of all the various age f^^^ organizations interested in child

groups, many of which are com- .welfare work ; our own organiza-
plex problems all by themselves. ^-^^^^ ^.j^^ a field covering from
Mr. Folks' $100,000 would be but a conception through adolescence—

a

drop in the bucket. We should be field which we cannot at present

willing and anxious to accept good thoroughly cover; the Child Health

methods proposed and tried by Organization, confining its activi-
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ties to the school child, and up to *'3. To afford an opportunity

the present time limiting its work for any organization deaHng with

to only a part of the problems of the health of children to submit

that period ; the Child Labor Com- it's plan and program for sugges-

mittee, who are entering upon a tions."

l^ro^ider field by interesting them- This is not the first effort that

selves in the problem of the health has been made along these lines,

cf the child entering industry ; and For several years there has been a

the National Organization for Pub' council composed of representa-

lic Health Nursing, that branch of tives of nearly all national organi-

work so utterly essential in our zations, but owing to its unwieldi-

- campaign and which touches in ness, practically nothing has re-

various ways all age periods. At suited. It was for this reason that

the first conference, it was suggest- this Council has been, started with

cd that it would be possible, by so few organizations originally in-

bringing together a limited number eluded. As soon as a definite plan

of organizations, whose combined is worked out and as soon as a

programs would, or should, cover real start is made, others will be

the entire field, to bring about a real asked to join and their program

method of co-operation by co-ordi- will be made to fit in with the gen-

nating their activities—that it would eral plan. It is not the intention

also, in this way, be possible to elimi- of those composing this Council to

nate much wasted effort and redupli- start a new organization with a

cation, if each organization would large staff and ponderous budget,

take advantage of the experience The object is more that it shall act

and work of the others. Several as a sort of cabinet where the dif-

conferences were held and the Red ferent organizations will discuss

Cross was askedf to enter the con- their plans together. The identi-

ference on account of their many ty and independence of each will

activities along child health lines, be maintained. There is no inten-

It was finally decided to form a tion of urging a consolidation of

Council for Co-ordinating Child all these organizations. Competi-

Health Activities, whose main ob- tion among individuals is one of the

ject will be : strongest motives for success. Com-
''1. To define and develop so petition among organizations in

clearly their own work that each such an arrangement will mean that

organization will be in harmony each will try to make its program

and co-operation with the others. better and more effective than the

ao -r J 1 4-u J next). ore:anization's.
2. io develop new methods ' ^

which will lead to meeting more the ultimate responsibility

effectively some of the special prob- All that has been done so far

lems still unsolved. along these lines has had the ear-
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nest consideration and approval of

our Executive Committee. If the

American Child Hygiene Associa-

tion can play a big part in bringing

about real co-operation and co-or-

dination among the many already

existing agencies, it will not have

lived in vain, if it has nothing else

to it's credit.

Members of the Association, the

year ahead of us is big with possi-

bilities—possibilities of success,

possibilities of failure. The re-

sponsibility for the outcome,

whether it shall be good, or

whether it shall be bad, lies upon

each and every member of the As-

sociation. The question is, have

you faith in our program? If you

have faith, what are you willing tq

do? Faith without works is dead.

The success of our work, with its

almost boundless opportunities

cannot alone be secured by the tire-

less, ceaseless efforts of our Ex-

ecutive Staff and a few of our mem-
bers. It is up to us) to decide the

result. Will all of us, every one

of us, pledge ourselves to help to

the limit of our ability? If so, we
will have crossed the Rubicon—we
are on its banks now.

Notes on the Papers and the Exhibits

THE Federal Government and

certain state and city gov-

ernments indicated their sense of

responsibility for the health of

mothers and children by sending a

large representation to the Elev-

enth Annual Meeting of the Amer-

ican Child Hygiene Association.

This meeting, was held in St. Louis

from the 11th to the 13th of Oc-

tober. Nearly four hundred peo-

ple registered, representing Eng-

land, Canada, thirty-three states

and the District of Columbia. The

chiefs of the Divisions of Child

Welfare from eighteen State and

ten City Boards of Health were

present. The Association was es-

pecially honored by the presence of

Dr. Janet Campbell and Doctor

Lambert, one of her assistants in

the Division of Child Welfare in

the Ministry of Health of England

and Wales.

The President's address, which is

given in this issue, gave a rapid

survey of the work of the Associa-

tion in the past, and pointed the

way to its future success.

The Section on Pre-natal and

^Maternal Care opened with a paper

by Dr. Lottie G. Bigler, of Armour,

South Dakota, making an appeal in

behalf of the neglected expectant

mothers far from the beaten track,

urging that adequate medical su-

pervision and nursing care be pro-

vided for them.

Dr. Foster Kellogg, of Boston,

sent a paper on The Unmarried

Mother before and after Confine-

ment. He holds that it is essential

that these mothers be discharged

after delivery in such good physi-
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Wash your hands before you eat. Dirt carries disease.

cal condition that they may be able

to earn an honest Hving. The rel-

ative merit of caring for these

mothers in maternity homes, ver-

sus the method of boarding them

out in carefully investigated pri-

vate homes ; and the advantages of

having a state Board of Illegiti-

macy with its various legal, soci-

ological and medical departments,

were also dwelt upon.

Division of responsibility be-

tween the obstetrician and the pe-

diatrician in Maternity Hospitals

was presented in a paper by Dr.

A. N. Creadick, Associate Profes-

sor of Obstetrics and Gynecology

in the Yale Medical School. A live-
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If dort

la bouche ouverte.

una grosseur dans

le fond de la gorge

iempecfie de

respirer parte nez.

Celle grosseur

obstrue 'a\

le passage ile lair

etproduiE

one inflammalion

dans Ibreille.

Si cette grosseur n'est pas enlevee

W peut devenir

connpletemeiii sourd.

Anna M. Upjohn Copy., A. R. C.

He sleeps with open mouth because
a growth in the back of his throat ob-
structs the passage of air tK^^ough his
nose. -

This' same growth obstructs the pas-
sage from the thfoat to the ear and
causes inflammation in the ear.

If this growth is not removed he may
be totally deaf or backward.

ly discussion followed, opened by

Dr. William Palmer Lucas, of the

University of California. While

there was no unanimity of thought

on the subject, the prevailing idea

of those discussing the subject was

that the earlier the pediatrician as-

sumed the care of the baby, the

better.

Among the papers prepared for

the Section ^ on Vital and Social

Statistics, was one by Frederick

S. Crum on the Effect of Infant

Mortality on the After-life-time

of Survivors. He said: "These
Holland data are undoubtedly

the best available in the world
for the purpose of determining

whether or not there is a positive

or inverse correlation between in-

fant mortality, and the mortality in

the immediately subsequent years

of life. These data seem to prove

that at least in the rural districts,

a definite inverse correlation

exists."

Robert M. Woodbury, Statisti-

cian of the Children's Bureau, dis-

cussed New Zealand's infant mor-
tality and the methods there used

which brought it down from over

100 in 1875 to 48.4 in 1918, the

lowest of any country in the world.

The address of welcome at the

eveiiifi^ session of the first day was
gi#n by the Mayor, Hon. Henry
Kiel, to which Doctor Van Ingen

responded.

Mr. Herbert Hoover followed

with an address on "A Program for

American Children," given in full

in this issue of M other and
Child.

The Child Health Organization

of America then gave a demonstra-

tion of a new method of teaching

health to little children. The stage

was set in Fairyland, and the

Health Fairy, Miss Anne Ray-

mond, flitted out of her house,

waved her wand, and won an en-
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"FOOD FOR CHILDREN"
"Little children must never have sausage or other highly seasoned food, unripe

fruits, uncooked vegetables, coffee or alcoholic drinks.

"No, no, my little ones, you are too young! It will make you sick. Such food
is for papa and mamma."

thusiastic response from the group

of boys and girls seated on the

stage, to v^^hom she told her tale.

The grownups in the audience re-

peatedly burst forth into applause,

forgetting that the Fairy v^as talk-

ing to the children and not to them.

The program of the second

morning w3ls devoted to Children

of the Pre-school Age. Dr. J. F.

Austin, of St. Louis, read a paper

on Early Dental Defects, illustrated

with lantern slides, showing the

serious results of neglecting little

children's teeth.

Dr. Carter, of Los Angeles, sent

a paper, the Mental Health of the

Child ; some Physical Determin-

ants, and a Method of Observation.

He suggested health status charts

as being one method of obtaining

data for preventive work.

Standards and Methods for

Health Work ainong Children oT
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Pre-school Age were given in de-

tail by Dr. Robert D. Curtis, of

Boston. He enumerated the com-

monest physical defects encoun-

tered indicating th^ type of clinic

needed to correct each, and dis-

cussed methods of securing and

maintaining good attendance in the

clinics, the expense of supervision,

and various other matters con-

cerned in the management of child

welfare stations ministering to chil-

dren of pre-school age. Thisi paper,

full of practical concrete sugges-

tions, was discussed by Dr. Worth
Ross, of Detroit.

Mrs. Miller, of the St. Louis' An-

ti-tuberculosis Society, brought

forward a group of children who
opened the Section devoted to

School Age and Adolescence with

a most interesting Health Crusade

play.

Miss Sally Lucas Jean, of the

Child Health Organization, read a

paper on Methods of Publicity in

Health Education. Miss Jean said :

"America is ready for health edu-

cation ; we must have expert assist-

ance in getting across the facts we
know so well."

Heart Disease in School Chil-

dren was the subject of a paper by

Dr. Charles Hendee Smith, based

on his experience as Director of

the Huddleston Memorial Class for

Cardiac Children in Bellevue Hos-

pital, New York. His paper will

soon appear in this magazine.

Miss Lucy Gillett read a paper

on Economy of Preventive Meas-

ures in the Nutrition of School

Children. Miss Gillett said: "No
time, effort or money should now be

spared in preventing our future

citizens from becoming only 75 per

cent efficient. No price is too great

to pay for healthy children."

On the last day a joint session

with the Central States Pedriatic

Society was held.

Dr. Theodore C. Hempelmann, of

St. Louis, read the first paper, on

the Prevalence and Management of

Tuberculosis in Infancy. He com-

mented on the fact that "The

younger the child the feebler is his

resistance to the infection and the

more apt he is to develop symptoms

of active tuberculosis," and dis-

cussed the prophylaxis necessary

to protect infants from infection.

He outlined the treatment wherein

lies the chief hope of the infant,

once infection has taken place.

Miss Zoe LaForge, R.N., of the

Federal Children's Bureau, dis-

cussed the Principles of Successful

Organization of Rural Infant Wel-

fare Clinics under a Public Health

Nurse.

THE EXHIBITS

The Public Library was a fine

place in which to display the vari-

ous exhibits sent to show in graphic

form the work of each society

affiliated with the American Child

Hygiene Association. So much in-

terest in these outline sketches was

taken that it was decided to have

the charts photographed for fur-

ther study and reference.

One exhibit differed from all t-he
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Others in character. This was a tist, Miss Anna Milo Upjohn, a

series of thirteen large picture- well-known portrait painter,

posters owned by the American brought to this work from her two

Child Hygiene Association. These years' volunteer work among the

posters are photographs of the French refugees vast sympathy and

originals used in France by the understanding. Three of these

American Red Cross to teach the posters are here reproduced by per-

mothers some of the essential laws mission of the Red Cross. The St.

of health. The originals are now Louis Meeting gave evidence in

on exhibit in the Red Cross head- every respect of the increased -

'

([uarters in Washington. The ar- of our organization.

Affiliated Societies Report

Detailed reports of the Affiliated Societies and of each of the Round

Table Conferences will appear in the forthcoming Transactions of the

Association.

MANY new ideas were pre- infant has over the bottle baby,

sented in the reports of the Its work includes the supervision

Affiliated Societies. Whether given of expectant mothers throughout

verbally or transmitted by letter pregnancy, and obstetrical care, as

all were indicative of growth. All well as the care, of the family dur-

were characterized by enthusiasm ing the mother's confinement,

and optimism for the future. A feature of the work of the

Miss Place reported that the In- St. Paul Baby Welfare Association

fant Welfare Society of Chicago brought out by Mrs. Lettice, was

is now conducting three pre-natal brought out by Mrs. Lettice, was the

clinics each week; twenty-four sta- supervision of boarded-out babies,

tions in which semi-weekly confer- This has been accomplished by

ences are held for children under co-operation with the Children's

two years of age; and nine weekly Bureau of the State Board of Con-

clinics in which special attention is trol, through which all boarding-

paid to the nutritional needs of homes must be licensed.
i

children of pre-school age. This According to Miss Rand the Bos-

society supervises the children ton Baby Hygiene Association is

placed in boarding-homes by the fast outgrowing its "baby" name
Illinois Home and Aid Society. and becoming a "child" hygiene as-

The Minneapolis Infant Welfare sociation, as children of pre-school

Society has -concentrated on tjhe age are included among those ad-

encouragement . of breast feeding, ministered to in six of its twenty

It aims to give to every Minne- stations. These stations are also

apolis baby the "six times great- used by Simmons College ; by

er chance" which the breast-fed Harvard Medical School in con-
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nection with the ])ostgraduate

course in Pediatrics : and by the In-

structive District Nurse Associa-

tion in their courses for pubUc

health nurses.

Doctor Gerstenberger told of the

opportunity being offered for post-

graduate work in pediatrics in con-

nection, with the Babies' Hospital

and Dispensary of Cleveland. Train-

ing courses for public health nui ses

are given there through the co-

operation of the Western Reserve

University, and the University Dis-

trict Training Center. An auto-

nioblie dispensary was used during

the summer months to reach chil-

dren in outlying districts.

A point made in the report of

the Cleveland Day Nursery and

Free Kindergarten Association,

was the systematic weighing of

children at regular intervals. The
children from one to tw'O years

of age are weighed twice a month,

the older ones once a month, except

in cases of malnutrition.

From Miss Gilbert's report it was

learned that tw-enty-four per cent

of the babies born in New Haven
in 1919; were cared for by the

Visiting Nurse Association of New
Haven. They also have had a large

number of the children of pre-

school age under their supervision,

and are doing generalized nursing

work in the health center organized

in New^ Haven in July, 1920. under

the combined auspices of the De-

partmeiit of Health, the Visiting

Nurse Association, the New Haven
Medical Association, and the Amer-

ican Red Cross. This center ursfes

the medical examination of people

of all ages, ''whether sick or well,

rich or poor."

The New York Diet Kitchen As-

sociation is now trying to conserve

the health of entire families. Their

new work was the establishment of

a consultation bureau for parents,

and an expansion of their work for

the pre-school child by the addition

to their staff of a nutrition teacher.

The varied activities of the New
York County Chapter Health Ser-

vice Division of the Red Cross, as

related by Mr. Bedinger, include

the maintenance of an extensive

library of educational health litera-"

ture, much of which they them-

selves have printed. They have

prepared mailing lists and will ad-

dress material dealing with health

to be sent out to the various agen-

cies. They are training volunteers

for public health work.

The Providence Child Welfare

Committee is made up of delegates

from all societies conducting Baby

Welfare Stations or carrying on

any form of child welfare work.

Miss Hall, speaking for this com-

mittee, said that it stands ready to

aid, in any way it feels is best, any

projects for the welfare of chil-

dren in that city.

An ''On Shore" research hospital

for the clinical and scientific treat-

ment of the nutritional disturb-

ances of childhood is being con-

ducted by the Boston Floating Hos-

pital in addition to its usual work

among sick children. A special

two months' course for nurses is

offered.
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Round Table Conference

A FTER a very full and active

general program lasting all

day Tuesday, the Round Table

Conferences began their sessions.

The conference of Divisions of

Child Hygiene assembled at eight

o'clock, worked well into the night

and then, an unheard of procedure

heretofore, assembled at 8 o'clock

the following morning to finish

their discussions.

Directors of the Divisions of

Child Hygiene were present from

eighteen States and the Provincial

Board of Health of Ontario, and

from ten Municipal Departments of

Health in the United States and

Canada. Representatives from four

other State Divisions were also

there. Dr. Janet Campbell, Senior

Medical Officer of the Division of

^Maternity and Child Welfare, un-

der the English Ministry of Health,

and Dr. Helen McMurchy. Direc-

tor of Child Welfare Division of

the Canadian Ministry of Health,

were present and spoke.

Organization charts of a 'number

of Child Hygiene Divisions, both

municipal and state, were on dis-

play in the meeting room.

Among the topics discussed

were : the methods of reaching ex-

pectant mothers ; the establishment

of pre-natal clinics ; how to pro-

mote rural health work through

health centers ; health education of

rural school children ; the organi-

zation and management of well-

babv consultation centers in small

towns.

Miss Rand presided at the Round
Table on Nursing and Social

Work where perhaps the most im-

portant single discussion was of

the most effective way for recruit-

ing student nurses. Formal resolu-

tions relating to this subject were

presented by this section and ap-

proved by the Association which

now stands pledged to indorse the

plan presented by the National

Nursing Association and the Amer-

ican Red Cross, giving all possi-

ble assistance in the Campaign for

Recruiting Student Nurses.

Dr. James A. Haynes, Secretary

of the State Board of Health of

South Carolina, presided over the

Conference on Rural Health Prob-

lems. Dr. Frances Sage Bradley,

of the Federal Children's Bureau,

told of blazing the trail for health

education and medical supervision

by means of the Child Welfare

Special* which is working in the

rural districts of some of the South-

ern States.

Mrs. Ethel Parsons, of Austin,

Texas, Chief of the Division of

Child Hygiene and Public Health

Nursing of the Texas State Board

of Health, made many helpful sug-

gestions as to what to do and how
to do it, in rural health work.

* For an account of this- auto-truck

see "Mother and Child," vol, I. no. i,

p. 2.7.
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DECEMBER, 1920

The Eleventh Annual Meeting

THE keynote of the 1920 meet-

ing was construQtive opti-

mism. From the first paragraph

of Dr. Philip Van Ingen's presi-

dential address to the last word of

Mr. Hoover's incisive speech at

the general meeting, the members

seemed inspired less by the rec-

ord of splendid achievement in

the year just closed, than by the

almost limitless possibilities for ex-

tension of membership and influ-

ence in the next twelve months. "If

we could grapple with the whole

child situation for one generation,

our public health, our economic

efficiency, the moral character,

sanity, and stability of our people

would advance three generations in

one," said Mr. Hoover. Here was

an inspiring text ! The faith of

men who have done great things is

contagious. No member heard

these words who did not go out

with a determination to give "that

day to day disinterested, volun-

tary devotion" which Mr. Hoover

said was characteristic of such or-

ganizations as ours—the very kind

of individual service for which

Doctor Van Ingen appealed at the

morning session. Something of

the rushing virility of the great'

metropolis of the Southwest where

we met, seemed to have communi-

cated itself to the meetings, the

conferences, even to the views of

the individual members. And this

was more than mere organization

pride,—it was an intangible pres-

ence, an aura, a feeling in the air

that our years of achievement are

at hand, and that we are on thv

threshold of great events.

The announcement on Wednes-

day that Mr. Herbert Hoover had

been proffered and had accepted

the presidency of the Association

for 1921 was an early justification

for this undercurrent of wide-

spread optimism. It was uni-

versally felt that no greater <:om-

pliment could be paid the work of

our organization than was implied

in the acceptance of its leadership

by Mr. Hoover.

The Incoming President, Doc-

tor Shaw, brings to the Association

an intimate knowledge of its needs,

and a proven executive capacity,

especially in the New York State

Department of Health. Added to

this, is his reputation as -a peria-

trist and a writer on the diseases of

children and an unusual degree of

personal popularity. The President-

elect, Mr. Herbert Hoover, is one

of the few living men who can con-
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fer honor, ratlier than be honored,

in assuming the leadership of the

American Child Hygiene Associa-

tion in 1921.

The Past President, Doctor Van

Ingen, will still give his time and

knowledge and enthusiasm to the

many problems confronting the

Executive Committee. In order

that a different group of Directors

may become thoroughly familiar

with the details of our work

through closer contact, the Execu-

tive Committee was reorganized.

Two veterans retired who had

served continuously through many

years, Dr. J. H. Mason Knox, the

hrst President of the Association,

and Dr. S. Josephine Baker, who
(Kcupied the chair last year. No
one can even glance through the

Transactions of past years with-

out receiving an approximate idea

of the tremendous influence exerted

by these two Past Presidents in the

upbuilding of the Association. And
none of the older members need a

printed reminder to stimulate their

gratitude for such untiring and un-

selfish service as these retiring

executives have always given.

The city of St. Louis welcomed

us in a way that left no doubt as to

the sincerity of its greeting. The
local committee, and especially its

chairman, Dr. Borden Veeder, well

deserved the enthusiastic resolution

of thanks which the meeting voted.

The press was unusually generous

in giving space to the proceedings of

each day, and no previous annual

convention was ever chronicled so

fully and so accurately as was the

St. Louis meeting.

If the public meetings are the

''window display" of our organi-

zation, the Round Table Confer-

ences are glimpses of the workshop

and laboratory. The informality

of these meetings brings out prac-

tical points that are frequently lost

in formal discussions from the floor.

The Affiliated Societies showed in

their reports a steady, healthful

growth. More about deeds and less

about intentions marked the differ-

ence between these reports and

those of former years.

If the spirit of those who attend-

ed the meeting does not wane, we
shall have twenty thousand mem-
bers who realize that in becoming

members of the Association they

are making its work more effective.

Each of these twenty thousand

members will have Mother and
Child, which is the one magazine

published in this country giving to

the multitude of workers and oth-

ers interested in child welfare the

information necessary for a better

understanding of the problems we
are trying to meet. To secure this

splendid membership let each old

member bring in one new member
each month. Optimism plus indi-

vidual effort will bring us to our

goal. The task is an easy one. The
expense of membership is almost

negligible. One and a half cents a

day for child-health insurance!

That is what it amounts to. Twenty
thousand members in 1921 must

welcome Mr. Hoover as our

President.
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Courtesy of the Child Health Organization of America.

Cho-Cho, with a group of Modern Health Crusaders.

Health in the School
Presented by the Child Health Organization of America

BY the most direct and simple

and cheerful method imagin-

able child health in America is re-

ceiving a big new impetus. No long-

er do children in elementary schools

pore stolidly over formal lessons

in physiology and hygiene with

vague interest. They are taught

instead to achieve health day by

day through practicing real health

habits, and the new knowledge

comes to them in the most delight-

ful forms. They literally play their

wav to health.

This is an exacting game, of

course, with lots of competition and

some inflexible rules.- But the re-

sult of playing the game is real

health, from the point of view of

the scientific educator, or doctor,

and real pleasure and happiness

from the point of view of the child.

Parents too, are receiving much
enlightenment as to the reason why
their children are sometimes cross,

or frequently underweight, and are

learning that these faults are some-

times not due to any peculiarity

other than a remediable physical

defect, or an improper diet.
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The child's defects are not slur-

red over in this method of teaching

health'; '"biit are thoroughly gone

intQ; first.. But, the greatest stress

is put on the' fact that any child

can make a gain, once serious de-

fects are properly remedied, by just

keeping close to the rules of the

health game, and then playing fair.

CO-OPERATING ORGANIZATIONS

Many organizations are co-oper-

ating in the child health move-

ment and all are doing valuable

work. There is the Health Cru-

sade—for instance, the Health

Crusaders of the National Tubercu-

losis Association, and the Junior

Health Crusade of the American

Red Cross. These have done mucli

to appeal to the older children and

to unite home and school in a drive

fur open windows, tooth brushes,

water inside and out, long hours of

sleep and other minimum health

habit requirements. There is both

group appeal and individual check-

ing up in the method of these two

organizations.

Thirty-three thousand children

in Kansas City received the re-

ward of the "Squire's button" for

fifteen -weeks performance of the

minimum required health chores:

and' in spite of the backsliding

when buttons, pins and banners

were won, the standards of health

habits, according to Miss Maud A.

Brown, Supervisor of Hygiene in

the Kansas City schools, were left

considerably higher. Miss Brown's

report shows, however, that even

with alrriost half of the school chil-

dren Knights of Health according

to the standards set by the Junior

Health Crusade plans, one-third of

them were ten per cent or more

underweight. Here was a test for

the ingenuity of organizations in-

terested in the Child Health Move-

ment.

WEIGHING IN SCHOOLS

The outcome of this discovery

has been to demonstrate the value

of a plan for regular weighing of

children in the sc^hools and for

thorough examination of those un-

der normal weight. Reporting to

parents as well as children has

meant co-operation in follow-up

work at home as well as in school.

The new Crusade plans include

weighing. If as many children

participate in this phase of the

work as did in the performance of

the chores, there will be fewer "slim

Susans."

The 112 children of Miss Brown's

demonstration group of under-

weight children gained 231 per cent

of the normal gain for children of

their age in the nine and a half

weeks of the experiment. The 113

children of normal weight, who h'ad

the benefit of teaching in health

habits and of the Junior Health

Crusade but none of the other health

service of the demonstration class,

gained 72 per cent of the normal

rate of gain ; and the 109 under-

weight children under similar con-

ditions actually lost an average of

four ounces each. The enormous

gain of the demonstration class is

attributed to the home co-opera-
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tion seGured by the visiting nurse

and to the application of the "pro-

tective feeding" plan developed by

Doctor McCollum, of Johns Hop-

kins University, supplying the de-

ficiencies of the home diet.

Mid-session feedings amounting

to of from 1,000 to 1,200 calories or

one-half the day's rations, siipple-

menting rather than displacing any

of the home feeding, were given to

the demonstration group. This

food took the form of one to two

pints of milk a day, cereal, fruits,

soups, cocoa, vegetables, sand-

wiches and occasional treats of

cookies and sweet chocolate.

A FRANK CONFESSION

The fact that the teaching, as

well as the food was taking effect

was shown by the letters which the

children were asked to write on

''Why I am under weight," one of

which is given here.

"I am a girl eleven years old. I

weigh sixty-two pounds, but I

should weigh eighty-two. I have
four reasons for being underweight.

I am trying to remedy all of them.

The first reason is not enough
sleep. I go to bed at nine, but

never get to sleep till ten. I get

up at half past seven. I always
get up feeling tired and sleepy. I

should go to bed at seven and get

up at seven.

The second reason is not enough
milk. I don't like milk and don't

drink much. When I do drink it

though, I drink it fast and it does

me very little good.
The third reason is not enough

exercise. When I go home from
school at night, instead of playing
out of doors I get a book and read.

Therefore, 1 do not get enough ex-

ercise.

The fourth and last reason i^

this, I eat candy and other sweets

between meals. I feel like I've had
something to eat, and when dinner
time comes I am not hungry."

Of the fifteen children whd
failed to gain normally during the

demonstration period, four gained

100 to 340 per cent after four to

six weeks in the hospital having

tonsil and adenoid operations.

These operations were shown to be

necessary by the examination of

the school physician when their

underweight was first determined.

All but one of the other failures

were traced to contagious diseases

or to lack of co-operation in keep-

ing health rules or in removing

diseased tonsils.

FEEDING THE UNDERWEIGHT

The school in which the demon-

stration was carried on rose from

fifty-fifth to third among the Kan-

sas City schools having the fewest

underw^eight children. Figures

may sometimes lie, and boys and

girls who court the approval of

their group have been known to de-

part from the truth in order to

make a favorable showing on health

crusade score cards, but fairly ac-

curate scales in the hands of the

teacher come very near to telling

the truth ; and in so far as normal

weight and normal gain can be

taken as an index of health, the

scales furnish an acceptable check on

the health habits of these children.

The demonstration has led in

Kansas City to the adoption of the
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(.'ourtesy of Miss Maud Brown, Supervisoi of Hygiene, Poiyiechnic School, Kansas City, Kansas.

Daily Tooth-Brush Drill in Cherry Street School.

])Ian of placing scales in every

grade school and a chart of normal

weights in every room. All chil-

dren ten per cent underweight are

thoroughly examined and are giv-

en mid-session feedings of milk and

lil-raham wafers. The physical edu-

cation department recommends the

children needing extra food, and

the domestic science department

furnishes the food, much of which

is paid for by the Anti-tubercu-

losis Association. Dental and other

surgical and medical treatment is se-

cured for those who need it through

the co-operation of the school, par-

ents, and medical agencies.

THE SPREAD OF HEALTH TEACHING
The child health movement is

succeeding in the schools because

it is flexible and alive in method.

It has obtained accurate physical

data and achieved the co-operation,

and understood the interests of the

child. Most of all, all available

agencies have worked together en-

thusiastically in the same cause.

In Minneapolis, nutritional clin-

ics have been started through the

co-operation of the University of

Minnesota, the Women's Commun-
ity Council, and the public schools.

Cho-Cho, the Health Clown of the

Child Health Organization was

used as a means of arousing the in-

terest of the community and his

visit and message were made the

basis of a story and poster compe-

tition in which all the schools in

the city participated. So great
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was the interest aroused that Ha-

Ha, a local health clown has been

cjieveloped and now makes Minne-

apolis his permanent stamping-

ground.

In Milwaukee, private and public

agencies have enlisted in the cause

of child health. The Department

of Health, through the co-operation

of the Central Council of Social

x\gencies, the Wisconsin Anti-tu-

berculosis Association and the City

Club secured an increased budget

in order to enlarge its staff for med-

ical inspection in the parochial and

private, as well as in the public

schools of the city. The Red Cross

has furnished a dietitian to assist

the mothers in improving home
diet and has supplied milk and

crackers for 1,200 undernourished

children in the nutritional classes,

as well as extra food in some of the

homes. Fresh air rooms have been

provided by the Wisconsin x^nti-tu-

berculosis Association ; medical and

surgical care by the Milwaukee

Children's Hospital and the Mar
quette University Medical School

Dispensary ; and dental service, by

the Milwaukee Dental Society. The
Children's Outing Society sends

undernourished children on sum-

mer outings. The Junior Red
Cross has furnished scales in every

school for the weighing as a check-

on the success of the work.

CHO-CHO CLUBS IN THE SOUTH

In some of the Southern States,

through the efforts of a c©uple of

school and district nurses, Cho-

Cho performances were put on and

afterwards followed up by the for-

mation of Cho-Cho Clubs in the

schools. Each club had a presi-

dent and secretary and standard

bearer, who took full charge of the

meetings of the club. The secre-

tary kept account of the health

habits in his journal, and the critic

elected from thq class submitted a

report at the end of each meeting.

Local subjects of interest, such as

conditions of the streets, stores,

railway station, garbage cans, etc..

were discussed, as well as the health

habits outlined by the Health Cru-

sade. In order to further the work,

weekly columns on health were

placed in the local newspaper.

In New York forty schools were

invited to participate in a contest at

the Grand Central Palace during

the week of the Milk and Child

Health Campaign in May, 1920.

This competition w'as arranged, by

the New York State Department of

Farms and Markets, Division of

Agriculture—co-operating with the

Child Health Organization of

America and the School of Home
Economics, Cornell University. A
prize of twenty dollars in gold was

given each day to the school mak-

ing the best presentation of the

value of milk. Milk facts were to

be presented in talks by children,

songs, rhymes, informal plays,

drills and posters.

SIMPLIFIED SCHOOL HYGIENE

Through the efforts of the Na-

tional Tuberculosis Association, the

Red Cross, the Child Health Or-

ganization and the Bureau of Edu-
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cation, the movement, of which

the work in Kansas City, Minne-

apolis, Milwaukee and New York

are only samples, is spreading-

throughout the country. Literature,

exhibits and suggested plans can

be purchased from the national or-

ganizations, and from the Super-

intendent of Documents in Wash-
ington. It i'S left, however, to the

judgment and ingenuity of local

teachers, public health advocates

and agencies to work out their ap-

plication in specific communities, as

well as to develop new methods to

pass on to others.

The chiM health movement a?

developed by interested teachers,

parents and medical and social

workers and agencies is destined

to be one of the greatest construc-

tive as well as preventive forces of

our time. Detecting and correct-

ing weaknesess, and forming hab-

its of right living and thinking in

children, will promote their great-

est possible health at the most criti-

cal period of their lives. And these

healthy children will mean healthy

citizens, capable of putting vigor

into the life of the whole nation.

The National Child Health Council

The New
THE National Child Health

Council, the recently cre-

ated national planning body for

co-ordinating child health activi-

ties, has opened offices in Wash-
ington, D. C, with Mr. Courtenay

Dinwiddie as executive.

He brings to his important post

exceptional qualifications and wide

experience. His early experience

was in New York City as Secretary

of the Department of Bellevue and

Allied Hospitals, and as General

Executive of the New York City

Visiting Committee of the State

Charities Aid Association over a

period of several years.

In Duluth, Mr. Dinwiddie found

opportunity for pioneer work in

organization, health legislation and

other constructive civic measures

The Associated Charities, under

Executive
his superintendency, secured thf

passage of a model housing code

a pioneer narcotic drug ordinance

and other measures, and developed

a system of work for the unem-

ployed, described by Dr. William

M. Leiserson as the best in this

country.

For a number of years Mr. Din-

widdie was superintendent of the

Anti-tuberculosis League of Cin-

cinnati, which has been a leader in

the country in the co-ordination of

local health programs.

It is hoped that this practical

step wall be merely a beginning of

that common planning, co-ordin-

ation of effort and effective -team

work that has been desired by ev-

eryone in the health field for a

number of years.



University of Oregon in Child Welfare

Chester L. Carlisle, M.D.

United States Public Health Service Director Oregon State Survey of Mental

Defect, Delinquency and Dependency

AT the Second International

Congress on Child Welfare

held at Washington, D. C, in 1911,

under the auspices of the National

Congress of Mothers and Parent-

Teacher Associations, resolutions

were adopted urging the appoint-

ment of a child welfare commission

in every state. The honorable Os-

wald West, Governor of Oregon,

was the first to respond, appointing

a commission January 7, 191 3, to

serve without any appropriation.

Several years prior to this, Oregon

had established the first Parents'

Educational Bureau. This was
maintained and fostered by the

Oregon Congress of Mothers. The
bureau distributed literature on pre-

natal influences, infant hygiene, sex

physiology, adolescence and other

helps for child culture. In school

garden work and the home credit

system, which encouraged the

early development of vocational

interests amid home surroundings,

Oregon has led other states, its citi-

zens showing by their interest in

those kindred activities in the field

of child hygiene that they were

fully capable of sensing the vast

importance of all plans for the bet-

terment of child life. Between the

appointment of the first commis-
sion in child welfare in 1913, and
the appearance of the first biennial

report addressed to the governor

and the legislative assembly in

1915, twelve meetings were held,

but activities in child hygiene had

advanced little beyond the form of

academic discussion by that time.

In the late summer of 1914, a

number of women in Oregon, mem-

bers of the Federated Women's

Clubs, gave marching orders for an

advance upon the world-wide com-

munity enemies. General Disinter-

estedness and General Apathy, in

the field of child hygiene, these

worthies being entrenched behind

years of tradition and a heap of

carelessness. It was the opening

maneuver in developing a general

movement for the relief of handi-

capped children in Oregon whose

interests, it was felt, could no long-

er be neglected either through lack

of vision on the part of the public

or lack of available facts upon

which to formulate adequate legis-

lation on the part of the law

makers.

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION WORK

Eugene, in Lane County, the

home of the University of Oregon

and the Extension Division of the

University, was early the seat of

the new movement and when the

annual convention of the Federated

Clubs was held in the fall of 1914,
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the Fortnightly Club of Eugene in- vision of reported cases, public kin-

troduced a resolution demanding dergartens, and a parental educa-

legislative aid for the crippled chil- tional bureau. Lantern slides de-

dren of the state, which was adopt- picting these needs and plans were

ed by the convention and eventually prepared by the Extension Division

taken to the legislature. of the University of Oregon
• From the legislature they re- through the co-operation of the De-

ceived little encouragement. Final- partment of Visual Instruction,

ly the Ways and Means Committee They proved a very helpful aid in

suggested that they make an actual reachirtg the imagination of the peo-

experiment along these lines in Lane pie. The keynote of the exhibit

County. Through the Thursday was prevention, the melody was

Charity Club of Eugene, funds were sympathy, and the harmony devel-

raised to care for a few urgent cas- oped was state-wide consciousness

es which should serve as concrete of child citizen needs. The agen-

examples of what could be done for cies co-operating with the founders

state-wide child help if adequate of the movment were the state ad-

support were given the proposed ministration, the state institutions,

bill. The actual administration of the State Board of Health, the State

the care and treatment of selected Board of Education, the University

cases of crippled children in Lane of Oregon, and public spirited offi-

County was taken over by the cials in Portland. The railroads

Thursday Charity Club and of granted free transportation for the

twenty-nine cases collected in the exhibit, which was sent from place

first two years only three were ul- to place without even a field agent

timately found to be incurable. In to accompany it, all the work of

the meantime, a law relating to de- displaying it being left to citizen

pendent children, based upon the co-operation, with instructions

Iowa law, was framed through Dr. transmitted by letter. This move-

Ralph D. Merritt, specialist in social ment in child hygiene, highly sig-

welfare in the Extension Division nificant in itself, was thus made te-

of the University of Oregon, and markable by the wholly disinter--

successfully passed. To further aid ested motives of those who initiated

these constructive efforts, a popular it, planned its development and

exhibit was planned in the shape of finally directed the exhibit. Ore-

poster screens showing the needs of gon was, in fact, the first state to

afflicted children dependent upon send out such an exhibit dealing

state funds for the relief of various wholly with proposed legislation for

types of mental and physical handi- better protection of its boys and

caps. The exhibit emphasized not girls. Following the educational

only institutional and hospital needs campaign in child hygiene, those in-

but community plans, including terested In the work had the satis-

home care, registration and super- "faction of seeing the greater part
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of their proposed legislation pro-

gram become a law in 191 7
—

*'to

provide medical and surgical treat-

ment for sick and deformed indig-

ent children, under the supervision

of the medical department of the

University of Oregon. . . ."

SEARCHING FOR CAUSES

It was while this cam.paign was

in progress that an unexpected note

concerning mental defect stole into

the harmony of the new opus. At

first almost unheeded, later its plain-

tive tone thoroughly infiltrated the

music. Now it was staccato, as

when the superintendent of the in-

stitution for the deaf remarked that

''there were a few feeble-minded."

Again, the note became piano ; sud-

denly was lost. The blare of the

trumpets sounding "Assembly"

drowned all other songs. The great

war was on. Local community

plans were left unheeded while we
listened to the mighty diapason of

the nation in arms.

As soon as the result of our war

efforts began to grow visible after

Armistice Day, Oregon remembering-

its plans for community betterment

decided to investigate the whole

problem of dependency through the

medium of a survey which had been

proposed by the Public Welfare

Bureau of Portland. This took

form as Senate Joint Resolution

No. 28, by which it was resolved

:

"Whereas, there is in Oregon as

in every other state a large number

of dependent, defective and delin-

quent people of whom only a small

percentage of the most extreme

cases are cared for in institutions

and . . . the experience of the

draft boards has shown the mem-
bers of these groups who are at

large to be not only a source of

weakness, but a positive liability to

the state and nation . . and the

experience of relief agencies . . .

shows that whether in institutions

or at large these classes are a con-

stantly increasing drain on the

finances, health, morals and every

other resource of the state . . .

and the University of Oregon has

indicated its willingness to serve

the state by making a survey . . .

in order to determine the extent

and cause of said dependency, de-

fectiveness and delinquency and to

suggest ways and means for reduc-

ing the state's burden from these

sources. Be It Resolved that the

University of Oregon is hereby

granted authority to make such sur-

vey and is requested to report the

result of its study with recommend-
ed legislation to the next regular

legislative assembly. . . ."

A STATE-WIDE SURVEY

Thus, the state-wide survey of

the State of Oregon was undertaken

by the University at the request of

the legislature.

The survey is endeavoring to as-

certain the number of individuals in

the state showing mental defect, in-

cluding also those who exhibit ab-

normal conduct in the form of de-

linquency and dependency, whether

based upon mental, physical or en-

vironmental factors. The whole

project is being conducted by the

Extension Division of the Univer-

sity under the direction of the
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United States Public Health Serv-

ice. The United States Public

PEealth Service has long been en-

gaged in the study and investiga-

tion of the problems of mental hy-

giene. The detail of a director for

the Oregon state survey is but an

extension of such investigations and

was made in response to a request

of the University authorities en-

dorsed by the State Board of

Health asking for such co-opera-

tion. Headquarters have been es-

tablished in Eugene in offices pro-

vided by the University, plans were

made for obtaining not only the

statistical facts relating to mental

defect throughout the state, but to

carry forward to the whole state

the real meaning of abnormal, in-

efficient, unsuccessful conduct and

the role of mental hygiene in the

facts of every day community life

and school work.

PROGRESS WITHOUT FUNDS

The problem of how to reach the

ear of nearly one million people

scattered over an area covering

nearly seventy thousand square

miles without the expenditure of a

large sum of money for paid inves-

tigators working in the thirty-six

counties was a difficult one, and at

first seemed almost insurmountable,

especially as the legislature had

specifically stated that "the state will

be asked for no appropriation for

this purpose". This difficulty which

appeared at first to be a very real

obstacle to success was made to

serve a beneficial part by initiating

a plan of state-wide citizen co-op-

eration in gathering the needed

facts. Co-operation became a rall> -

ing cry for community betterment

in terms of mental hygiene. This

was accomplished by appealing to

the civic interest and patriotic mo-

tives of those citizens best fitted to

speak for others by reason of their

training or official position. Ac-

cordingly, preliminary letters were

sent to every educator and profes-

sonal man in the state explaining

the object and scope of the survey.

Shortly after this introductory effort

a special certificate was issued re-

questing these citizens to act as

special volunteer assistants to the

survey. This certificate, carrying

the seal of the State and that of the

University, with the endorsement

of the United States Public Health

Service, made its personal appeal

on the grounds of "a sense of high

citizenship and patriotism," and en-

deavored to enlist the individual aid

of every teacher, physician, clergy-

man, lawyer and all other citizens

who as state, county or municipal

officers or as officers and members

of well recognized social groups

were known to be in touch with the

civic and social needs of their re

spective communities. Includec

were the county health nurses, now

available in over half of the coun-

ties of the State. Their close re-

lation with the schools provides one

of the most fundamental approach-

es to the home and hence to com-

munity consciousness in all fields of

mental, social and child hygiene.

THE WORK OF VOLUNTARY AIDS

Upon the request of the volun-

tary aids, special cards were dis-
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tributed upon which to record the

facts obtained by them. The cards

had many captions whereby any

combination of social symptoms in

any one individual could be record-

ed. Many interesting side lights on

community needs have been un-

earthed by this method, and each

card as it come back to headquar-

ters bears the story of some handi-

capped life.

It is hard to visualize at times

just how much of human grief and

hope and fear one of the survey

cards contains, but time and again

we find evidence of the continua-

tion of the work in child hygiene

begun but a few years ago in Lane

County. Card after card is seen

recording a child who needs some

special form of help, and under re-

marks is found "S. B. 105," indi-

cating the source of expected help

:

S. B. 105, referring to Senate Bill

No. 105, upon which rests the pres-

ent legal status of child hygiene in

the state. And with the cards in-

dicating a child who is dependent

upon state aid for relief of a with-

ered leg due to infantile paralysis,

or another who is blind and in need

of special educational facilities,

come many telling of mental de-

fects and feeblemindedness—condi-

tions which are peculiarly of especi-

al social significance.

The problem of dependency, due

to simple physical disorder and en-

tailing no especial burden for fu-

ture generations widens and with

the statistical records before us we
can glimpse the full meaning of

subnormality in conduct and its

menace to the welfare of our citi-

zenry when due to developmental

brain defect entailing feeblemind-

edness.

CITIZENS HELP CITIZENS

The Oregon state survey of men-

tal defect, delinquency and depen-

dency is the first real effort by the

interested citizens of a whole state

to ascertain the fundamental facts

upon which the success of com-

munity life depends and to locate

and label those citizen elements

which make for failure and un-

wholesome conditions. This sur-

vey is then the first state-wide co-

operative campaign in mental hy-

giene ever attempted and is in it-

self a striking commentary upon the

progress of the world and more
specifically represents the endeavors

of the people of a great state to

reach a higher plane of citizen

ideals. Following the lessons of
*

the war they are utilizing the fail-

ures of antique plans of other days

as stepping stones toward the devel-

opment of a better, kindlier and

more scientific system of institu-

tional and community care for the

handicapped in these stirring days

of reconstruction. The full report

will not be available until after the

final analysis has been made of all

the material gathered from the var-

ious counties of the State. This

report, transmitted to the legislature

by the Surgeon General of the

United States Public Health Serv-

ice, will present the facts on mental

defect, delinquency and dependency

as found in Oregon's every day

community life.



The Foreign Field

Provision for the Health of Mothers and Children

Scotland

What the Government Does

Sir W. Leslie MacKenzie, M.D.,

F.R.C, P.E., F.R.S.E.

[Extracts from the Carnegie United

Kingdom Trust Report on the Physical

Welfare of Mothers and Children of

Scotland, by Sir W. Leslie MacKenzie,

Medical Member of the Local Govern-

ment Board, (now the Board of Health

for Scotland, which corresponds to the

English Ministry of Health). Such

changes have been made in the text as

the difference in terminology between

Scotland and America demands.]

NOTIFICATION OF BIRTHS

iCjN 1915 Parliament passed,

A under stress of v^ar condi-

tions, a small Act called the Noti-

fication of Births* (Extension)

Act, 191 5. One purpose of the

Act was to make it obligatory

all over Scotland for any mid-

wife, or nurse, or doctor, or

other person attending a mother at

her confinement, to notify to the

Medical Officer of Health within

thirty-six hours the fact that a birth

has taken place. This obligation

had been voluntarily undertaken in

many localities since 1907, but the

Act of 1915 obliged every locality

to report its births. The Act has

worked smoothly. The great ma-

jority of births are systematically

notified.

"But the notification of births is

only the first step. Experience has

shown that the condition of the

mother's health before the birth of

her child has a direct bearing on

the capacity of the child to survive

after birth. Hitherto attention has

been directed mainly to the needs

of the nursing mother. If, how-

ever, child life is to be adequately

protected, it is equally essential that

the expectant mother should have

access to advice and treatment.

"Accordingly, the purpose of the

new Act is to enable health authori-

ties to make arrangements for at-

tending to the health of expectant

mothers, nursing mothers, and

young children up to the age of

five. The Act thus covers the per-

iod of child life for which no pro-

vision had been made, securing

medical advice and treatment for

children of the pre-school age, as

well as for expectant and nursing

mothers.

"It was only in 191 5 that the Mid-

wives (Scotland) Act was passed.

A Midwives' Act had been opera-

*Birth Registration. Notification of a birth does not supersede registration of
a birth. Notification is intended as the first step in administrative action. Regis-
tration is the first step in the preservation of records and the building up of sta-
tistical, material for general guidance. Notification, it is to be noted, is required
^vithin tTiirty-six hours ; registration, within twenty-one days. The difference in

time corresponds to the difference in object,
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tive in Fngland for some fifteen

years—Scotland benefits by the

Eno^lish experience. The Act con-

tains many important provisions,

but two of them deserve special at-

tention : First, the power of the

local health authority to contribute

toward the training of midwives

within or without their respective

areas; second, the obligation on the

health authority to pay a medical

fee when, under the established

rules, a midwife has to summon a

doctor in an emergency, and these

''emergencies" are precisely defined.

The health authority may after-

wards recover the fee from the par-

ent or guardian if he is able to pay

it ; but the essential point is that

the provision of the service does

not depend on whether or not the

mother is able to pay at the

moment.

This Act places in the hands of

the health authority an organization

of immense power for improving

the whole maternity service. It is

not merely an act for the registra-

tion and training of midwives, it-

self a sufficiently important pur-

pose ; but it is also an administra-

tive act placing on the health au-

thority an obligation to see that

the work of the midwives is kept

on the highest professional level.

STATE AID FOR HEALTH WORK
'The health authority has the

power to arrange maternity centers

where expectant mothers and nurs-

ing mothers may come for medical

advice and treatment ; to establish

a system of home visitation by

health visitors or doctors ; to ar-

range that skilled and prompt at-

tention shall be ensured to every

mother requiring it * that hospital

accommodation shall be available

for dangerous or difficult cases

;

that schools for mothers and young

women may be established in co-

operation with the School Boards or

Secondary Education Committees.

"The health authority may also

establish consultation centers where

children up to the age of five may
be brought for medical advice and

treatment, and from which they

may be visited. They may provide

or arrange for hospital accommoda-

tion for sick children when satis-

factory treatment is impossible at

home ; for convalescent homes for

children in impaired health ; for

day nursery schools wherever these

are practicable, and that means in

almost every village. They are

now, by statute, in a position to

furnish every child of school age

with a health certificate for pre-

sentation on admission to the

school. Briefly, the health authori-

ty is now able to apply public funds

in the provision of organized care

of the mother throughout her per-

iods of expectancy and nursing

and of the child until it passes from

the home to the school.

"In some of these services the

health authority will receive gov-

ernment grants to the extent of half

of the outlays. The grants will be

administered by the Board of

Health for Scotland, all grants be-

ing made to health authorities alone.

No grants are made direct to any

institution or agency.
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OFFICIAL AND VOLUNTARY AGENCIES

"The health authority has com-

plete freedom in utilizing the ser-

vices of all voluntary agencies and

orgai'iizations that may exist or

spring up in their district. The

new act really provides machinery

for bringing together all the or-

ganizations that operate in the field

of child welfare and maternity

service.

"The voluntary agencies may thus

find a permanent and suitable basis

in the scheme of the health authori-

ty. The health authority may
thus find power and device in

the enthusiasm of the voluntary

organizations. The new act is

obviously intended to bring the of-

ficial health authority into one sys-

tem with all voluntary energies.

DUTIES OF HEALTH VISITORS

"The Health Visitor is a member
of the hygienic staff of the

Medical Officer of Health, and
acts under his immediate direc-

tion. From his department she re-

ceives the notifications of births

from day to day. She visits the

home, records the facts on the

special card, and indicates the nec-

essary action. She has to attend at

the maternity centers, at the child

clinics, at the dispensaries, or at the
other places where mothers and
children are advised or treated. She
has to visit the homes to see that
the advice and treatment are carried
out. • She has to direct the mothers
where to apply or to what institu-

tions to take their children. She
has to advise the center of the

cases directed to them. She has to

keep the medical officer informed

of any incidental disease she dis-

covers or any insanitary condition

needing attention.

"In the work of providing for

mothers and children the com-

munity is in earnest. At the

moment, the emotions awakened by

the war have risen in a great social

wave that will soon reach its height

and then recede. But the problems

will remain the same. It is then

that the technical training of the

Health Visitor will tell. Twenty-

seven years ago the public health

movement came to life in the coun-

ties ; today, every county has an or-

ganized health department. Among
the most urgent new developments

is the care of the mothers and chil-

dren. To m.eet this new develop-

ment the office of Health Visitor

has been created. As, twenty-seven

years ago, the general health move-

ment created a career for the Medi-

cal Officer, so, today, the special

care necessary for the protection of

mothers and children must create

a career for the Health Visitor.''

Pre-Natal Work in Edinburgh

IN a recent letter Dr. J. W. Bal-

lantyne, of Edinburgh, says

:

"You ask about my work. When
my time as an ordinary physician to

the Royal Maternity Hospital was

up, the directors put me in charge

of the department which I had built

up, the Ante-natal, adding to it beds

(apart from those rn the hospital

^tself), and conjoining with it the

clinic ^and beds for the treatment of
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all cases of venereal disease in preg-

nant, parturient and puerperal

women. (The non-pregnants are

dealt with in the Royal Infirmary

and all are under a town scheme for

the prevention of venereal dis-

eases.) It is known as the Ante-

natal and V. D. Department. I

have there an assistant physician,

Dr. Francis J. Browne, F. R, C. S.,

Edinburgh, and for the first time in

the history of the hospital, a woman
resident, Dr. Janet M. Murray. Last

month, April, we passed 250 pa-

tients through the clinics and the

beds, not so poor for a city with

only 320,000 inhabitants. Of
course, there is a sister in charge,

nurses, etc., and the V. D.'s have all

the recent treatment.

"But more than this, we havfe got

now in this country a sub-commit-

tee on Child Life Investigation

(Ante-natal and Post-natal), which

IS under the Medical Research

Council, a government department.

1 was put on to this for the ante-

natal side, or what you in America

call pre-natal, and one of the first

things which I proposed and got

carried was the appointment to

^ach of the big maternity hospitals,

Edinburgh, Glasgow, London, Liv-

erpool, etc., of a research patholo-

gist in ante-natal pathology, who
should make post-mortems on all

abortion sacs, dead-births, early

neo-natal deaths, etc., and furnish

material for joint researches (team

work) among competent observers.

Doctor Browne, to whom I referred

above gives all his time to this and

to assisting me with the department.

He gets a living wage for this ; in-

deed, the Medical Research Council

has sufficient, but not lavish, funds

at its disposal. Doctor Browne since

his appointment in August last, has

made between two and three hun-

dred post-mortems.

'*I have also persuaded the health

authorities here to publish in

the 'Scotsman' newspaper every

month, the neo-natal mortality in

Edinburgh for the month com-

pared with the corresponding

month of last year.

"I enclose our new scheme for case

taking at the Ante-natal (Pre-na-

ta!i) Clinic, also one for making of

post-mortems on still-births.

"I enclose also a paper on Dental

Conditions at the Ante-natal Clinic

which appeared last year; another

paper on what I have called the

Color Scheme in Pregnancy is in

the press now (British Medical

Journal).

Probably the most important thing

I have done recently has been the

article on Ante-natal Prevention of

Ante-natal and Neo-natal Death for

Nelson's Loose-Leaf System of

Preventive Medicine which is being

published in your own New York.

I believe it is to appear soon.

**Do not neglect to read and rec-

ommend Doctor Feldman's fine

book on the Principles of Ante-

natal and Post-natal Child Physi-

ology (Longman's, London), pub-

lished a few days ago. I had the

good hap to read the proof sheets."
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England and Wales

The Ministry of Health

By the Ministry of Health Act,

1919, not only the medical in-

spection but the treatment of chil-

dren of pre-school age and of chil-

dren in the elerrientary schools is

taken over by the Ministry of

Health. It is interesting to follow

the developments leading to the

passage of this Act by which cer-

tain duties have been transferred

from the Board of Education to the

Ministry of Health.

In 1907 an Education Act was

the duty of the Authority to pro-

vide treatment as well as medical

inspection for children in public

elementary schools. This Act also

provides medical inspection for

children in secondary schools and

in continuation schools. For them

treatment is not yet a "duty."

A further provision of the 1918

Education Act emphasizes the value

of preventive measures, for the

"Education Authority is empower-

ed to make arrangements for at-

tending to the health, nourishment

passed which made it the duty of and physical welfare of children at-

the Education Authority to provide tending nursery schools." This

for the medical inspection of chil- provision for supervising the health

dren entering the public elementary of children of pre-school age was

schools, "and the power to make made, because after ten years' work

such arrangements as may be sane- in inspecting children entering the

tioned by the Board of Education public elementary schools, so many

for attending to the health and defects were found which should

physical condition of the children have been corrected before the chil-

in the public elementary schools,"— dren reached school age.

the power, but not the duty to at-

tend to their health.

The medical inspection was be-

gun in 1908, and for ten years- the

Board of Education received and

analyzed reports of these inspec-

tions. The weakness of the Act

became painfully apparent, for

while it was the "duty" of the Edu-

cation Authority to inspect the chil-

dren, it was not their duty to cor-

rect the defects revealed thereby.

While the Act did not give "power"

to provide treatment, in many
places treatment was provided, al-

though not obligatory.

The 1918 Education Act made it

A
The Central Council

CENTRAL Council of In-

fant and Child Welfare was

formed in England some time be-

fore the organization in the United

States of the National Child Health

Council. The objects of the Brit-

ish organization are

:

"i. To be a link between the

national and local organizations.

2. To deal with the child up

to 14 years of age.

3. To avoid over-lapping and

waste of energy, by co-ordinating

the work.
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4. The Council is not to un-

dertake any part of the work, each

society retaining its own individu-

ahty.

5. The Council is to get the

money necessary for the work, to

stand by, and to interfere only when

there is over-lapping and waste.

6. To co-ordinate and regula-

rize the voluntary work."

A CENTRAL INSTITUTE ESTABLISHED

The Lancet has since announc-

ed that the Central Council of

Infant and Child Welfare has

received £40,000 from the Carnegie

United Kingdom Trust to be used

for a Central Institute of Child

Welfare. Since the offer was origi-

nally made to the Council, the Brit-

ish Red Cross Society has proposed

to erect or purchase a large build-

ing to house (a) V. A. D. and

Red Cross work; (b) a tuberculosis

center; (c) a college of nursing,

besides the central welfare work,

;and the Carnegie Trustees have

agreed to this proposal, provided

that a distinct wing is used for the

Child Welfare Institute. No build-

ing has yet been acquired, but the

Central Council has obtained tem-

porary premises in which the work
of the central institute is being com-

menced. Progress has been made
in regard to a similar central insti-

tute in Edinburgh. The Trustees

of the Carnegie Trust are evidently

being mindful of the injunction to

them of the late founder : *'Let my
Trustees therefore ask themselves

from time to time, from age to

age, how they can best help man
in his glorious ascent onward and

upward, and to this end devote the

fund."

Germany
War's Effect on the Children

Ramsay Spillman, M. D.

THE children in Germany ap-

pear to have shared the lot of

the adults in regard to shortage of

food. Aside from the direct ef-

fect of the food shortage, there has

also been an indirect effect on the

nursing children, through the milk

of the mother—at least more than

one German investigator has drawn

this conclusion.

Momm and Kraemer (i) in 1917

analyzed the milk of 25 nursing

women—most of whom had hus-

bands in the German army—and

concluded, at least as far as their

unselected patients were concerned.

that "the war had in general no in-

fluence on the composition of moth-

ers' milk." Yet Kaupe (2) observ-

ed in the same year that 35 nurs-

ing children under his supervision

did not gain as they should have,

despite an ample supply of moth-

er's milk for them ; and he believes

that in view of Momm and Kraem-
ers' findings "we must recognize

that alterations in mother's milk

which we do not understand have

occurred as a result of war condi-

tions. It may seem as if these al-

terations are determined perhaps

less by the nutrition of the mother

than by the mental strain which af-

flicts us all, particularly mothers."
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BREAST FEEDING IN WAR

Whether the period of lactation

was diminished by the food short-

age has been a matter of controver-

sy. Steinhardt (3) compared the

nursing of 201 children in peace

time and 300 in war time, and came

in 191 7 to the following conclu-

sions :

The ability of the mother to

nurse was as good as in peace time

despite the restricted rations, some

nursing their children even better

than in times of peace.

The lactation period was not as

long in all, but longer in most wo-

men, than in peace time.

A harm to the nursing mothers

by the war diet was not discovered.

These conclusions, however, were

challenged, at least in part, by

Grumme (4), who claimed that

Steinhardt's own statistics showed

that the diminished diet had re-

duced the average period of lacta-

tion. Nevertheless the women of

Germany seem to have borne out

the tradition that in time of need

the child fares better at the breast

than at other times.

THE MYSTERIOUS 'VlTAMINES"

While non-medical people have

come to the point where they speak

familiarly of proteins and carbohy-

drates—terms unfamiliar enough to

lay persons only a few years ago

—

it may still not be out of place to

recall that the substances known
as vitamines are present in very

small amounts in our diet, but

nevertheless are essential for our

growth and health. If it be further

recalled that proteins are combina-

,tions of nitrogenous substances

known .as amino-acids, it is a matter

of simple etymology to note that

vitamines are, at least in name, sub-

stances related to the proteins, and

no less essential for life. While

little is so far known about their

chemistry, it has been found that

they are divisible into at least two

great groups, the fat-soluble and

the water-soluble. The tomato, un-

til recently scorned by nutrition ex-

perts because of the few calories

it affords, is now looked upon with

more respect because it contains

water-soluble vitamines. And long

before vitamines had ever been

thought of, the antiscorbutic con-

tent of lime juice was utilized by

the British to prevent scurvy in the

crews of ships before the days

when the diet of the sea-going

could be varied by canned vegeta-

bles ; wherefore a British ship is

to this day designated as a lime-

juicer. What this has to do with

the nutrition of German children

will soon be apparent since the fat-

soluble vitamines are contained in

the fat of milk and consequently

in butter.

ABSENCE OF DEFICIENCY DISEASE

Hamburger (5) has been pleased

with the results of enriching the

diet of even young children with

butter, in his out-patient clinic at

the University in Berlin. The rec-

lamation of rancid butter by a spe-

cial process has permitted this in a

land where fats have been scarce.

Hamburger discourses at length on

vitamines. He regards the extra

dietary allowance of the expectant
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and nursing mother as the chief transportation it was often soured,

reason that the deficiency diseases which resulted in a frequency of

were not more frequent in these diarrhoea unknown before the war.

women. Many persons on the While Hamburger regards butter-

regular war diet developed defi- milk as a valuable adjunct in infant

ciency diseases (the Germans call feeding, he prefers that it, as well

these Avitaminosen), such as late as protein milk, be prepared from
rickets, hunger edema, hemorrhagic milk that is not spontaneously

diathesis, and tetany ; the diseases soured beforehand, containing a

yielding when the deficient food heterogenous and undesirable con-

elements were made good. It is tent of bacteria. He suggests that

his observation that the children in the lack of hay for the dairy cows

his clinic were of normal w^eight maybe responsible for deficiency

at birth. This, he points out, con- diseases in the children who live on

firms the general belief that the the milk. This view has a certain

fetus satisfies its demands on the foundation in the development of

mother regardless of her resources, beri-beri in infants nursing at the

so long as she can furnish it with breasts of mothers similarly affiict-

the building material it needs, ed, the disease in the infant yield-

When, however, the complex ing to a change to the breast of a

chemical substances required are healthy nurse. The mother with

not there in the mother's system beri-beri is the victim af a deficiency

for the fetus to take, the chemical disease and the child suffers,

economy of the latter is disturbed, Guinea pigs have been observed to

and after the child is born it has a develop scurvy when deprived of

tendency to deficiency diseases, green food, fresh or dried. Hence

which is aggravated by the scarcity it is not a violent stretch of the rea-

of proper food for it. Hamburger son to conceive of a deficient diet

notes the frequent occurrence of in the cow affecting the infant,

undue fragility of the bones as an Cod-liver oil is particularly rich

illustration, while scurvy and in all in vitamines, and Hamburger uses

likelihood late rickets were proba- it freely in the nutrition of infants,

bly more common than usual during Its beneficial effect appears to have

the food shortage. scientific confirmation in the work

THE EFFECT OF DIRTY MILK ^^ Czcmy (6).

As for the infants fed otherwise scurvy in the breast-fed

than at the breast, scarcely any that jf anything in life can be set

came to the clinic got as much as down as absolutely certain, it is

a liter (about a quart) of cow's that the breast-fed infant has a

milk a day ; most of them not more much better chance than the arti-

than three-quarters of that amount, ficially fed one. However, Epstein

What milk they got was generally (7), commenting on the statement

dirty, and because of the delays in that "the occurrence of scurvy in
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breast-fed children has been doubt-

ed" says "closer examination shows

this doubt to be unfounded and

probably referable to a mere theo-

retical preconception. Breast feed-

ing generally protects against severe

nutritional disturbances, yet these

are more frequent than will be ad-

mitted. ... In the series first ob-

served by Barlow there was not a

breast-fed child. Later he estab-

lished its occurrence in breast-fed

children, but emphasized that the

mothers of these children were

themselves suffering from scurvy."

Between August, 1917, and the fol-

lowing July Epstein had eleven

cases of scurvy, or Barlow's dis-

ease, in his. clinic at Prague, and

two of these were in breast-fed

infants. Eleven cases is a very

high incidence for his clinic. "The

disease," he continues, "shows a

preference for artificially fed chil-

dren in the second half of the first

year and in the second year. Be-

fore and after this time it is rela-

tively infrequent. However, it has

been observed from the fourth

month even up to school age."

HUNGER BLOCKADE

German medical writers have

made much of the "hunger block-

ade," which indeed was alleged to

have even justified the unrestricted

submarine warfare. They have

blamed everybody but the war party

for the increased death-rate of

German children during the war.

Doctor W. T. Vaughan (8) ob-

serves, in comment on a particular-

ly vitrolic German medical editorial,

that a cause of the food shortage

these writers appear to have over-

looked was the failure of the Ger-

mans to harvest the crops of France

as they had planned to do in the

fall of 1914. While this comment
of Vaughan's is in the nature of a

reprisal against an editorial bomb
attack, yet according to testimony of

Hamburger and others, the nutri-

tional disturbances in German chil-

dren seem to have been due to dis-

turbed food balance rather than

lack of food stuffs and are not

comparable in degree to the con-

ditions of extreme starvation occur-

ring in Poland and some parts of

Austria. Undoubtedly when she

entered the world war Germany
counted on a short struggle or a

quick conquest of some country

able to supply fats and other es-

sentials to a balanced diet.
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Recent Literature on Mother and
Child Welfare

Book Reviews

Traveling Publicity Campaigns, Mary
Swain Routzahn. Russell Sage Foun-

dation, New York, 1920. Price, $1.50

net.

The itinerant trader has always

been a bearer of news, but we are

now becoming familiar with a new
kind of peddler, whose pack con-

tains new ideas and useful infor-

mation, not goods. He goes about

the country representing depart-

ments of national and state govern-

ment and private organizations.

His trade is in the interest of bet-

ter ci-tizenship and health, not of

profits. The activities of these ped-

dlers have been described in a book

issued under the title "Traveling

Publicity Campaigns," by Mary
Swain Routzahn. The mode of

traveling has progressed from

wagons to trains and from trains to

motor trucks. The wares are helps

to better health, better homes, bet-

ter crops. Accounts of some 130

educational tours by train, auto

truck, motor cycle, trolley car,

wagon, and even by house boat are

drawn up in assembling this re-

view of a comparatively new^ meth-

od of education and publicity.

Accounts of some typical travel-

ing campaigns are combined in this

book with suggestions on the vari-

ous factors that enter into the suc-

cess of an educational tour. The

book is plentifully illustrated with

photographs showing how some of

the trains and trucks are fitted up

with displays and equipment for

demonstrations. Some of the

technical problems of arranging

and displaying exhibits to advan-

tage in car interiors are pointed out

and illustrated. The importance of

good advance work in arousing in-

terest in the coming of the train or

truck is discussed in some detail.

The program of events of each stop,

the planning of itineraries and

finally the follow-up work to make

sure that results are obtained are

all given considerable. space.

The American Red Cross Health Center.

A manual distributed through Red
Cross Chapters from which copies

may be obtained on request. 64 pp.

The American Red Cross, Washington,

D. C, 1920.

A manual on health centers has

recently been issued by the Ameri-

can Red Cross. As defined by the

Red Cross, a health center is an in-

stitution for health education and

the dissemination of information

relative to health. A health cen-

ter should be valuable in bridging

the gap between those who know-

about hygiene and sanitation, and

those who do not.

This pamphlet contains many

valuable suggestions as to how to

organize health centers, how to

carry on an active campaign of

health education, how to prepare

and conduct health exhibits and

190
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demonstrations, how to distribute

health Hterature, how to give in-

struction through class and club

work, and how to conduct growth

and nutrition clinics. Many sug-

gestions are included concerning

the sources from which supplies of

posters and exhibits, playlets, lec-

tures and other literature may be

obtained.
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